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INTRODUCTION

Leon Richardson, professor of Latla^and director of
*

University Extension at the University of California from"

-1892 to 1958, is a treat for even the most calloused social

scientist, for his spaji of 91 years covers a life purposeful

and active in many diverse areas. While these tape-recorded

sessions were begun with the object of harvesting some rich

University history for the Centennial History of the

University of California under the direction of Professor

Walton E. bean, it soon became apparent that here was a

figure whose place in the history of California was

significant as both a prototype of the dynamic builder

who helped construct a new western society with eastern

tools, and also as a spectator whose friends — John Dewey,

Herr Hermann Grimm, John Muir, William Keith — were hewing

out chunks of history in other areas.

As the tapes filled the reels with Richardson's

meticulous, sonorous speech, there emerged the young

instructor of classics who went to a European university

for the academic preparation befitting a future professor

of Latin at the University of California. His teaching

days began during Latin's supreme status as a tool for the

acquisition of Kultur; later he witnessed the gradual

decline of classical languages as the "practical" modern

languages gained prominence. .. ,.. .

,

•^ *%*-» « >« u •
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4 The nourishment of a cultural life in his own coaununity

was no haphazard matter for Professor Richardson, for he

not only furnished spirit and money-raising power to bring

eastern concert artists to California year after year via

the Berkeley Music Association, but he saw to it that the

tiny storefront public library became a structure of John

Galen Howard grandeur financed by Carnegie funds. ' ^^
» tit-. fiivon V

Thereafter, it was logical for Richardson to be the one

to handle the complex Washington, D.C. - University of

California military bureau liaison agency during World War^^

I, to head the hastily-formed relief committee at the time

of the disastrous Berkeley fire in 1923, and in 1945 to be

the reluctant mayoral candidate of Berkeley, quickly placed

on the ballot by friends who realized that only extreme left

and extreme right were running. Richardson also had the

unique satisfaction of being an instigator for several

organizations which have acquired af meaningful place in

academic life: the Philological Association of the Pacific

Coast, the Americsin Association for Adult Education, the

University of California Faculty Club, the English Speaking

Union, and others.

Against the background of this diversity, his major

accomplishment looms: the creation of University of

California Extension, a fountainhead from which Lifelong

Learning has since been flowing into all the mountains and

valleys of the state. It carried with it curricula which

enriched not only bored housewives and upwardly-mobile

businessmen, but also immigrants, laborers, the unemployed,

and prisoners in Alcatraz and San Quentin. The vigorous

scholar wished more than anything to make of the Californians
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a people whose taste for learning was habit-forming. With

this singleness of purpose he developed and ran Extension

for over fifteen years.

, Purposeful activity is one of Professor Richardson's

outstanding traits. ("Be an arrow, not driftwood.") His

day-to-day life has always been a well-plajined design. Each

day since he was seventeen he has kept a diary; three times

each day since he was a graduate student he has given himself

a Swedish massage to preserve as long as possible his

physiological well-being (and he has); an hour each day for

over sixty years he has taken a walk to relax both intellect

and body; when faced with the necessity of mastering Latin

as a live, spoken language, he worked at it twelve hours a

day until the feat was accomplished. Within this framework

of rational behavior the structure of his life is actually a

monolith, or, as a golfing friend put it, "He always goes

straight down the fairway." •^^m-mir ,i

The recording sessions, necessarily fitted into his

schedule with great precision, were held at his desk in his

pleasantly-cluttered study in a tall, white apartment

building at 2335 Pacific Street, San Francisco. Twice "*

widowed, jRichardson lives here with Conrad Loring, his
'

brother-in-law. The "retired" professor reads upwards of

150 books annually as a Commonwealth Club book juror, grades

high stacks of papers each day for his two correspondence

courses, polishes his Horatio- type verses for his next book

of poetry, and, of course, gets in a daily round of golf at

a nearby golf course.

Around him hang wall-sized maps of the world, travel

posters, and scenes of Greece and Rome; on shelves are

clusters of Who's Who , his diaries, encyclopedia, a few Latin
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favorites, ajid a dominating grandfather clock. Although the

apartment commands a superb view of the Golden Gate,

Richardson will show visitors to a different window: "See

that white building? The top looks exactly like the

Parthenon," he will say with satisfaction.
lAwir, '. nic

The sessions were sprinkled with surprises, the first of

which was seeing the nonagenarian for the first time: appearing

at the door in a colorful shirt, he walked in loose loafers

with the smooth, relaxed gait of a young man. His blue eyes

showed a lively sparkle; he had a ready laugh. His readily-

demonstrable golf swing is that of a real athlete, proving

why he continued to win tournaments until transportation

difficulties arose because as he approached the age of ninety

the state would no longer accept him as a licensed driver.

The abrupt emerj^^ence of serendips sometimes altered the

direction of a session which, although carefully researched

beforehand, was allowed to follow informally the line of

his memory of that day* As the tape-recorder was being

threaded for, say, a session on the Latin department, he

would ask, "Did I ever tell you about my good friend John

Dewey?", and so, instead, the tape captured the warm reminis-

cences of a sixty-year friendship between the two scholars.

Later, when the complete interview was transcribed, it was

edited for continuity and ambiguitips, then typed in final

form. Here a word of thanks is due Richardson's daughter,

Mrs. Florence Wyckoff, for helping in the final corrections

and additions to the manuscript.

The Regional CultuM History Project, under whose

auspices this interview was done, is an office of the

University Library devoted to tape-recording the memoirs
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of persons who have contributed significantly to the

development of Northern California. The project, headed

by Willa Baum, is under the administrative supervision of

Assistant Librarian Julian Michel. Supplementing

Professor Richardson's accoimt are interviews by the

project with Baldwin M. Woods, the succeeding director of

Extension, and Extension business manager Henry C. Waring.

Amelia R. Fry
Interviewer

30 July 1962

Regional Cultural History Project
General Library
University of California at Berkeley
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THE FIRST THIRTY YEARS ie Cc.. ,

Boyhood h« dl»4 ikortr*

Family

ARFt I'd like to start back behind 1868 — when you were born — and

ask about your parents. You have some family names that are

quite interesting in New England history. From which Richardson

do you come?

LJR: I come from Josiah Crosby Richardson and his wife, Isabel

Chamberlain. And I was born in Keene, New Hampshire, where I

spent my early boyhood. Later we moved to Jackson, Michigan.

When I was about twelve years of age I suddenly developed asthma,

whereupon the doctors said the only cure for that is not medicine

but a change of climate. fc,„ <-. kv*

"So, he must have that,'* my father and mother said. "What

place do you recommend that he go to?" ^ ^k, « ^,.

The doctor said, "I recommend that he go to Minnesota."

Whereupon my father and mother arranged to have me go to

Minneapolis, where I attended high school for two years, then

returned to Jackson for the final year and graduated in 1886,

prepared to enter a university as a student.

ARF: How many brothers and sisters did you have?

LJR: I had a brother. He was a graduate of the University of Michigan,
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I

LJR: and then he became an electrical engineer, and finally became r*>

connected with the General Electric Company in Schenectady, New

York, where he spent the remainder of his working life. A few

years ago he died there.

ARF: That was Arthur Howard Richardson. -^-c-

f UR: Yes. Then I had a sister, Isabel, and she died when she was seven

j.
years of age. So she never grew up. ^tt' I <

ARP: Was she younger than you? htr« .-. v •

UR: She was one year younger than I.

ARF: How much older was Arthur Howard than you?

UR: He was younger, nine years younger, •la.t y^* 4» ^n^- ¥• C"

ARF: How did you first get this idea that you wanted to be a scholar?

UR: Weil, you know, that's a very curious thing. My father and

mother say that it came to me without any suggestion on their

part. As a child I began to try to think about reasons for

things, origins of things. My mother said I was peculiar in that

respect. They didn't teach me to do that. Father and Mother said

that they regarded me as a little queer, unlike the other children

in the way I would try to think out something. of

f Early Training in German

ARF: Did your childhood have any bearing on your ideas about having

foreign language training begin early in life?

UR: I can tell you definitely the answer to that question. My father
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was a very sensible man and he said to me when I was twelve years

old, "A boy in America should know two languages, English and on*

other. I think you should know another language. I'd like to

make the arrangements so that you get it." In the course of two

or three weeks he brought home, one day, a charming young man about

twenty-two years of age who had just come fron Germany. Father

said that he had been trying to get work but couldn't find it

because people didn't seem to want to hire a stranger and a

foreigner. tc %9Jk* V

So Father said to this ioan, "I want to take you home and have

you teach ay boy German, and after that job is done why we can

probably get a commercial job for you." So my father brought him

home, ajid there at the table, at dinner and at other times, I sat

beside this man and he talked to me. When this began I said to

him — he knew a little English — "What book should I buy in

order to study German with you?" .^ vu

He replied, "When I have spoken two million words into your

ears it will be time to buy a book, but not before." I have no

idea how that wisdom came to him. He came from a part of Germany

where the dialect of German that existed was used on the stage,

namely in the northwestexn provicea of Germany. But I never knew

i how that wisdom came to him, but he had it thoroughly.

High School ^'cv» *
„ ,^,5 X

LJR: When I entered the high school I had to select my course. My
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LJR: father was the owner of a drygoods store ajid he said, "I'm a' ^^

business man, and you probably will be my successor. I own a

drygoods store and you'll probably inherit my store from me, so

I suggest you take the commercial course when you go to the Jackson,

Michigan, high school."

So I started out in the commercial course, but after a few

days Frederick Leroy Bliss, the principal, said to me, "Leon

Richardson, I want to talk to you. I*ve seen you for a few days

here in your work and I think you ought to take the classical

course, not the commercial course. You ought to be trained in

Greek and Latin and then you will find the career that will be

far more interesting than any you can get with the commercial

course." So X tpok his adTice* I dropped the commercial course
, 'i«ow, a > ycu

and took the Greek and Latin course. I owe my whole career to

that change, so I owe a great deal to Frederick Leroy Bliss.

ARF: Your parents were living in Jackson, Michigan, at this time?

LJR: Yes, my father had a store first in New Hampshire, and then he

decided to go out west and get a store there. That was very often

done with the merchants then; they saw the drift of population

westward. So he decided to open a store in Jackson. I was there

with him quite a good ^eal and did some of my schooling there.

ARFi Before you went into high school.

LJR: Yes, and also afterwards for a while. I later went to high school

in Minneapolis for two years, you know. It was in Michigan that I
we'll Tv, ,;?

began to have this asthma and the doctor said, "Change climate.
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UR: and go to Minnesota." So I went to Minneapolis and did part of

my high school work there. ^^ ^^ «• ..Utoi «,i a .

College Days

Richardson the Drummer ^". /•«* *^^ ""*'' ^'•'- i» *i' j "^i^

ARF: How did you happen to have your sojourn as a salesman?

UR: My father Wai Immensely interested in his drygoods store in

Jackson, and one of his pet ideas was that in due time he would

I
turn it over to me when I got older and I'd be the owner of the

store ajid I should run it. I didn't tell him that that did not

appeal to me, but I let him indulge that happy thought — happy

for hi.. r9« ««« «

He said, "Now, what do you want to do immediately after high

school?"

At .' li.

"I want to take a four-year course at the University of

Michigan, '^ I said. "It will make an intelligent man of me, and

that will be better."

Veil, he didn't know whether a businessman needed to take a

four-year course. However, he finally acceded to my thoug: t aJid

said, "Veil, go ahead. But," he said, "there's one thing I would'

want to ask of you. You are going to have at every year a three

month vacation in the summer. Now, I want you to be a drummer

during that time and sell goods to the drygoods stores in the

territory that we'll pick out, goods made in Ypsilanti auid

Wi
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LJRt Jackson, Michigan. Lots of women's things ars aads in faotoriss

in thofls two towns, and I want you to go about as a druaasr sailing

those things to drygoods stores." - ^-^ .i»»w ^wu

I said, "All right."

"I'll get a druaaer's job for you," he said. And he did, and

the territory for the job was Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and Kew

York State, the three hardest territories in the United States.

Veil, I began. I went with my caaples and I went into the terri-

tory. I talked with drummers. I said, "How do you aaaage to sell

goods?"

"You'go'td si drygoods store and you ask for the buyer, and

then you take him out for luncheon and you give hlM a good drink

at the luncheon."

X said to mynelf, "I'm never going to do that kind of thing,

at all. I'm going to offer my goods on their serits without any

indttceuent of that kind." I went through that first three months

selling goods. I remember one remark that was made to me. I

went into a drygoods store and asked for tneir buyer. He came. I

explained what I had and he said «- I remember his words — he

•aid, "It so happens we're well supplied with the goods you offer,

but if I could get your tonipie and speak as ferYiffttly and persua-

sively as you do, I'd take that." [Laughter] »

ARFi You were selling yourself, too.

URi Yes. Well, now, that went on for four years. At the end of every

one of my four college years I was drummer in that territory for
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LJR: three months. When I finished the fourth year as drummer, the

company for which I worked said, "Now you're in a position to be

drummer the whole year through, and w© are delighted to have you

because you have been successful for us, and we'd like to have

you on full time. We'll give you increased salary and we are

very much pleased to know that we're going to have you that way."

So. I said, "Gentlemen, I doubt whether you could borrow enough

money to keep me any longer," -^ .v/'» \t^/i r 4p- j.

ARFj You had complied with your father's idea and you were through

with it. -ifclo' ntil his wid« ^oi»tlA]

UR: Then, Just as soon as 1 got out of college, I began to teach

Greek and not sell dry goods. vvrsw «riTi«>.»K

John Dewey -" - -^--^ raWt*- -^ - -^---
< >

•'
- -^vt

UR: I received the B.A. degree at th© University of Michi.'^an in 1890,

afte^F having taken there several courses in English literatuf^

under Professor Charles Mills Gayley. I also took courses in

psychology, logic, ethics and philosophy under Professor John

Dewey,

I ART: Dewey I Were you the link that enabled the University of Cali-

fornia to get him out here for lectures later, then?

ij LJR: Oh, I think so. He and I were, while he was living, very intimate

friends and whenever we were anywhere near each other we got

together.

ARF: What differences do you think he might have made in California's

educational system?
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«r»ity of an to

LJR: Well now, his publications were in those fields of psychology,

logic, ethics and philosophy, and the teachers and the professors

of the United States read his work. His Influence was large here

through these four topics that he taught,

ARF: When he came here and gave some lectures in Extension in about

1920, was he as controversial as he is now?

URj No. At that time the scholarly world hadn't gotten critical;

they were still receiving his message and they were not critical

at that time.

ARP: 1 suppose criticism didn't come until his wide popularity?

UR: Yes, that's true. When I was studying with him there in the

University of Michigan there was no adverse criticism of his

theories.

1 ARFj Were they looked upon as something rather spectacularly new?

UR: No. They were looked upon as sound, put it that way. They

thought he was a good, careful thinker and they respected his

i

pronunciamentos on anything.

ARF: How did your friendship with him begin?
r
' UR: When I entered the University of Michigan as a freshman I went

j
right to John Dewey and I said, "I want to take courses with

I you." < fc.'. V

And he said, "Anything in particular?"

"No," I said, "logic and everything you give, including

ethics." And for three years I took work with him every semester.

Then in my senior year he ran off and became a professor at the
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LJR: University of Minnesota, just one year. Then he moved on to

Columbiai in New York, and I used to go and see him every time I

went to New York because he was one of my really close friends.

ARF: He lived a very productive, long life.

LJR: Oh yes, he lived until he was ninety years old. He was a man who

ordered his life, I thought^ in a very intelligent way. Now, what

I mean by that is he knew that he'd have to have a certain amount

of exercise in order to keep well. He experimented and he found

it was about one hour a day, and he would walk, Just walk for an

hour a day^

I was extremely fortunate in that when I began to take his

courses he soon recognized my devotion to his teaching and he

used to invite me to come to his home often and have meals with

the family. So I felt almost like a member of the family. Or->

dinarily professors didn't do anything of that kind. But he

invited me to come into his home and there I got, you might say,

a sort of inner glimpse of the man, how he worked at home suid so

on.

ARF: How did he work at home?

ImTR: He would have a certain number of people in often for meals, in

order that the social life of his family might be ideal. And he

would take that exercise, just what he needed and just that

amount, and then he always did his teaching very conscientiously

at the University of Michigan. It was not perfunctory. You felt

as though when you were studying with him that he was anxious to

give you all he could. He was that kind of man.
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LJR: Then he did very careful work for the faculty. He waa on^

faculty coBunittees, and I tell you that is a very important thing

in a university. You know, some university professors are no

good on general administrative committees, but Dewey was excellent.

He helped the faculty in that way, thoroughly. He wasn't at all

like a philosopher, with his head way up in the air, dreaming.

|-' He was practical, very practical. *

ARF: You've read all his books probably. When he taught, did he

actually practice what he preached in his books? For instance,

did he really key his teaching to your needs?

LJR: I think so, yes, I felt he did. I didn't think there was any

shajii 'about that. I felt he really lived according to the princi-

ples that he set forth. He gave a wonderful course in ethics. '

I never shall forget it. It wasn't a religious course; it was a

course oh fhc "fundamental principles whereby society is wholesome

and sane and successful. That is, ethics was how the individual

lives in order to get the most out of life in the highest sense'

of the term. Not wealth; he didn't go into that. How to live

so as to get the most out of life in the best meaning of that

term, that's the way he taught and the way he talked in conversa-

tion. "' **-

kRFt You knew him, then, when he was a fairly yoiing man suid had his

children at home? - ^»"*c •• -., *. j^-.. . , .; -- ...... I>t¥ty la M«

LJR: Yes. ** '''^» af*^^ 2' c«ll le

ARP: I'm interested to know how he behaved toward his own children.
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LJR: His relations with his wife and children seemed to me ideal. I

saw nothing that was different there from what it should be. He

seemed to be an ideal father and husband as I saw him in his home.

Someone visited John Dewey in New York once and said that Dewey

would often be at his table writing, with three or four little

neighborhood urchins around him playing.

That's it. That's the man. That describes him very accurately,

yes. Children never bothered him. He could have them around him

and they didn't interfere with his happiness or his activities;

he went right. on. ^ ^^ ^^

ARF: Would you say he had been a pretty important influence in your

life?

LJR: Yes. Oh, I think that John Dewey and later on HermannGrimm were

the two men above all others that I can recall. I'm not speaking

now of my father; I'm speaking of outside of the family. John

Dewey and Hermam Grimm were the two men that had the greatest

influence over me. You see. Hermann Griaim made me his famulus —
famulus, you know that term, it's in the dictionary.

ARF: Yes, and you were almost John Dewey's famulus, too.

LJR: Yes. John Dev^y didn't know about that relation, but he treated

me very much as though he had nominated me his famulus. He

treated me very much that way, yes.

By the way, I have a capital picture of John Dewey in his

older age. I kept in touch with him after I left college and he

became a professor at Columbia. This is the way he looked in the

Columbia period, not when he taught me.
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ARF: Did Chester Rowell take courses under Dewey at Michigan?

LJR: Yes. v

ARF: I wonder if his interest in philosophy stemmed from being under

Dewey at Michigain.

It was in part, yes, generated th&t way* ., ,

John Dewey had one delightful bit of technique. At the

end of a recitation he would sometimes say, "Richardson, come up

here, I want to speak with you." And I'd go up. He'd say, "I'm

going to walk from five to six tonight for exercise. Will you

walk with me?" And then we had informal talks of the most

delightful and valuable sort. And he would have me come to his

home to dine and meet a group of his mature friends and I was

brought into contact with these people.

Can you remember some of the tnings you talked about?

No, except John Dewey, in those talks, wasn't academic. We might

start off talking about dogs, seeing some dogs. Then from that

go on to man's interest in animals and get into a rather Inter-

esting theme there, and how important in this world is that

interest that man takes in horses, cattle, sheep, dogs, and so

on. We d get into a very interesting subject there that would

all develop out of just having a dog go by us as we were walking.

That's the way we'd talk.

I* a 6« ve?

t»» s
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The Call to Cal

Th« Decision

ARF: What did you do after graduation from the University of Michigan?

LJR: What I did astounded my father. I went to the Jackson, Michigan,

high school authorities and I said, "I'd like to teach Greek in

your high school." « i >

And they said, "Well, it so happens that we haven't a teacher

of Greek, but we perhaps ought to have one, so we'll give you the

place." The salary was ridiculously low — $75 a month,

"All right, I'll take it," I said, and I accepted it and

enjoyed the teaching and felt that I had a career right there.

At that very time. Professor Gayley had been invited to leave

Michigan and come to Berkeley and be head of the English department

at the University of California. I also had been a student of

Charles Mills Gayley and he had become very familiar with me and

what I was doing. He found that I had graduated from Michigan and

was teaching high school Greek in Jackson, Michigan, whereupon he

got President Martin Kellogg interested in me, so Martin Kellogg

telegraphed me asking me if I would come to the University of

California and te xch Latin.

[aRF: Was this the first you had heasA of this? -« .

LJRi Yes, when that telegram came. So I replied that I was right in

the midst of the year teaching Greek in the high school and at

the and of that year I*d be very glad to come. I received a mes-

sage back, "That's satisfactory to us. At the end of the year,

come .

"
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UR: I mentioned this to my father. He knew that I had taken that

job teaching Greek for very little money and this one at the

University of California meant much more. "Well," Father said,

"I think perhaps you'd better take it. I think the hunting and

fishing will be very good out there." [Laughter] Well, I took

it. And I went to Berkeley, and I taught. i w> *Jm

Professor Charles Mills Gayley

LJP.! So, Professor Gayley was responsible for my coming to Berkeley as

aoember of the faculty. And I always thought of him as one of

the most intimtate friends in my life.

ARF: How would you describe Professor Cayloy?

UR: Veil, now, men are divided into twb' groups. One is what I call

the calm, serious temperament. The other is the emotional, lively

temperament. And Gayley belonged to the latter. He was affected

emotionally very easily^ very easily SLnd —
ARF: And it showed?

LJR: It showed, yes. He had marked animation. When he lectured to his

class he was likely to leave his rostrum. He'd get so excited

about Tennyson or Shelley — Shelley was one of his favorites ~
that he would walk around and you'd think he might fall over the

edge of something. He was emotional, and that affected his class

very much. That manner, that emotional teaperaiment, was very *

marked and characteristic of him. He didn't just sit still and

talk; he talked all over. When he talked, his whole body went
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Ufi: into the conversation. He was that kind of a man.

ARF; Did this enthusiasm of his carry through in direct action in

^ things like faculty committees?

UR: Yes. He was always animated in any of his work. He was in that

group of three men, Gayley, Jones, and Stephens, who took the

place of President Wheeler at the time the regents lost faith in

Wheeler because he went to Germany and hobnobbed with the Kaiser

just at the time of the war« *

ARF; I wanted to ask you, too, .bout Gayley's course around 1901 in

"great books." 4 •»*•-•>>*

LJR: Why, it became so popular that the class met in the Hearst Greek

Theatre finally, and Gayley would lecture to that class in the

Greek Theatre, Oh, and his talks were wonderful. When he took

such & subject as Shelley and he stood on that rostrum and talked

to that throng, it was one of the most impressive things you ever

saw. His enthusiasm, his animation, came out in a way that made

him the ideal orator for that purpose.

ARF» How did he select these books? M* e

LJR: I can't remember that. I studied with him in Michigan and we went

through the whole range of English literature, from Chaucer on

down.

All under him?

All under him from Chaucer clear down to Longfellow, yes. And I

remember that he tried to be just in his estimate of every one of

those English authors and American authors.
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ARFt What was his main contribution, then, and his favorite field

within literature? '* '» »«i-i ir»«» If S^n -»•• in

UR: I think you'd say it was the essay. He would write an essay that

would be very effective. n**

ARF: Oh, and this was his favorite medium? .,. ., in tht

UR: Yes. U w*.

ARF: Did his book, Classic Myths in English Literature , reflect his

favorite field? Since you are the Latin and Greek scholar, I

was wondering if you ever talked with him about this.

LJR: Well, I think we talked about it because we were intimate friends

>

before he began to write Classic Myths in English Literature . I -^

can remember when he was in the process of writing that book. We

used to teUce a walk an hour a day, five to six o'clock.

ARF: It sotinff just like yeur walks with John Dewey.

LJR: Yes, we had walks together. Our walk was not devoted to heavy,

scholarly things. We wanted to relax in that walk. Gayley

wanted to get away from business in that walk and get the refresh-

ment that came out of change. He didn't want to have it continue

shop. It wasn't shop.

ARF: It was for a change of pace. >"• J*«»

LJR: Change, change. He got the most benefit from the physical exercise

of the walk if his mind was free from pedantry of any kind, yes.

ARF: That must have been very enjoyable. » *« i tm

LJR: Very. ^*^ *** *^ ^ mttmX ^uc^t*--

ARF: Did you ever use his great books course in Extension for adult

education?
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UR: I can't remember that we did. £«pa, ;:

By the way, I ought to tell you, if you are interested in

this subject, about his wife. Her maiden name was Sallie Pickett .0

Harris, and she was the daughter of Bishop Samuel Harris who had

befJGL li^ishop in the New Orleans see and then became bishop in the

Detroit see. And while he was there and Sallie Harris was young

she used to go to Ann Arbor on social occasions. There were

dances, balls, and the students would bring out some particular

student for Sallie and in that way Gayley met her.

ARF: Do you remember what G^ey did to help build up the English depart-

ments in the high schools around the state? He was very interested

in this, wasn't he?

LJR: Yes, and in that connection I want to emphasize one thing about

Mr. Gayley. He was one of the most delightful conversationalists

I've ever known. I can't think of anybody that I've ever known

that I'd say surpassed him in that. He was a delightful conversa-
J tc d reo«iv«

tionallst. Why, he oould be introduced to a man and Gayley had a

way of saying, "Where were you born?" and the man would say, "I
"- '4 kin wv.H

was born in Kentucky*"

"You were? By George!" Gayley would say. "Why, I*m

immensely interested in Kentucky, for I've read some books about

Kentucky," or "I knew one or two men who came from Kentucky," or
fmnl t-r r.f

"There were two or three men who rose to public importance in

Kentucky." Gayley was one of the most successful conversation-

alists I've ever known. He fascinated people through that, and
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LJR: that's how he was able to work as chairman of the English depart-

jjp. atnt an(J, %9 get things done for. |he besi kind of, English department.

He got the very best teachers into it, and the courses they offered

were all of the same sort that accorded with that enthusiasm of

Gayley's. I think of him as the most delightful conversationalist

I've ever known, ^j,^

ARF: He accomplished a great deal, then, through t*iis personal charm.

LJRi He did, he certainly did, yes. .. .i,,., ^

A in Utlfi

Graduate Study Abroad _^ ^ ^^^ _ ,,,.„-, *,,.<,
'i^-* « «r4

UR: So, I was graduated from Michigan in 1890, and in 1891 I came to

the University of California to teach Latin. Vhen I was teaching

here for a few years I realized that I was not adequately trained.

I just had a B.A. degree, not a Ph.D. Vhereupon, in 1893, I

asked the University regents if they would excuse me and let me

go to Europe and receive further training. They acquiesced in

that and they said that I would have to sever my connection with

the University and then apply, and this was to be when I got

through, for reinstatement. They said, "We can't give an instruc-

tor a leave of absence to go. You have to sever your connection

and go, and probably we'll be willing to restore you," So I

resigned and went to the University of Berlin for further training.

ibo
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Do-it-yourself Latin r«»u kao*. I mm\ **•• wftriced

UR: Now, I've told you that I had learned German when I was a boy.

My tutor was with us until I spoke English and German with just

about equal fluency. So, when I was teaching at the University

of California and wanted to go abroad for further training, I

naturally went to the University of Berlin, where German was the

main language. And to my utter astonishment I discovered when I

got there that while some of the professors lectured in German,

some lectured in Latin and spoke it, you know. And at the end

of the course the student had to pass an oral examination in Latin

on the subject matter. In other words, he had to speak Latin just

the way I'm speaking English to you right now.

Whereupon I went to one of the l-'arned professors aind I said,

"How can I get a speaking knowledge of Latin? I studied Latin

in America but that was just translation work, that's all."

"Well," he said, "I'll tell you how to do It. 'Tou select

two thousand pages of Latin prose, not too hard, good Latin prose.

And you walk up and down in your room and you read aloud the two

thousand pages. At the end of each page you say to yourself in

Latin, 'Now, what was that all about that I've just read?' You

have just had the vocabulary because you read it aloud. Now tell

yourself what that was about. Do that for two thousand pages auid

at the end of it you'll discover that you can speak Latin."

Well, I got the two thousand pages; one of the parts of it

was the New Testament in Latin, and then Latin classics from the
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UR: Romans. And I walked up and down — you know, I must have worked

twelve hours a day on that. I worked all day long from early .,.

morning until I went to bed, reading that two thousand pages of

Latin aloud. And wnen I finished it, I went over to the univer-

sity and went into a lecture hall where there was a professor

lecturing in Latin. Goodness, gracious, I understood every word

he said! It was perfectly wonderful.

And so, during, my stay in Berlln| I took some courses where

the professor lectured In German and we read German books, and I

took some courses where the professors lectured in Latin and all

the examinations and the reading had tQ be in Latin.

Now, I want to tell you one delightful thing about that. I

found I could speak Latin, then, just the way I've speaking

English to you now, without the slightest hesitation, just the

way I did German, too. Then in the vacations I traveled in

Europe in order to get acquainted. And when I got into a country

where the language was unknown to me, I could wait until I saw a

Catholic priest walking along the street, and then I'd say,

"Father" (Pater , we*d say, of course, in Latin), "I'm a stranger

here. Will you kindly tell me what are the things I should see

in this city in order to acquaint myself with the best things in

your art and history." Whereupon the Catholic priest would

always reply and give me very special directions and then almost

always wind up by saying, "Beg pardon for asking the question,

but are you a priest in just ordinary raiments?" [Laughter]
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LJR} And I'd say, "No, I'm a student. But I am studying now at the

University of Berlin where the students must know German and Latia*

And that's how I happened to be able to speak it here to you."

Digital Multiplication Reconstructed i4 ft***-*'^ -^ lMi« 1«^* *

LJR: Vhen I was at Berlin I read in an amcient work — it was Quintil-

^lan — that the Roman children didn't have to commit to memory

the multiplication tables beyond the fives. They learned them

from the twos to the fives and after that they did it all on *

their fingers. So I went to my learned professors and I said,

"Show me how they multiplied on their fingers."

They said, "We only know that they did . No one in this world

knows now how they did it."

"Well," I said, "thank you." I didn't say another word to

these professors, but inside I said, "I'm going to make that an

obj4dt of^n'tudy f6t my th^sii hire. I^ going to use it." And

I worked two years on that, sind By George, I worked it out, I

solved it. And there is an account of it in this paper.

E'Digital Reckoning" by Leon Richardson, California Monthly for

January 1940.] And now, let me give it to you simply:

The children in Greece and Rome committed to memory the multi-

plication tfilles only from the twos to the fives. Beyond that,

they multiplied on their fingers. You see, beginning with the

thumb, they numbered their fingers [raising hie fingers consecu-

tively] "one, two, three, four five" and now back to the thiunb for
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UR: "six" on each hand, "six, seven, eight, nine, ten." Each numbering

of the fingers is called a cycle. One through 5 is the first cycle,

6 through 10 is the second, 11 through 15, and so on.

M^'t Suppose a child wanted to know how much 7 times 7 are. He

said, "six, seven," [raising thumb and finger on his left hand]f^

and "six, seven," [raising thumb and finger on this right hand].

One hand becomes the multiplier and the other hand the multipli-

cand. Now, you have four finp-ers raised and in this cycle each*n

raised finger is worth 10, so 10 times 4 is 40. Now look at the

three fingers remaining down on each hand and multiply them; 3

times 3 is 9. Therefore, the answer is 40 plus the 9. Seven times

7 is 49. ?^*<»
•

ARF: How would you figure 7 times 8?

LJR: You would say, "Six, seven" and "six, seven, eight." Five fingers

are up, each worth 10, so the answer will be 50-something. Here

is two fingers down on the right hand ajid three on the left, and

multiplied together they give you 6. So 8 times 7 is 50 plus the

5, makes 56. ^^^

Now the Encyclopedia Britannica [pulling down the 'vdume] —
there it is right there — on the subject of fingered numerals

says that I restored to the modern world the knowledge of how the

ancienta mul+'.iplied. And this reprint [ "Digital Reckoning Among

the Ancients" by Leon J. Richardson, from the American Rathemati-

cal Monthly . Vol XXIII, No.l, January, 1916, pp. 7-13], is not ).
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UR: my thesis because wien I wrote my thesis on this subject I used

Greek and Latin and any language that I wanted to. The men here

in San Francisco, the certified publie accountants here, wanted

me to get out a brief version of this all in English for them,

so this is what I got ready for them. That tells the whole thlngf

and you may have that.

ARF: Why don't we teach it to our children in school now?

LJR: I have taught it to children, and years later when those children

bad come into the University they'd come to my office and say,

"Are you Professor Richardson?"

HI an." *^-

"You taught me to multiply on my fingers when I was a little

boy," (or a little girl, as the case may bs) "and I've done it

all the way through school, never had to commit to memory."

ARF: Is there a problem of it being slower when you get up into more

! complicated mathematics?- **

UR: No, not at alii Let's see how much 17 times 17 are. "Sixteen,

seventeen," [raising thumb and finger on left hand] — "sixteen,

seventeen," [raising thximb smd finger on right hs-nd] . Now, this

is the third cycle. Did you notice? In the first cycle the

value of the raised fingers is ten. In the second cycle ten.

In the third cycle, 20, in the fourth eycle, 20, and they run

that way, 10,10,20,20,30,50,40,40, on as far as you want to go.

All right, these are 20. Now count on the raised fingers, 20,40,

60,80, amd multiply the fingers that are down, 3 times 3 is 9.
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LJR: And add it together and that makes 89. Now, in this third cycle

there is always a bonus of 200, so that makes 289. Therefore,

17 times 17 is 289. ' ' ^ ^
.. i:«

ARF: This is just like having a slide rule with you all the time.

URi Children take it it like a duck to water because they feel they

are beating the game. You see, they don't have to commit to ^

memory up to the twelves. ^^

ARF: How high can you go? . •
. .,

UR: Up into the billions. There is no end to It.

ARF: If you remember the bonuses and how to increase the value of your

raised fingers on the proper cycles, you can go on indefinitely?

LJR: Yes, indefinitely. This tear sheet will tell you how that is,

so that you can multiply 472 by 472. You'll sse. You can get it

right away, yes.

IARFj And that's what you wrote your thesis on. Tell me what the pro-

fessors said w^ien you had it figured out.

UR: You mean in Berlin? [Laughter] They were dumbfounded to think I

got it. 4, b,.

ARF: Did you just give it to them all of a sudden one day?

LJR: Yes. I had the whole blooming thing all worked out. They were

amazed*

ARF: How did you first^geji oa, to ^the systea?

UR: Veil, I'll tell you, it*s a complicated story. I thought if I

could only get in touch with the ancient Romans they would tell

me, of course, at once. But now, is there a way of get. ting in
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touch with the ancient Romans? I said, "Why, yes, if I could

find a place on the Europesm map where there are no cities any-

where hear, peafi^fttS will doubtless be ther#. If I go into that

area maybe I can find some peasants who have received this infor-

mation about multiplying from their ancestors." ^

So I worked. On the map I found a place in Rumania where

there weren't any cities anywhere around, just blank. I traveled

down there and I got into that area and I began to talk with

these peasants. Some of them spoke German, so I could co imunicate

that way. And I began to study the peasants. I finally found an

old lady who did something with her fingers to put her grandchil-

dren to sleep. And I said to her, "Do you know anything about

the way the ancient Romans used their fingers in mathematics for

numbers?"

She said, "I remember that my father and mother knew that."

«i-*e. "Can you remember how they used their fingers in any way?"

"Veil," she said, "I'll try to remember." She wasn't multi-

plying, you understand, but she used her fingers the way she

remembered her father and mother used them. She showed the move-

ments to me and then I went away. I said, "I believe I've got

the start right tliere." And then it occurred to me, and I got

the thing. But she helped me by telling me what she could remem-

ber about how her father and mother used their fingers.

You got the idea there at least about holding up some fingers and

having the others down. You had to do it on your own from there.
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URi Oh, yes, I had to work. Seven-eighths of it I had to work out

myself, yes. ""-r ^^^i •'^'"' - -.. i ,t^ i,,

ARF: And had arlthmatic been a favorite subject of yours? 2^

LJR: No. It was just a human subject. You see, I studied Latin and

QfQtls aad,w« cal,l tlpiose the huffl&nistiP studies. We 8liudi,@.4.J't¥®

civilizations, Greek civilization and the Roman civilization. And

in a civilization you want to know things like how people multiplied*

Famulus to Hermann Grimm 50 «taf* «

LJR: While at the University of Berlin I worked under several distin-

guished scholars, among them Professor Hermann Grimm, wh^ "*

appointed me his famulus. '*» *^- *•

-

ARF: Hermann Grimm was a nephew, wasn't he, of the brothers who col-

lected the fairy tales?

UR: He was the son of one and the nephew of the other of the Brothers

Grimm that collected the fairy tales. x tO * ' '^t» v .-

AW: What is a famulus? *»*: *• «ic«j«;.

URt That is a long story, and a very important one. When I went to

the University of Berlin I took Grimm's work in the history of

art and he invited me to come to his home. That was a rare

thing for a professor there to dO| they would see the men in the

class and that would be the end of it. He saw me in the class

and he invited me to come to his home, and he said, "I want to

appoint you my famulus," and he did so. *< li * .
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LJR: I rushed over to the library after he had done this and I

said to the librarian, "Can you tell me what a famulus is?" »-

And the man said, "Why certainly, that's a great thing in $:

this country. It is translated by the word 'attendant.' The

great man, the elderly man, who appoints a younger man famulus

takes him as his attendant to a great many occasions. And we

have a book on the etiquette of the famulus. When he is taken

by his patron the elderly man will introduce the young man to his

friends everywhere he goes. The famulus is never to start a

conversation. When he is introduced he's to bow from the hips

and keep silent. Not a wftfd. If the person to whom he is Intro-

duced starts a conversation, all well and good, then he may go

on." - . -%lr uu -r» *

Well, Hermann Grimm took me to various places. The Kaiser

wanted Hermann Grimm to come to a certain place ajid Judge a

painting, to see whether it was good enough to be put into the

German Museum in Berlin. Hermann Grimm took me along. There

were some very lofty, important man in that group that the Kaiser

had broiight together. Hermann Grimm introduced me. I bowed at

the hips and never said a word after each one of these intro-

ductions and Hermann Grimm liked that very much, he liked it

very much indeed. But not one of them initiated a conversation'

with me. Not one. •* *^i»

^RF: And you must have been eager to talk with them.

LJR: Well, I knew my business. They were called upon to do some
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UR: specific thing, to pass on that painting: was it good enough to

be put into the national museum? They had that in their minds.

They doubtless thought that I didn't know anything about painting

and so they didn't initiate any conversation with ae. But 1

heard the conversation and I heard the discussion and the verdict

about the painting. ^ ^,^, ui%%*-*»9%99 in* *i)

ARF: Could you see how Professor Grimm measured up to the other art

critics of the day?^,.^. ^.^^ ^j^^,*

UR: Oh my, he was very eminent. He was professor of art at the Uni-

versity of Berlin. That was a very high position. And really,

his judgment on works of art was good. People knew it and they

respected his judgment. It was always very well-considered, yes.

So he waf, in my judgmentt an eminently, successful professor in

the University of Berlin.

lARFt Did you live in his house? .* ^.. <y. ,.

lUR: No, but here is the fact. When he entertained he had me there,

and quite often he had me there for just the family dinner. I ^

would be one person more at his family dinner* >.- -

UtF: Was this famulus relationship arranged through the university?^^

UTR: Not at all. When an eminent man appointed a young man his famu-

lus that was a matter between those two, and it didn't come from

any institution, and no institution came into the business at all.

Any eminent man might, if he chose, appoint some young man as his

famulus. Now, that's not a custom today in Germany, but that^was

a definite custom then.
..j^ ^
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ARF: How did he get interested in you? rid. An4 tn«v' «i»a printed

LJRt Vhy, he saw me in his classes, and he picked me out through that.

That's how he got acquainted with me. I was taking his work on

the history of art and he saw me there. I, of course, now and

then talked with him after a lecture about some particular work

of art that I might have seen and was interested in, so he got

acquainted with me that way* ^

You iaay be interested to know thai after I returned to

America we carried on an intimate correspondence until he died.

V' So that this relation of faunulus continued to exist when we were

thousands of miles apart.

^RF: Do you still have the letters? ^^"^ «•» fh*« iuj. r •^Jt. '>«

UR: No, I don't believe I have, and I'm awfully sorry, but I don't

think I have them. '
"'•' ^vr'^.*iv .-ij.

KM: What sort of things did an eminent art critic do in Germany at

that time? -^ ,,.. ^,^. .

WR: Well, to begin with, he had a beautiful residence in Berlin. And

he entertained there a group of his kind, people who were travel-

ing and had come from a distance, or people who lived there. He

entertained a good deal. He liked that and his home was suited

to it.

IRF: This takes finances. Now, is this a measure of the rate of pay

that a scholar got in Germany in those days?

mTR: He was independently wealthy. His father and uncle had written

a book that corresponds with our Webster's Dictionary , and it
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UR: sold all through Germany and the world. And they also printed

the fairy tales. Why, the fairy tales sold by the wagon-load, yes.

So that their books brought them a lot of money.

I want to add one more word to make that complete. Those

two men got out a dictionary for the German language and a gram-

mar for the Ceraan language, and it was the first great grammar y

of all European language. It becsune a model for grammars in of

German, french, Italisui and so forth after it had appeared* «;'_

ARF: So he was born into a tradition of great scholarship*

UR: Yes* "Co^KJ ticii, w«
.

." V -ired

AIF: Your life seems to have been guided by great teachers.

UR: Yes. I owe more personally to four men thsin any other men. One

was Professor Gayley, the other was Frederick Leroy Bliss, the

teacher who persuaded me to forsake the commercial course for the

classical course in high school, and the other two were John Dewey

and Hermann Grimm, as I have mentioned. t ^ <:«•»

ARF: Was this an influence of a direct emulation type? '•

UR: No, it was inspirational. Friendly end inspirational.

%a,t.<L, i on /,c:;

for th«r« pi Slavs ;rfc ttl >^

.versu.t«i>a*f i. x«tf:c(t. 4»v * #>)k
°
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RECALL TO CAL - 1897

Academic Life of the Professor

'*' 2 *

Teaching Latin Conversationally

LJR: Well, I got my work done in Gernan and Latin. I was there nearly

three years, until 1897. Then I sent word to the University of

California that I felt \ was ready to resume my work at the Uni-

versity If they wanted ae. Whereupon I got a delightful telegram

saying, "Come back, we want you." The regents hired me again.

And that's how I began my long tenure there. You see, I first

went there in 1891. So I begaji my tenure 68 years ago.

It was in August 1897 that I was reappointed to membership

in the Latin department. I went to President Kellogg and I said,

"Now, I am prepared to teach Latin by the conversational method.

I can speak Latin just as easily as I speak English, and I can

teach that way." Formerly I taught by having the students trans-

late using a dictionary and a grammar. Now I could do it by the

conversational method.

President Martin Kellogg said, "I do not dare to advise you

to do that here, for there are other professors of Latin and they

would be very much thrown into the shade if you were teaching

Latin by the conversational method. So I shall have to ask you

to teach by the old way, translation, grammar, and dictionary."

kW: Kelloe;g was a Latin teacher too, wasn't he?
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URj Yea, he was*

"Well," I said, "very well, If that'ft the wa^ you want ae to

do it, 1*11 do it." But now, I want to tell you that secretly I

picked out about six of the brightest students in oiy Latin

classes and I said to thea confidentially, "Do you want to learn

to speak Latin?"
"

And every one of thea said, "Yes, is that possible?"

"You come to my office at five o'clock in the afternoon,

three days a week, and 1 will talk Latin with you and teach you

to talk Latin." At that time all the other professors had gone

home — five o'clock in the afternoon, you know — but the students

came in. One of those students was Robert Blake, a man well known,

of the Blake family here^fn this region. Just a few days sigo I

met a professor from Harvard and in our conversation he just

casually said, "We had a professor at Harvard, fiobert Blake, who

came from California. Bid you know him? He was the only profes-

sor at Harvard who could speak Latin." Well, he was one of my

students*

How lon^ did you keep up these nocturnal courses in Latin?

I did it for a few years, and I can remember, by the way, teaching

one woman who got the speach beautifully, and she beceuse the

te -^cher of Latin in Berkeley High School. And I used to go down

there and watch her and she would stand before her class and talk

to them in Latin, and she got them to talk oy Aoing so. It was

a very nice, charming way it was worked out there, very charming.
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LJR: A baby learns "the language of' its other by hearing the'

speech; that shows us that hearing is nature's way of teaching

a language. Kot translation with m. graaaar and a dictionary, and

yet in the United States today, from San Francisco to Boston, in

the schools everywhere, with a few exceptions, they teach lan-

guages by translation nethod* I am aoazed that we haven't become

aware of the truth about that matter. It is perfectly clear and

definite that if you want to teach a language you want to work

through t^e ear; that's the way to do it.

,\RFj Were you ever officially allowed to each by the conversational

(:

^ method, perhaps under President Wheeler?

[tJRi No, I never was allowed to in the University. I had to assign

a certain passage from, ve*ll say, Lucretius, and say, "Now,

tomorrow you come into the class and translate that passage aund

we'll discuss the matter. And you are to use your grammar and

your dictionary, get it up and come in, and we'll have a discus-

si 6n'dn that passage." That's the way I had to do it right along,

^f course, it isn't what I call a bad mmthod; I merely say that

the conversational method is much better.

i

vRF: Some teachers have come around to using the conversational

method, haven't they?

JR: No, I think they're teaching Latin and Creek exactly as they did.

Why, over in the University they're teaching modern languages

mostly that way. For example, studying; French, you do^'t find

the student that has studied French for two or three years able
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LJH: to talk French; they knew French literature pretty well but they

don't get a good speaking knowledge of the language. If you say,

"Parlez-vous franyais. mademoiselle ^ s'il vous plait?" they don't

know what you're talking about. -.^,

^RF: In your teaching classical Latin poetry, did your ability to

. speak Latin help you? ,_--^ _ ..— .. „. .h«v'* "«* «

[JR: Oh, yes. u.; »»I1 <m tktkv ut tnd hift fu^a-Mii )»«! itr

\RF: Somewhere you wrote that students should be able to really "read"

Latin poetry — not ;)uBt sit down and laboriously figure it out

and kill it in the process. How did you get your students to e#

really "read" it?

ii^t Veil, I read aloud to them the passage that we were treating

that day and I said, "There is tonal music in this, tonal music."

Now, the poet avoided harsh words, he put in words that were

fitted into tonal music. "Arma virumque cano, Troiae qui primus /

ab oris"— those are the first two lines of Virgil's Aeneid.

You hear that tonal music?

Arma virumque cano, Troiae qui primus ab oris
Italian, fato profugus, Lavinaque venit...

I tell them there is a music there.

RF: There is, when you say it.

JR: There's music. It's the kind of thing the violin gives you.

And all the great poets know that and they strive to get it, and

therefore if you merely take a poet like Virgil and read him

with your eye and never read him aloud, you miss that music. So,

in my teaching, while I wasn't allowed to develop the conversa-

«
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UR: tional method, I did say, "I want you to read aloud everything we

study in order to get the tonal music that the poet has put there."

KRFi I understand you used to visit your students*

LJR: Yes, I followed throughout my teaching, eapeoially in the earlier

years, the habit of calling on my students in their homes. I

sometimes would ride twenty miles to some spot where one of my

students lived and call on that student sjid his parents in the

home. I don't know any professor that ever did just that, but

for years I kept up that habit of calling on my students in their

homes, when they had them. And I always found that that was quite

worthwhile. They took more interest in what I was trying to teach

them after I met their father and mother. If I had a student and

got acquainted with his or her father and mother it was a very

pleasant relationship.
< It

iRF: Did you also find that you could stimulate germinating ideas they

had at that age?

jJR: Well now, I don't remember just that. I don't know that I did*

What I endeavored to establish when I called at the home was a

pleasant social relation. You can't do it now; it's too big*

ilRT: It would be difficult getting around to 200 students in a class.
f

jJR: That's it. You can't do.it. The classes were smaller then, and

I could do that. In the course of a year I could call at the

homes of all my students that had homes where they were living

with their father and mother.

iRP: You didn't necessarily call on those who were living in boarding

houses, or --
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UR: Usually I did not. It was a little difficult. I may have met

those students socially out somewhere, and if so I took occasion

to cultivate them and get acquainted with them, but as a rule I

followed the idea of calling where a student was living at home.

That's part of the good, old days. You can't do it now.

Public School Examiner

7 trn^ool in Oikliro.

URj In the year 1901 I was school examiner for the state of California

and visited every high school in the state for one day to rat«

and report on its quality of work so that the students might be

received from the good schools without entrance examinations,
. ^1

simply upon reoomiaendation of their teachers.
a MBtci iiis ittr tta

IRFt Did you think this vblS a good plan?

[JRi Oh, yes. It had to be tactfully done, but I think I did it that

way. I didn't hurt anybody's feelings. I did the best I could,

and I think the schools that didn't get the recommendation real-

ized that they had defects in their teadiing. And they didn't

get sore about being left out for the tine being. What they

did was this: they began to brace themselves and improve. They

saw that other schools had been approved and they wanted to be

in that class. So there was an applied effort to improve the

teaching right after that. \

>RF! Did this plan of letting students in without examination work

well for the University?

JR: Why, I think that worked very successfully. It comes right down
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iWRs to the present day; it's always worked wall; there had been no

defect in it that we've ever found.

A.RF} As a rule the students have measured up to expectations?

UK; Oh, yes, they have*

ARF: Could you give a description of a school examiner's Job?

LJR: Yes. At first I was sent out to one school every week for a tiae
> ttAoa to ex « i aiv^.i'* «*ii»«'2 witu

and then there was one year in which I devoted ay whol year to

visiting every school in California, one whole year. And I went

froa San Diego clear to the northern boundary and I never missed
•r ar. rr 5. ou I a« tor th»

one school in the state — visited every one that year.

KRF: And this was for your specialty of Latin and Greek?

LJR: No, not at all. That work was to foster a sound curriculum in

the schools and as far as possible to assist in their getting
i&

good teaching. Those two probleas were in my mind when I went

to each school*

VRF: Was your criterion for a sound curriculum the saaa for all of

I.

the schools?
<T aeta^H wnen ^uey we&& ou\ :^» if^

No.

iRFi You differed between rural and city schools?

JKi The sound curriculum is determined by the needs of the community.
y'i ;jjf '^i^ii. » le

And when I say that, I mean that the community will have certain

lines of business that are intensified. It will have certain

needs that are different from the neids of other communities. And

the sound curriculum is one that is properly adjusted to the

needs of the particular community.
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klfi Well, how do«8 this fit in with the necessity for a broad, general

classical education in the high school curriculua? " «nA

UR: Veil, the University must have the broad general curriculua and «

the fields of interest, but the high school is affected a great

deal by the local business and professional interests* And when

I went each times to examine high schools I always talked with

••a ia the oowhunity to find out what the dominant interests

^•rt, fftr'thoBt interests aust be taken into account in the

Making of the proper curriculua for the school.

iRFt At the same time you had to keep in Bind what these students

needed as preparation for the University if they should wamt to

ooae.

jJHi Yes* Of course, 1 always took the ground that there would be a

certain percentage of the students going on to the University*

And their needs were something there. But the majority of the

pupils in the school weren't going to the University and 1 had

to think of their needs when they went out and got positions in

the stores in the community and poissibly in the professions of

the community. What I advocated for those students going to the

University was not something that I tho^ht of as applicable to

the whole schQQl. .l.ntv^r e^dyoQa^fd oat Qurrioulua for al^
,,, _

purposes, but always took into acoount special problems that

were involved in each community*^ .>^><^r ^

RFs Did your iaeas about teaching yoMjg children langua/i^es ever have

any effect on the schools when you were school examiner?
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Ri Well, the high schoo).8 were so fixed in their ideas that I could

not chaage then; I had to take the high schools as they were and

exaoiine the teaching done and report on it. I couldn't undertake

to bring about a revolution. It would have aade trouble, Just

the way it would there in the University if I had done it. They

wouldn't let me do it in the University; they wouldn't in the

high schools either, of course. i,-*^. ». « ^>^.

Jfft Co you think any of the teachers would have been able to teach

Latin conversationally? ^r la C»11foriil

JRt No. they h«d act t»«tn traiattd that way. Thty had all beta :.»^

trained by the trsjaslation aethod. I never found a teacher that

could speak Latin throughout the state in the year I was examiner.

c IT :iv uMflt#« t© do ASaV. JTJ >.-. » ^, >

President Vheeler , parlloult

JRt Martin Kello^^g was the president when I returned from Berlin. Z

want to tell about Mr. Kellogg because he was a professor of

Latin as well as president of the University at that time. He

was a very gentle, quiet person; he was not like some of the

University presidents you hear about who go around the country

making brilliant speeches; he didn't do that kind of thing at all.

He conducted the faculty meetings very properly and he was always

quiet and serene in his manner. But he never went out on speech-

making trips throughout the state, never did that, and that went

on until B«n]iimlft''lde Wheeler dAM.

hi* *a eaict, ' wn ' you ir
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Vheeler and Richardson It mui (l»n«.

Now, Wheeler was a human being of an entirely different sort.

He loved to talk. He made speeches with great ease, and when he

got to the University of California he not only conducted his

office work and conducted faculty meetings but he traveled all

over the state of California acquainting the people with the

University in some detail, making speeches everywhere. And I

happened to be quite close to him because he had heard that I

had been a school examiner in California. I had been all over

the state doing that and, inasmuch as I'd had that experience,

Benjamin Ide Wheeler said, "I want you to help me plaji my next

trip," and so forth. So, he often had me in his office telling

me what he wanted to do next. He said, '*You make out the plan

of my trip for this particular section of the state. "
•~~'--

Wheeler was in office twenty years. Other presidents had

just been in a short time, but Wheeler was in office tw«nty years

euid during that time he rendered great service to the University.

RF: How did he manage to stay in office so long?

JRi Well, it was his great ability as ah executive, and he enjoyed

doing it, and nobody ever suggested that he stop and vacate his

position and let another man come in. You see, they did that in

these other cases. Now, there was Horace Davis in San Francisco,

a very delightful man, and he was president from 1888 to 1890,

two years. He was a Harvard graduate. And at the end of two

years his friends said, "Don't you think you'd better resign
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LJR: and let somebody else come along?" That's the way it was done.

It wasn't always a blunt statement, but the hint was passed.

ARF: The legislature and the state as a whole were continually haras-

sing the University, weren't they? 'ix '

UR: Yes. -^^^ ^r v^*r» '^. 9fl *>

ARf: How did Vheeler handle those dissatisfactions so successfully?

LJR: He did that through his great ability to mingle with men, to get

thd^r point of view, and then to argue any particular issue that

came up. And he did that so successfully that these politicians

in the st&ite thought he should do more of this good work.

Nobody su^^gested to him that he should stop work until a

great accident happened. I will tell you now about it. He had

a little vacation that enable him to go to Europe for two or

three months, in about 1911, and there he made the acquaintance

of the Kaiser. And he and the Kaiser seemed to hit it off won-

derfully together. When he came back he showed a friendliness -^

toward the Kaiser which amounted to lack of Interest lit some

degree in our government. l^««l«r act

ARf : You ^eaa. 9ven at the time he came back, which was considerably

before we entered the war, that sympathy for the Kaiser was tan-

tamount to disloyalty to our government? *l»r

LJR: They did interpret it as disloyalty even that early. Things

were moving in that direction. And his presidency was ended by

the unfortunate introduction of his friendship with the Kaiser.

He came back from Germany and he had so much enthusiasm about /

I
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UR: the Kaiser that it didn't suit the people. One day a boy came

into President Wheeler's office and said, "I'm going to leave

eollege. I'm going to enlist in the army." ji i

"Why are you doing that?" Wheeler asked. "If we went to

war with Germany we'd get whipped surely, with that German aray

I saw when I was over there. You might get killed."

The boy reported that and, oh, it made scandal. That our

people couldn't stand and that made it necessary for him to re-

sign. It was forced on him to resign. The regents suspended

Wheeler from any more duties and the function of the presidency

was carried on by three men for a little while before the next

president was elected. Professors Gayley, Morse Stephens, and

William Carey Jones together performed the functions of the

president until' President Barrows came in. " *.

ARF: In December 1919 » I believe. Since you were on the faculty at

that time, do you remember when the faculty first found out that

these three men were actually in charge? I believe they were

appointed a year or more before Wheeler actually resigned.

UR: No, I don't think I have suiy definite information on th?vt.^
^.^

jARF: You had been here during Wheeler's entire term, hadn't you?

LJR: Yes. I was rather close to President Wheeler for a number of

reasons, one of which is Jocose. After Wheeler first arrived,

and for the next ten or twelve years, he was very successful
,.^^

and very popular and lectured all over the state. When I met

Wheeler I told him a funny story and it impressed him so deeply
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UR; that he said, "I've got to make speeches, now, as president of

the University, all over the state of California. I foresee ^^

that I've got to make hundreds of speeches. I want to know if I

may have a private and personal accommodation from you. Will you

turn over to me a funny story quite often that I can use in my

speeches?"

"I should be happy to do that." And do you know that for

quite a number of years following that I came to his office and

his clerk would say, "Yes, Wheeler is in." '
..^«.

"I want to see him." "^» -^^^

"la it official business?" ***• *

"Yes, it is, but it isn't anything I can report to anybody

else; it's confidential." And I would go into his office, then,

and give him the latest best stories that I had found. I did

that for years with Wheeler, and he would use these stories as

he traveled about the state and made his speeches.

Wheeler's Difficult Days

jJR: And do you know, that relation became quit* friendly, for when

Wheeler was finally ousted, lost favor, he invited me to come

to his house and have dinner with himself and Mrs. Wheeler, and

he was in the dumps over the catastrophe that had come out of

his being with the Kaiser and talking too much about it when he

got back. He talked at that dinner; he said, "I wonder if you

can do anything to help me out of the bad situation I'm in."
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UR: And I said, "Why, that's impossible. I can't do anything.

I can't foresee how I could do anything. I'm only one individual

member of the faculty and the regents have te^en action about

you. I don't see how I could."

"Well," he said, "I thought I'd just mention it and see if

you could."

I couldn't. Of course, he had made the mistake. That was

quite largely the reason that the regents cut him off and put

in the three desjis to take his place in the wartime.

ARF: Do you know which regents were the most anxious about this?

LJRt Oh, if I should see the names of the regents at that time I

should probably recognize them, but I can't just offhand think

who they were.
'•

9dljF dia, RO.* I <3^«u)'l r«.'s«-'*
"-

'
-.^v^.-

\RF: Was Moffitt a regent then?

UR: Yes, Moffitt was a regent and a very intimate friend. He was

best man at my wedding in 1900. You see, if you take a man and

make him best man, that's your most intimate friend.

A.RF: How did he feel about Wheeler's pro-Germanism?

jJ^i Oh, he felt as the rest of the regents did, that Wheeler did

foolish things in that way, said foolish things and incapacitated

himself for his position through that. Moffitt felt that, oh

I
yes. He quite felt that Wheeler had lost his usefulness by this

fad he had of talking of his intimate friend the Kaiser.

RF: I've heard from other sources that Henry Morse Stephens was a very

intimate friend of Wheeler. Is that right? *

JR: Yes, he was.

Hi.
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ARF: Was he more so than the other two deans, Gayley and Jones?

URt Yes. Wheeler and Stephens came from Ithaca, New York; they had '

both been at Cornell Univer.iity and that's what started that

friendship. 'fe>'*« i.*» aoimi^ all %•%*

ARP: I was wondering if Stephens would have been able to help

Wheeler any as Wheeler had asked you to help him.

LJR: No, he evidently did^i't deem it wise to do it. He probably had

some deep feelings in the matter, because they had been close

friends, but he didn't deem it wise to attempt suriything of that

ARF: Did anybody come forward with a real effort for an interpretation

of Wheeler's remarks at this time?

UR: I can't remember that anybody did, no. I can't remember, never

heard there was such a person. ^

KRF: I guess the press was vary^auch against Wheeler's German views

at that tims.^j^ ^.^^^^ ^^ ClYli W*r

LJRj Yes, very much, very much. Wheeler incapacitated himself for

his position by his ideas there. It was a strange thing; you

know, he just fell in love with the Kaiser. And they were

chummy for a week or time — as long as Wheeler was there. And

|h^ Kaiser took WheoJlor q\i% to see a drill of the army auid oh^

it impressed Wheeler tremendously with the power of Germany.

LRF: About six months before Wheeler actually resigned the faculty

fovind out, but do you know if Wheeler's suspension was ever

officially told the faculty? v,

ton, John Alt. on, :.f>*'l9

i<r. [akJ?]
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LJR; No, I don't have any information on that.

This is ein index to my diary. I began to make a diary when

I was fourteen years old and I've kept one ever since. Here's

my diary for this year. I've kept my diaries going all th«

time and they are so voluminous that I have to have an index to

them. But I find nothing listed here about the Wheeler resigna-

tion. '^TKS ^SfET^f^l «»tri tkit

The Diary fra^olioo t% pi

«

Vhat prompted 'y6u to begin this diary?

My father was a diary maniac and I caught it from him. I never

would have done this if I hadn't seen my father doing it.

ARF: Where is your father's diary?

LJR: My son in Berkeley has a few volumes of it in his garret, but

it's been lost mostly. I don't know how that happened.'*

ART: His diary would cover the Civil War too, wouldn't it?

UR: Yes, it would. •airy... va

ART: I notice you have included clippings In your diary, too.

LJR: Yes, I put pictures in the diaries: they make reading more inter-

esting. And then this volume is an index to the whole series

and I have to use that b^CauS* if I wsiht to 'get "^soarf particular

piece of inform^ition and I went to the diaries I might be two

weeks in finding it. But this is indexed by dates. It shows

me the year, then I can go and find it by the dates Of what

happened. Now here is the 13th of May 1919: "Leon" — that's

The son, John Alden Richardson, has no knowledge of this

diary ever being in his home. Probably this reference is

to Leon Richardson's own diary, which is stored in his

son's attic. [ARF]
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URj myself — "became professor of Latin suid director of the Exten-

sion Division."

ARF: So you outline the years here in the index and then you can

simply go to the correct volume.

LJRt Yes. And at the bottom of the page I have the dates of the

people who died in that particular year. _^^^

ARPi You have not only your own pergonal entries but also other

events and conditions in the world in which you were living.

LJR: Yes. San Irancisco Symphony Orchestra played in Berkeley, you

see, March 13*. • and the l^th of March the Aaerlcaa Legion was

organized... 15th of November, ^eggs, one dollar per dozen...**

ARF: And it was "five hours to oiotor from San Jose to San Francisco"?

[Laughter]
, » *

LJR: "Visited at James K. Hoffitt's country hoae." (Since he was

aui intimate friend, I didn't have to put his name down in full,

just "J.K.M.") I . . i w
Here is another entry... On the 14th of January 1909 I was

elected Phi Beta Kajppa, Alpha Chapter, University of Michigaji

... (That's my alma mater. They didn't have the Phi Beta Kappa

when I was there; it came later. And so that's why they didn't

elect ne ^til 1909. I was graduated a lopg tiae^ before^. 1890,

nineteen years before.) ^ ,« #

... We severed diplomatic relations with Germany as of the

3rd of Faibruary.*. and I received a telegram from John Dewey

concerning his daughter, Jane, who decided to enroll at the
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University, and she came and lived in my house at 2415 College

Avenue in Berkeley, ^ . , rn

Classical Langua.g:es at Cal iw<*4 ih 't*"

Decline of Classical Langusiges "'• ^ «''»•?" U^

Do you think a student gets as much out of learning a modern

language as he does out of studying an ajicient one?

Well, now, 1 think it*s almost impossible to say that in general

the ancient languages are better for a person than the modem,

or that the modern are better. People vary so in tneir lives

and in what they're going to do and what they have done, so

that some individuals are so situated in life that modern lan-

guage study is far more rewarding to them than ancient.

The ancient study gives one a certain scholarly basis.

For example, if you've studied Latin and you go to the English

dictionary to look up a word and you find the derivation of th«

word given there, you'll get more meajiing out of the dictionary

for that word by the fact that you've studied Latin. In other

words, all your life you use the English dictionary far more

•ffeotively than you would if you hadn't studied Latin. And

now when I consult the English dictionary I find that with

practically every word I look up I'm using my training in Latin

to get shades of meaning on that word that I'm looking up, yes.

Why was the Latin and Greek entrance requirement dropped in

1915,
•>' >•• - —
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URj Well, they gave up the study of Latin and Greek because — and

this was their word — they were not so '^practical" as the modern

languages. Of edurse, the sodern student studying Latin and

Greek, according to the methods followed in teaching, doesn't

really get practical results. Now, I spoke of needing Latin to

understand word meanings when one goes to the dictionary. Well,

they don't think that's much; they think that the ordinary person

without Latin and Greek can get enough out of the dictionary.

ARF: Who thought this? It wasn't President Wheeler, because he was a

Greek scholar, wasn't he?

LJR: Yes, he was. »•' *•""* .'rsfv.

ARF: Whose idea was it to drop the classical language requirement?

LJR: It was the modern language professors. They thought that it was

going to increase the demand for their work, and they thought that

they could argue successfully to the faculty that the practical

character of the study of Greek and Latin was by no means so im-

portant as the practical results gotten from studying modern

languages. They put the argument that way. I was in the faculty

and I heard their argument. They said that practical advantages

arising from the study of modern languages are very great.

VRF: And they won that round?

[iJR: That's it. Of course, if you get right down to bra?:s tacks — if

you study Latin and Greek you do much better when you are study-

ing modern languages. Weli,, look at the way Latin and Greek have

come into the modern laiQt^a^es. There are thousands and thousands
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UR: of words in the modern languages that are drawn out of Greek or

Latin.

ARF: Now, I notice that at that time there was still a graduation re-

quirement of Latin or Greek. wiey vmro a«><.

LJR: Well, that was dropped eventually. 'f ^^ *>'^ >" !*r '*t<*n't

ARFt When the reqirement was dropped did you find that you had less

beginning courses in Latin and Greek, in proportion to the higher

courses? , .— .— iltog Latin, aitd quite « fN. '^t

LJR: Yes. And the total number of persons taking latin and Greek

became very much less when the faculty withdrew its support of

those subjects. So that when I came to the University in 1891

the number of students in the Latin classes was large — why, I

remember that I taught classes of thirty persons and I'd have

perhaps three or four of those sections every day. Well, now the

number has gone down, not thirty in a section, no.

^RF: To look at this from the back side, let me ask you why students

in the 1890s were more interested in the "impractical** languages?

jJR: Well, at that time there was a strong feeling in England, and it

came over into this country, that a highly educated man or woman

gets something out of Greek and Latin that is essential. And

you know, if you look into English history and read the biogra- '-^

phies of people like Shelley and so on, they are all trained in '

Greek and Latin, every one. And the English, back there in the

earlier times, had a strong feeling that a thoroughly educated

person must start with Latin smd Greek and then work down to the
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WR: modern Isinguages from that basis. - -— - ^-

i

kRFt At what age did the students start their foreign languages then?

iJR: They were generally about 12 years of age, and they studied Latin

first and then came to Greek when they were about 15.
'^' '

KRFt They taught Latin and Greek in most of the high schools, didn't

they, when you inspected the schools? tldh.

LJR: When I began the work of school exeiminer most all, well, I could

say every one, was teaching Latin, and quite a fair number taught

Greek, not as many as taught Latin. '^ n^tux*, oth Utia

^RF: What age do you think a student should start languages now?

„LJR; Well, you remember my father brought a tutor into the family when

I was 12 and this ihitor simply talked German to me and I got the

langxiage. Twelve is a very good age. Of course, now and then •

you'll find a child that's born in a family where one parent

speaks English and the other speaks German as a mother tongue.

And the child, even from infancy, hears both those languages.

That is, of course, a fortunate thing. But that situation is

rrare*
But in a family like mine ~ my father just happened to

meet a very charming young man from Germany. If that man had

been French, why I should have had French. [Laughter]

'IRP: In a paper you wrote in about 1900 you said that a student should

have at least two ancient languages and two or three modern lan-

guages beginning in about the seventh grade.

LJR: Did I say that?

VRF: Yes, and I wonder what you think now. ^ Atid i^tln -^riK-vit^* % tg^

[iJR: Well, I don*t think quite that way now. That means five languages
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LJR: — two ancient and three modera* No, that's too much. That

was an over-statement. I*d say now that for the ordinary student

— he'll have his mother tongue, English. And I think my father's

idea was sound, namely, that every person, to succeed best in

modern life, should have one modern language beside English. I'd

put it that way, one modern language beside English.

kRF: What about a classical language?
^ ^,

LJR: Classical? Oh well, in that there are two groups. If a young

person seems to be somewhat scholarly by nature, then both Latin

and Greek. But if the boy or the girl doesn't seem to be

especially scholarly, why then just the Latin will do. That is ,

speaking of t^e world, a,^ It is todsy. If you are talking about

England 200 years ago it would be another thing altogether. But

I'm speaking of the United States today, »,^

Merger of Latin and Greek Departments

F: Just before you returned, the Greek and Latin departments merged.

jJR: Yes. Linforth was chairman of the Latin department and I was

chairman of the Greek department*

iRF: Why did the departments merge? bllt. ty. f^J

jJR: Well, you see, the modern languages were getting stronger and

stronger and the number of students t,aking Greek and Latin, or

Just Latin alone, was small in comparison with the number taking

the modern languages. And it was simply the difference in num-

bers that caused the feeling that the Greek and Latin weren't so
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ARF: Was there an enlargement of the modern languages budget as the

Greek and Latin shrank? 4t7

UR: Oh, yes, that increased their budget decidedly. tto.i. %,„

ARF: And also their opportunities for research grants, library appro-

priations, and such? . »«»

LJR» Yes, the same way. . ., a^r« tMci «Loy»c»ij' elw, I ,.v<^.

ARF: So that what you mean is that the Latin and Greek departments

felt they might be losing out on some of this by remaining

separate, is that it? j^ if, *r ' — '
"i'tufA. v*

>

LJR: Yes. I'm not at all opposed to having Greek and Latin in one i,

department now. The languages are so similar in their fundamen-

tals that they work nicely together in one department. If they

were totally different — for example, if it was a case of Latin

and Chinese — I'd say "no," But you see, the Latin and Greek

have so many roots in common and the languages are so closely

related there that the merger is natural.

ARF: Ceui you tell me why Linforth was made the head of the department?

LJR: He was very scholarly, and I suppose that eunong the available

persons teaching Greek they thought Linforth was the most ahol-

arly, or the one with the best executive ability. You know,

sometimes it isn't merely the scholarly side, it's executive

ability. I think they felt that Linforth had good executive

ability and was really scholarly in a good sense. I think th«

two came in there. ^^^^ ^^^^

ARF: Is it true that this had been an idea in the two departments for

years before it ever actually happened?
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URt Oh» I think it grew gradually, yes, not suddenly.

ARFt Can you trace it to any one person who might have started it?

URx Well, now, let me see. I suppose Professor Merrill had more to >

do with that than any other man. William Augustus Merrill. He

was a teacher of Latin and a practical man and I think he had a

good deal to do with it, more than anybody else, I think.

ARF: After the two departments were brought together, even though you

were retired, did you keep up with the department? " i - rAX

LJR: Oh, my interest went over very largely to the Extension Division.

I didn't try to keep up my connection there with the department.

I thought adult education was something of great importanct in

American life and I felt that I could render the best service by

giving my energy and my thought to that. So I took my mind off

the Latin department and I threw myself wholly into adult educa-

tion work.

I Founding of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast

ARF: Do you remember the beginnings of the Philological Association

of the Paoifc Coast? '^**- ^^

URi Yes. / -I -^**i •*- »'

ARFt I believe it was Professor Linforth who said you started that.

UTR: That, of course, is a very, very important organization, for that

had to do with the fundamentals in all the languages Ih^xt are

taught in the University, not only the Romance languages, but

Germanic and even the Chinese, Japanese. All the languages.
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ARFt I suppose it includes English?

LJRt Yes, English. It has to do with fundamentals of language, or lan-

guages. And I knew that there were organizations at Harvard and

Yale somewhat on that order; they had a philological group that

met and had conventions and discussions. X felt that we should

de th* same/^ '" ''""' "" ""* • Uf«, ifr- •

^'- ^---.^

So I got a hint from those older, fine universities on that

point, and I felt the philological association would combine all

the universities on the Pacific Coast. Representatives would

come from all of them — California, Washington, Oregon, and

Nevada — all of them, and meet, and the discussions would be

valuable. And it turned out to be so.

Oh my, we have volumes of the philological association. I

f had one volume here a few days ago. We have volumes once a year

giving in print the substance of the discussions at the annual

meeting. And I think that great good was accomplished in that way<

ARfi Vhom did you get to help you begin it?

LJR: John Matzke of Stanford University. John Matzke was thoroughly

interested in this idea and he and I, you see, representing the

UhlV^riity of California tod Cteiiford, gbt* A' g60d deal 6f'««X

strength right there. I got him to work with me and he was very

good, and enthusiastic. He became the first executive secretary

of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast. >'^'^'

j»«pj' oiwir*, "I've

iK^>|«h *ft Jon ::
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LIFB IM BERKELEY

Family and Faculty Life

Warring Wilkinson

ARPi You might tell us how you met your first wife, Maud Wilkinson.

URj Yes, I can tell you. Professor Oayley, when I arrived here,

took me to call at her home, and I met her that way in 1891.

k^ Later 1 myself called on her at her home. '^^^.b

And then I went to Europe for graduate work there for three

years aund when I came back and called on her again our acquain-

tsuice ripened until vo were engaged to be married. We were

married in 1900, and the best man at my wedding was James

Kennedy Moffitt* He was president of the business house of

Blake, Moffitt, and Towne. He was chairmain of the executive

committee of the Crocker First National Bauik. His home was at

86 Sea View Avenue, in Piedmont. ,u. »-•• *^-,-

ARF: Didn't her father, Warring Wilkinson, have something to do with —
URt The Institution for the Deaf and Blind in Berkeley. He was head

;; of it. He had been connected to the Institution for the Deaf

in New York City when he was quite young, after he graduated

from an eastern colle«?e. And he then learned that California

had no institution for the deaf at all. So in 1865 he came out~

and he arrived and he said to newspapermen and others, "I've

come to California to try to establish an institution for the
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UR: deaf and blind." That was reported in the newspapers and a large

number of people recognized the importance of it and also recog-

nised his ability to be the head of it; he used the manual alpha-

bet perfectly. And then the legislature appropriated a sum of

mcney for him -o use in putting up buildings in Berkeley and or-

ganizing a faculty and starting the work of teaching the deaf

systematically here.

ARF: How did he get the legislature interested in this?

UR: He brou,3-ht it all about by his talks before clubs and so forth

after he arrived from New York, and the idea appealed so strongly

to the people that the legislature caught it*

ARF: What sort of personality did he have. Was h« able to push some-

thing like this with indomitable energy?

LJR: Yes, that is undoubtedly true. He was a man of very great

vitality, rather larjre. And when he got up to speak before an

audience you felt his magnetism; he could convey it to an audience.

And he talked to various groups telling them that California must

take care of its deaf. Must. Every well-organized community does

that. And he presented the idea so forcefully that it went over.

ARP: Did he know somebody out here before he came?

WR: No. Of course, he knew that California didn't have an institution

for the deaf and blind when he was in New York; they kept track

there in that school in New York City of what was being done for

the education of the deaf in every state of the Union. He also

^^ felt that California would be an attractive place for him to
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UR: live. And inasmuch as it dicln*t have an institution for the deaf,

he saw his chance to do his work and live in California. ^

ARF: Did he marry out here, or was he already married? -- ^ ""^ -y

UR: No, he married here. His wife was a very delightful person, a

well-educated woman, so she and he together did good teamwork.

Wife Maud Wilkinson ird»n tm *

ARF: Your son has told me that your wife had a great many interests.

UR: Yes, she did. She played the piano well and she was a member

of the Berkeley Piano Club, which met periodically and did nice

things in the way of getting musical events for Berkeley.

ARF: Did she write poetry also, as you do?

UR: No, not at all.

ARF: Your son told me that he caddied for your wife Maud and Mrs.

,^, William Wallace Campbell when your wife was 12 yeii.ca old.
^Bl Vlx«A w« ^ vfr ^ trip to ^9*
TTO: Is that so? [Laughter]

ARF: And they played nine holes. Sne made a score of 43*

LiTRx Gracious, that's very good, very good indeed. Yes, 1 had for-

gotten that figure. He would remember.

ARF: Did you play with her very much, or did you play separately?

WR: Yes. She played before I did, you know, but 1 began as the

result of the suggestion of a good friend,

ARF: Your son told me that also your wife was very interested in

a cl'
gardening. Did you do your own gardening around the house?

UR: Yes, she was very much interested and she got me interested so
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LJR: that I cooperated with her in gardening. After we were married

I bought a piece of land on College Avenue in Berkeley and there

built a house, and around that house we practiced gardening. My

wife was very enthusiastic about that, and I worked with her.

We made a very beautiful place. It has been allowed to go pretty

much to rack and ruin now. My son doesn't like gardening, so he

doesn't do anything to keep up the garden as a nice, orderly,

well-managed place. "Ail *-4

1

r* w-f^t w.

I thought it would be nice to have on that place a redwood -

tree, wnereupon I went to a place down in San Jose where they

were selling redwood trees, the whole tree, small tree, with top

attd "branches ana roots. I bought one, brought it up and put it

out on the south front of that lot, and it is now a tree 75 feet

high, very beautiful.

ARFj Yourviedding must have been a rather important one in Berkeley.

UR: When we were married we went on a wedding trip to New York City.

I'll tell you how thit happened. One of the quests at the wed-

ding was Phoebe Apperson Hearst. At the reception she said,

"Where are you going for your wedding trip?" I told her we were

taking a trip to Carmel. She said, "Let me suggest you take a

journey to New York City." Of course, it flashed in my mind that

I didn't have near enough money for such a trip as that, where-

upon she said, "I think you can take the trip if you have this,"

and she handed me a cloth bag. It was filled with gold coins,

enough to taJte i^e.^there and back in,style.
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You said you built your house. Did you have a special architect

to do it?

Yes, a graduate of Stanford University trained as an architect.

He was a young man and I happened to meet him, just by cnance, and

I liked him. And I said, "How would you like to build a house for

He said, "I'd love to.* tooLy.

Whereupon I said, "All right, go ahead. It will be on a lot

that is 100 foot frontage and 135 feet deep at 2415 College kve~

nue."|^ll * wein» \jp.o«<k i^nt '- r-

And he went right over and studied the situation and drew the

plans and presented them to rae and my wife end we both liked them.

So we said, "Go ahead." Whereupon he arranged for builders to

come and put up that house there. .^ ^mtf nlo* th^n, ''*•"

Mow, as I have mentioned, my wife and I were both members of

the Berkeley musical association, and that had, as its program,

to give five concerts each year in Berkeley. And these concerts

were given by noted singers from New York or elsewhere that were

hired to come. We raised enough money so that we could give five

concerts by notable singers like Caruso. .; in-

Social ^if«^^^ .,.,«»>».'» ^<'«<^fv. •itv.-*.n« inr, «--??!?! f<trir«% t^f^Oir * !

We should talk about music in full at a later interview. Did you

have any semi-official faaulty gatherings in your home?

Every Christmas for years we gave a rec eption. It was a mid-day

affair, not in the evening. At that reception some nice music was
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LJR; presented from our own people; not professional musicians, but

something worked up from our own faculty families — sometimes

the daughters and wives could help us on that. And for years we

gave that Christmas reception. It was in the middle of the day,

80 it didn't interfere, you see, with the late dinners in tho

faculty homes. But putting it Just in the middle we could get a

lot to come. It w«nt very nicely.

ARJ: This was the whole faculty? . .r . - ^y - ,^ .^

LJR: Yes. Of course, they didn't all come, you understand, but they

were all eligible and those that came were those that were inter-

ARF: Contrast it with today when you would be inundated if you sent

out a blanket invitation. [Laughter] ,,-**^«

UR: Oh, it's certainly different. But it was very nice then, yes.

And by the way, I want to mention in that connection a woman of

very fine nature and ability, Phoebe Apperson Hearst, who sym-

pathized with all these things we were doing and she herself would

attend many of the occasions, and then in some other instances

she would glvt ber support by a contribution. I'm talking now ;

about the general social life of the faculty, all the things,

that reception we gave on Christmas Day and all the concert work

of the musical association. Phoebe Apperson Hearst took a fine

interest in all of these projects and helped in any way she

could. You know, she gave the money for putting up the women's

faculty club. She was a woman of very fine personality. If she
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UR! attended an occasion it made that occasion a greater success.

Her charm, social charm, was so great that it added to the occa- ^

sion when she was ther««M -; ._ .,,<, ,. ,
, »« tfcfil M ¥*ry

Children

UR: Now I should perhaps right here say'that'^we were blessed with

three children, one boy and two girls. I'm going to have a ^^

Christmas dinner tonight as the guest of Florence, my oldest

child. She is coming up from Watsonville with her husband. My

second daughter, Jane, lives in Bennington, Vermont. Her hus-

band, Lucien Hanks, is a professor in the women's Bennington ^^

College. Then John is my youngest child.

ARFi John told me that when you went east in 1921 Florence went with

^ou aha tooit ner freshman year there in New York.

UR: Oh, yes. ' '•"* '^^ "^•*'' ^' '^^

ARF: And then came back and finished at Berkeley. She's quite an artist,

isn't that right? ' ' ' " ' " * • - •-

UR: Yes, she Is. Now down in their home in Watsonville there's a

beautiful statue of a muse in the garden that she made. Whenever

I go I always enjoy it; it*s a beautiful thing. She made quite

a number of things that have been placed permanently somewhere

or other. Her husband is a lawyer, Hubert Wydffiff.

And Jane did suithropology in the University of California and

she was so attracted by it, and it was so well- taught in the

department here, that she went on and took a Ph.D. degree in

>. 'iiA .A. *. * «.: ^-«^i.u>4» r* • -^ p v»-»'- _ i^; . - ^ wU^^ w--^l« « u
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LJR: fiuithropology at Columbia University. About fouf years ago Cdrnell

University asked her if she would come to Cornell and teach anthro-

pology there. But Jane has three boys and a life that is very ^

well mapped-out, and it wouldn't be possible for her to take a i

permanent position. She said, however, "I will come and teach,

maybe for one year, but don't consider that I'm taking the place

permanently." So she went and taught anthropology in Cornell Uni-

versity for one year and I heard very fine reports of it. They

would have been very glad to make her permanent professor, but

she said, "No, I took this for just one year because I have a

program of life that I'm following out aind I oouldn't take this

position permanently." .-->« v^ ,...< „ . « ..,.1. ?

ARF: Didn't Florence do something on the "food for freedom" campaign

of Eleanor Koosevelt's? fc««' ^^^ *** **»• «<»^'

LJR: I'll tell you what Florence has done." She did too much horseback

riding when she was quite small and as a result of it she has

never been able to have any children. What she does as a result

of that is to offer her services to the governor of California

for any service that he thinks she could perform. And she has

done that under the governor who is now chief justice of the

United States, Earl Warren. She did it right along during his

term; she's been doing it during the present governor's term.

I'll give you a sample of what they asked her to do. Governor

Warren asked her if she would take a study of the problem of

getting children educated whose parents are migratory laborers

in California. Being migratory laborers, they move, and could
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UR: not go to school, wouldn't be in a place long enough. And so

Florence took up that problem. She studied the migratory workers

in the San Joaquin Valley very thoroughly and then made a report

to the governor as to how these children could be tduoated. And

that's one of the best things she's done. I was told that it

was a good report, a workable report. She made specific recom-

mendations as to how it could be done.
•'i.or«a<»*< ©

I notice that every month she comes from Watsonville up to

Seui Francisco and she comes in to call on me and ,X say* "Vhy are

you here this time?" it's "Oh, I'm on a committee of the governor

and the committee is meeting nere; I am here to attend that

committee meeting." She's continuing to work for Governor Brown

GUid evidently they appreciate her because they continue to keep

her in this position as a volunteer worker to assist the governor.

That's about the way you would describe it. ^.^ tm„^

ARF: These are special gubernatorial commissions? ^^

LJR: Y^«» they vary. ..
^ ^^, ^ ^^ ^

^^^^^^ r .
, ,.,^,

ARF: Tour son was telling me he started golfing at the tender age of

eight, I believe. ,* *^ , w^., i.»„<.

UR: Yes, he did. And thQ result is that he became a very fine golfer.

He can get a 71 now and then. He's a very fine golfer, but he's

sensible enough to know that a man mustn't give too much time to

golf for he has something else to do in the world. He is now
^^

connected with the Veteran's Administration in San Francisco.

ARF: Were all of your children trained musically? .-^ *

UR: Yes, we gave them all opportunities to hear good music. And if
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UR: they expressed any desire to be instructed we always said we'd "

let them have a teacher. Now, they have not turned out to be

professional musicians, or musicians in the technical sense at

all. They are people who like music and support it wherever they

are, sind who attend musical occasions with appreciation and inter-

est. '•' nlokitftMi.

ARF: John says he plays the piano, and I suppose Florence and Jane do

too? !»ff
^ Ur#i», >

LJR:Oh yes, they both do. Kow, my daughter Jane not only plays the

piano, but she plays the violin and plays it well enough to be

able to join a symphony music group, you know, five or six musi-

cians playing together. Hers is a private affair and recently

her group was invited to go to New York City and give a concert

in Carnegie Hall and the papers gave them a great write-up. They

evidently gave a very fine concert which was very much appreciated.

I've been very fortunate, indeed, in this: my children have

never done anything that made me worry. Of course, I realize

they are human beings and now and then do foolish things, but I

accept some things are part of human nature. But they have never

done anything seriously bad that could make me sad. No, never.

I might not approve of everything they've done, but they've never

made me worry. vmr;

Jane now has three beys and 8he*^s gl'fing thea a TSfJalutiful edu-

cation. They are going to eastern top-notch colleges and prep

schools. Jane's boys are Peter Vilas Hanks, born the 21st of
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URj May 1940. And Tobias Richardson Hanks — his nickname is Toby —
born the 4th of April 1943. And Nicholas Fox Walton Hanks, born

the 16th of March 1948. By th« way, Jane herself, Jane Richardson

Hanks, was born the 2nd of August 1908, suid married the 28th of

December 1938. Her husband's name is Luoien "June" Mason Hanks.
^^ - -^ >» ^ - •lilt B#«

"June" is a nickname.

ARF: Does your son John have any children?

UR: John? Oh, yes, he has two splendid children. One is Joyce, who

is married to a man by the name of Sparks and lives over the

hills from Berkeley in one of those little towns there. And the

other is Brucf Ald«Q Ri9bard8oa, born in 19^4^, he has volun-

teered for five years service in the navy as a flier. And he

has now completed that five years. The first three years he

flew planes, but in the lajit^two y^ars they made him specialize

on the rescue work in helicopters. And he has done all this

beautifully. Now he is in Berkeley working to make himself a

lawyer, and he is going into the firm of Hubert Wyckoff down in

Watsonville when he gets through his law course, which he's taking

there now.
,

ARF: So he will go in with his uncle's law fim.

UR: Yes. So, Bruce and Joyce sire two lovely children. They both

impress their acquaintances and friends very much as excellent

young people. I hear them spoken of that way constantly, yes.
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r, Family Camping : up tb«

Did you take your family on any outings?

I certainly did. I took my wife and three children, when they

were small, on camping trips. I felt that it was a fine educa-

tional experience for the children, for it gave them a certain

contact with nature. I tried to foster this contact among them

so they could have little, simple opinions about natura, so I

took my wife and three children on many camping trips. We had

a Pord automooile, so we would carry along what we needed in the

way of a tent and things, ^he automobile was big enough so that

it would aarry quite a little luggage, and in the years when my

children were, say, the ages of 5, 7, and 12, I thought camping

in the wilds was a very beneficial experience. I think my'-*-^*'-

children today would say that those camping trips that I took the

family on were something that they derived lasting benefit from.

In those days there weren't many designated campsites. Did you

Just select your campsite when you came to it?

Oh, yes. I always wanted a campsite in what I would call a rather

wild place in the forest. I felt that was more interesting. I

have a Mrly good knowledge of birds and I called the attention

of ay children to any bird we saw and told them what I could about

How did you cook?

Oh, my wife and I could cook over a campfire successfully. We

had the necessary apparatus for that and our food was good and

wholesome.
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ARFj Florence said she had counted up the number of summer months she

spent sleeping on the ground in family outings and it ceuue to *

to mix tr<i» a «i»nkr%:
three years.

UR: Ll'SughterJ Is that so? *

ARFj So you probably have a hardy family of children.

John Muir

•rr&i tu. a *l*i. <iu** lit
ARF: Wasn't weekend hiking rather popular around the turn of the century?

UR: I should say so. Here in my diary, for instanccj is a walk in

Marin County witli George R. Noyes in August 1905. I wonder if
'if? i r *c * \i*

they do that now. I don't think they do. We did this over and

over again. We walked and stayed overnight in little inns that

we'd find, then walk on and look at the scenery, and we'd devote

a whole week to one walk. Sometimes we'd go to Mt. Diablo and

back to Berkeley. Quite a walk, round trip.

ARFj In 1907 your diary says that you and George Noyes walked to Mt.

Diablo emd bacK to Berkeley, which was 64 miles. And then you

and Aldon Sampson set out for the "giant forest" —- that was on

the 29th of July — and you arrived home August 17.

UR: In 1906 I went with the Sierra Club to the King's River Canyon.

Ihat was the year I camped with John Muir and William Keith.
/ i;^ lot

ARF: I wish you*d had a tape recorder along on your trip through the

woods with those two. Would you like to mention how you happened

to go on the outing in the Sierras with them?
il. W

UR: Well, I used to go into the mountains nearly every summer with

the Sierra Club, and on each summer hike we broke the club into
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UR: smaller groups and each group had its own camp — own tent and

own carts — and the group would live together. They didn't have

the food; it was supplied to all from a central point. But at

night we slept in a little tent of our own in a small group.

This particular year I was invited by John Muir and William

Keith to be with them in a group of three. In that way, every
e fee if--*i I

evening we had a nice talk together over what we'd seen in that

day in the High Sierra, and then we went to sleep in our little

camp. We had a very, very pleasant outing that summer. That
gr, the Wl'*r tnt »'«r^« u il* tit-.

lasted for something like three weeks that we were in the High

Sierra, traveling from one place to another, sometimes tarrying

in some fascinating place several days, but on the whole we found

it sigreeable to move quite frequently and discover new viev^

charming vistaa We passed a very pleasant summer outing.

ARF: Can you place this exactly in time?
i

LJR: Here is the entry in my diary. The 2nd of July to the 1st of

August 1906 with the Sierra Club at the King's River Canyon.

That's about the period of time they would give for the outing,

approximately one month.
iii ii^r<»r.i:i propyl i/ s:t^-*i'i

ARFj What did John Muir do on the trip?

UR; He was splendid in conversation. There are some men, you know,

who know a lot but don't pour it out. Muir was the kind of man

who could talk about his interests in such a way as to engage the

attention very fully of the hearers.
i Yt.'.m <.J',«-'i; r^'f:.'

ARF: What were his topics of conversation?

WR: They are indicated here in his biography in Who's Who . They were
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UR: forestry and also he went to Alaska and studied the glaciers there

and told us all about them, and they named a glacier after him,

the government did that,

ARFt About the time that he went on the trip with you he had either

ng his book on California moun-

tains. Was he taking any notes as you camped, do you remember?

LJK: I don't remember. He didn't do much writing right when we wertt

actually with him; it would be afterwards, I guess. But conver-

sation was the great feature when we were together. He was an

authority on forestry and forest management. He had visited

Russia, Siberia, India, Australasia, and the Philippines to

stidy the forests in those countries. Think what he would have

to tell about all that! And he did, I heard him. That*& why he

was such a fascinating person to be with. His experience had been

rich and he could tell you about it.

KRFi Do you remember if he gave you any ideas on government conservation

of these forest areas?

LJRt Yes, that was a theme that was much in his mind. He wanted to

Have what he considered the valuable forests properly cared for,

and he talked about that.

ARF: He was willing for the government to do this, is that right?

LJRs Yes, and he was very, very much interested in seeing that fires

were not allowed to run in the forests; he wanted great pains

taken to stop fires of that kind and not have them recur.

ARF; when he was a very young man he was quite an inventor of mechan-

ical gadgets. Did you notice his mind working along any channels
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ARFj of mechanical inventions?

UR: Yes, that was one of the themes that he was interested in. t

ARF: What specifically did he talk about? -,

UR: That's impossible for me to recall.

ARF: Was he interested in the animal life?

URi No, not particularly. It was plants and trees. He had very little

to say about the animals that we happened to chance upon. He

wasn't a hunter. * o»

ARFj Do you think that he had a good view of the overall ecology of

an area, the relationship of the existence of some aniEials to the

life of the plants in the area, and vice-versa?

UR: No, I don't think his interest oould be described exactly in that

way. He had a casual interest in that when he was talking, but-

I wouldn't say that he had an intense interest. His interest

was in the life of the plants and the trees and their Cfiaracter-

istics. That occupied his mind very deeply and thoroughly.

ARFt You must have been a well-educated man when you got through with

that trip,''^»" !..>,...-.» f^^.;^ ^f «.,%»---.•,.. .*.-»|. .,,

UR: [Laughing] Yes. He was born in 1338 and died in 1914.

ARF: So this was just a little while before he died, about 8 years.

Tell me what he looked like. ^! sc lo . 1 '^

UR: Oh, he w:is a man with a beard. He didn't want to take the time

to shave, so he had a beard. He had what I call sort of a grand-

father type of figure and face.

ARF: You mean he stooped a little?

UR: No, I don't mean that. He was a good walker, a very good walker,

and he wasn't crouched over; he was upright and walked with both
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LJRj hips working, that kind of man. He was physically vital, not

lazy or not broken down, not that. He walked with his shoulders

and hips working and he could walk great distances wjtiiout any -

trouble, ^ ^^ .

ARF: Did he have iiuch trouble entering into conversation with people

whoa he did not know? - • --
jr«ni?

UR: No, he didn't do that; he wasn't that kind; his conversation

tended to be with his friends and acquaintances. He didn't pick

up conversation with a casual person that he happened to fall in

with. That kind of conversation didn't interest him.

hRFi Was ht a.ilttle on the bashful side?

WR» No, I shouldn't say bashful. X'd say that he lacked interest in

picking up strangers, developing conversations with them. He just

simply lacked interest in that. He preferrad to have his conver-

sation with somebody who had some knowledge that they could work

on together in the conversation. **»ir

ARP: Did John Muir become a friend of the family after this expeltion?

I«JRs Yes, John Muir daring the rest of the year had friendly little

touches and relations with us, intercnanging things now and then

that he thought we'd be interested in. I aeaui by that that I

might send him a magazine article that I thought was uncommonly

good and close to some of his ideas y that kind of thing.

William Keith

^RP: What was William Keith doing 'on your 'camping trip?
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LJRj Vllllam Keith was a bom artist and if you know his paintings,

they are still wonderful. They're great. There's a large col-

lection of them in California. What he did with us when we were

hiking was to call our attention to some particular vista that

would make a wonderful picture. oo<:l1 r a

ART: Did he sketch when he was with you? & :; tnip

UR: No, he saw these wonderful things and when he got back to his

studio in San Francisco h9, could recall enough to make a picture.

He made pictures recalling what he had seen. His mind acted

that way. «ttd 1*11 Ikll vott^ hie i>»iAil:

ARF: Like Wordsworth wrote his poetry. .; —
UR: Yes, that's it. It was interesting that he lived in Berkeley and

had his studio in San Francisco. When I asked him why he didn't

have his studio right in Berkeley where he lived he said, "I

like to have people visit my studio, especially travellers and ««

people th ,t represent some other part of the country in some way,

I like to have those people come in. " And when he was painting

he didn't suffer at all if strangers came into his studio and

looked at what he was doing. He didn't mind working under those

conditions at all.

ARF: Your daughter, Mrs. Wyckoff, told me that he became a very good

friend of the familyAtiag©'*

URt Yes, he did. « w^^

ARF: And that he painted some portraits of all of you.

UR: Yes. And by the way, in Berkeley, in my son John's home, there

Is a portrait that he made of one of us.
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ARF: What is this like? tt*^ tnevf

UR: It's not very large, about 14 inches high.

ARF: Could you tell us how he paints? Have you ever watched him?

UR: Yes. I used to marvel that he could paint when people were all

around him and askin? questions now and then. He could go right

on; it wouldn't bother him at all. It was a curious thing; h9*r>

rather liked to have someone look at him when he was at work,

and if they commented, why, it was interesting to him.

ARF: He vfflts' kble to support himself with his paintings, wasn't he?

UR: Yes, he was, and I'll tell you, his paintings were sold in San

Francisco at an art store. I can't soea to remember the name of

that store. He had an Inc^^me that way. He had to sell something

to get bread euid butter, but he got it because his paintings were

so good. Even when they were new and he hadn't a reputation that

was long-standing, his paintings would bring five or ten dollars,

not much, but you know, after he was dead and gone his paintings

would sell for large sums of money. -^"^y*
- .

ARF: Do you know who some of his artist friends were? weiJ..

UR: No, He knew certain members of the faculty who were interested

in his work, but they weren't painters. They were people like

Gayley and people of that type.

iKFi Did they buy any paintings? « w

»

UR: Let me see. I*m under the impression that Gayley bought one, and

I can't think just now of any other professor that bought them.

They liked his work, were sympathetic with It. '**'* *
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ARF: They were mostly landscapes, weren't they? j

LJR: They were almost entirely landscapes. I can't think of anything

_ else that he painted. '^-"' *'(|Jti^l !^
• '-^ *a.~L

*<|^il?

ARF: Is the one at your son's house a leuidscape or a portrait?

LJR: Well, that's a portrait, I think, of an individual.

ARF: Your daughter told me that when he painted a portrait of a person

I it was really a landscape. ; an/r
. f.

UR: [Laughing] Yes, that's right, it's a person in a leuidscape.

AKF: She said this is the way the person's soul appeared to the artist.

William Keith was rather prolific, wasn't he?

UR: Oh, yes, he painted a ^reat deal, lie painted lots of pictures

and a lot of his pictures survive. He worked rather rapidly.

But then when he got a painting to what you'd call done, he paid

a good deal of attention to very minute details that he would

perfect just as a final stage of work on that scene.

ARF: Could you describe him as a person?

LJR: He was a man who wore a beard, and he was rather stocky. That

describes the figure. I think that describes him well.

ARF: Was he a good conversationalist, too? ,, . .^

LJR: Oh, yes, he was very good, when a person knew enough to grasp

his interests to some extent. ---*-! -,-^^>»r— ^ *-*

ARF: You mean talking abpu^, art .he was good? Was he interested in the

world outside of art very much?

LJR: No, I never saw that he was. Never heard him say anything. He

might have been, you know, casually. ]t',d presume he was a voting

citizen and probably took some interest in the things a voter
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LJR: must know about, but he didn't talk a.bout those things. He talked

about his primary interest.

ARP: Did he enter into the local social life very much?

LJR: Yes, in what I'd call a limited way, not a large way. In a small,

group, yes. _ ., ,. i.^„.i
,-,f ;(>*^: -».., v lentr

ARFt What about supporting movements for local art museums and things

like that? Did he help in that any?

LJR: No, I don't remember that he took any interest in that.

ARF: Do you have anything else you'd like to say about John Muir or^

William Keith? ^ ^, . ^^ ^^

LJR: I want to say that both men had a quality that I call genial,

and when I was with them, when we were camping in the little group

of three, I felt these men had a geniality that was very charming

suid nice to have contributing to the fellowship of the club.

Both men I call genial, yes.

Dinner Meetings of the Faculty

LRf : I wanted to ask you about ^h4, dinger sessions at the California

Hotel in San Francisco where you would go after someone would

say in a faculty meeting in Berkeley, "I move we adjourn to a

dinner session. " Vsre the really crucial problems in faculty

senate thrashed out "over the white wines 8uid red wines of a

delicious meal?" -^ r ^ ..-.-_ ».

FR: They were. I wish I could remember the name of the restaurant

to which we went — Sanguinetti's, that's it. We went there
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UR: and to the restaurant in the California Hotel.

ARF; This was an impromptu affair.

jbJR: Yes, it was impromptu and informal, but nevertheless we did discuss

the fundamental ideals that were involved in faculty work, faciity

action. But we could do that in a kind of informal way at a dinner

table. lh» ft

ARF: Afeout how aany of you were there? n^s v.,.-v ..,-?

JJR: Well, my memory is that four or five of us would be in those

groups, not a large number, not the whole faculty senate. Just

three or four or five that would decide to go over by themselves

and talk it over and have dinner together •^ft^t ^^9 om- m»im r^<.x.

ARF: Did this always include the president? ^0%a *»< *4v

LJR: No, it varied. The group was never quite the same each time. It

would pick up just as chance had it. .> ^xxa ineir vkv««

tful to.

Founding of the Faculty Club

ARF: What other kinds of social life did you have within the faculty?

UR: Well, I was one of the founders of the Faculty Club, and I can

tell you just hov/ it began. Three or four of us saw a little

cottage on the southern rim of the csjupus and we said aimong our-

selves In Iballf, "Couldaft't We rent one of those cottages, maybe

for $3 a month" (it was tumbled down, you know, unoccupied) "and

then hire a caterer to come and give a luncheon to us five days

a week?" Mellan Haskell of the mathematics department was €»•

of the men who worked with me on that especially, "
»^«

i<i- g<>t .
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ARF: Do you remember any of the others? •2' y«^ ««H»U

LJR; Charles Noble was one. — - •-—

•• - Anyway, we hired the cottage and got the caterer and it went

well. From that we began to expand and expajid until the day came

when we got the regents to build us a clubhouse on the campus

with Maybeck as the architect. And I forget whether the regents

just donated that or whether we paid then back gradually. I

think they' donated It finally when they saw what we wanted and ' "^

what we needed. And that small Faculty Club building is now

included in the large building that they have put up. The fire-

place is there in the end of one room — that was our main room.

So the Faculty Club then entered upon a period of giving enter-

I tainments not only at Christmastime and New Years and so on, but

giving dinners for the faculty to come to with their wives. And

r*

those dinners were very delightful social occasions. For years

we kept them up. »-*ts .'«

ARF: These activities were run by a faculty committee?

LJR: Yes, they were. Finally they made a formal arrangement and I was

on the committee. In that faculty building my name waa put on

a little list that was If^t there framed. I don't know whether

it is there now, but it was kept there for years as founders of

the club, and my name was there with Haskell and Charlie Noble.

ARF: About how many went over for lunch this first year?

UR: I can tell you almost definitely. It was about seven, as few as

that. We just picked out a few men we thought might like the

idea and we got seven.

k
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ARF: Did you have to face the issue of whether you would admit women

members or not at any particular time? ' th# r«A

LJR: That was a gradual development.

Now and then we'd find some member of the faculty that looked

upon our group and saw what a good time we were having and so we

dOuia invite hia to coibe in. And In that way v« enlarged as time

wnet on until we got to the point where the idea spread in the

faculty that there should be a Faculty Club. And then the faculty

voted support for the idea and asked the regents to appropriate

money to start the club on the grounds that it would be a better

University if we oould say to men that were coming to us that

there was a nice social institution, the Faculty Club. We got

that idea over the regents very definitely and they accepted it.

ARF: As a drawing card for recruiting professors?

ARF: 1 had wondered how the regents were talked into this. [Laughter]

Maty^Tbiif , S«lh«f

The Berkeley Fire

ARF: You seem to have a talent for ©rgahizlng ttiingt; sueh as the r-

military bureau. And I noticed that in 1923, when the Berkeley

fire came, you had a lot to do with the rehabilitation work

there, didn't you? -i^jixe*;

LJR: Yes, I did. That business experience came in very well then,

giving me an idea of how to cope with city problems.

ARF; Something outside the ivied walls* - ^*^m^ g^:.* «/ i*i l «ja4
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LJR: Yes, that was quite remote from Latin and Greek. [Laughter]

ARF: In the Berkeley fire. how did you go about setting up the relief

organization? ,^t ^% a.11, q^

LJR: Well, by calling together a group of men and women who were able

— sensible and able ^— and then with that group . looking into

the situation and by discussion within this group deciding what

should be done. That's just exactly the way that the thing ^

worked out, just by discussion. -^ s
,. ,,,.^f

an wno v ^« tu iwr t?wn

fyominer^t Women n^ ^'iUreft^t, yf><j

Jane K. Sather j^ l^r^jj OHt»» to kr«p • >«$«,

Why was Mrs. Sather 's endowment for a chair placed in your depart-

ment rather than someplace else in the University?

LJR: Jane Sather was a very highly intellectual person, and she would

meet individual professors and their talk \/kM' always productive

of good results. She became a regent of the University. Sather

Gate, you know, was her gift. ** ©r h*r

ARF: Was it a particular interest of Mrs. Sather's in classical liter-

ature and language that led her to make this endowment for Latin

and Greek? ^

LJR: No. ^ knew her quite welli "Sfie was what *t call a well-educated

person. She had no special preference for either classical

languages or modem; she wanted to do what was right. I have

talked with her; she would discuss a broad general principle and
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LJR: try to do the right thing. Especially when she was a regent she

liked to consider matters in a large, broad way. She didn't

have individual preferences, not at all. She would try to get

the information that she needed for deciding her vote on a par-

ticular thing. She was what I call a well-educated woman. - -

ARF: Was Mrs. Hefirst likewise well-educated?"-' "^--^ liiw-i-

UR: No, not anywhere nearly so well-educated. Her position was just

an accident; you know how these things work out. Jane K, Sather

was a woman who was interested in her own educational development

and did •verything possible for it. Well-read, you know, thought-

ful, and she Went (otiporiant leetures. When big men came along

or big women she went to hear them, took pains to keep up to date,

to keep up to the minute, so that her judgment was never a snap

judgment, it was a judgment based on her investigation of things.

She was a native of New York State and here in Who's Who it

says she was born the 9th of March 1824 of French Huguenot ances-

try on her mother's side and of Holland Dutch on her father's.

She moved to Oakland and, I believe, at the time of her husband's

death he turned over his money to her, most of it. And in 1900

she transferred her property consisting of something like

$300,000 to the University regents. Out of that the Sather pro-

fessorship in history was established at the cost of $100,000.

It's going now, and the professor gets his salary from the inter-

est on $100,000. And the holders of that were Henry Morse

Stephens, later Herbert Eugene Bolton, alid still later, Robert J.

Kerner. ^"^^ **^ *•* Jiorn; or uomr
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LJRj And then she gave 1100,000 for a professorship in classical

literature. It was not to be used to pay for the salary of any

particular professor on campus; but very famous professors of r»

Greek or Latin were to be brought to Berkeley for a limited time

-r,soae times a semester, sometimes a little less, but quite often

a semtster. That $100,000 was applied to that professorship

which began in 1913. She died on the 12th of December 1911.

ARF: Didn't you have to do something concerning the campanile chimes?

UR: Oh, I picked out the bells, went to England to the firm of Taylor

and Co, in Luf thorough, England. «"l*«

The University appointed me to find the bells for the cam-

panile and I went then to Troy, New York, where bells were made

in this country. And after careful examination I found their

bells were of inferior grade as compared with the bells made by

Taylor and Co. So I went there and I told them I was there to

investigate the possibility of bells for an American institution.

And they said, "You'll find our bells installed in this area that

looks like a big barn; you'll find wooden structures up with bells

in them. And you can go out there and climb up a ladder and you

will find you can ring the bell and you cam hear the tone of the

bell. There's a hammar there. Go around and examine our bells.**"• - ' • '• ' -' -'^,

See what kind you like."

So I went all over this place and I found beautiful bells.

They said their greatest triumph was when they made the great

bell in St. Paul s. I can't tell you which St. Paul's it was,

whether it was in New York or London.
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WR: Veil, I came back to Berkeley and I said, "I've certainly

found the place where the beat bells in the world are being made,

and we should get them for the campanile." They accepted my word

right there, and the regents made the order for thetn to construct

the bells. ' ;t! f

ARi': Jane Sather gave a fantastic sum for those bells, but only a

little over half of the money was spent for the bells. Why didn't

H they spend the rest?

LJR: They wanted to make a gate for her, and they took part of that

money to make Sather Gate. That was quite an expensive structure

and they took that from the bell money, ^^f •

ARF: Did you have something to do with the design of the campanile?

ImJR: No, . John Gt^len Howard did that and I was with hin^ <^d talked .^

with him while he was doing it, but I didn't contribute anything

to that, no. . ^f

ARF: Is it true that it is designed after a campanile in Italy?

LJR: Yes, yes, yes. Howard seemed to have, definitely, an idea that

I thought was good; he didn't need any correction. [Laughter]

May Treat Morrison ^ ^q

LJR: Now, we should look at another woman, Mrs. May D. Treat Morrison,

and inasmuch as we have the Morrison Room the University has a <*

record of her so I didn't take the time to get it, but it's over

there.

ARF: Did you know her personally?
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LJR: Oh yes, very v/ell.

ARF: Perhaps you could tell us something that is not in the record.

UR: All I can say about that was that she was a woman of social charm.

Now, some women are just neutral, but when you met Mrs. Morrison

you immediately felt %he charm of 4 woman socially giftedt Shf

had those qualities. Her husband was also a very nice man, and

they m-ide a very nice couple to meet. .j,.

Katharine C. PeltonI -

ImJR: And then we should look up Katharine C. Felton, who was in the

class of 1893 • She was a student of mine for three years, and

then, after her graduation, she took a leading role in San iTran-

Cisco in social work. A leading woman in social work. She had

majored in Latin, under me.

ARF: Did you, by any chance, see her ideas of social work germinating

as she was under you? ^ li.,: >.vi»*A — suuo it-

LJR: Oh, we had — I made it a point in my teaching back there in

those years to have extended conversations with my students outside

the classroom. I had very pleasant talks with her. She lived on

Dwight Way and I used to go in and call on her and talk with her .

just as a friend calling on another friend. I found her a highly

intelligent woman, and 1 understood when she went into social work

in San Francisco that she had the qualities to succeed in that.

qtft !4«^rat. kla^
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Phoebe Apperson Hearst

UR: Nov, I looked up Phoebe Apperson Hearst, born in 1842, died in

1910, and the mother of William Handolph Hearst. She established

kindergarten classes in San Francisco; she built public libraries

in Lead and Anaconda in Montauia; at Washington, D.C., she built

the National Cathedral School for Girls. Her life has been

written well and w« have the copy in the Library. It is by Mrs.

W.S. Black and it is printed by John Henry Nash in 1928. That

gives the names of the buildings she gave to Berkeley.

I want to tell you a little story in this connection which

I enjoy. At one time Mr. Wilkinson, my wife's father, wanted

to go to the world's fair being held then in St. Louis, Missouri*

You remember there was a world's fair there. And he said to me,

"I'd like to take Maud with me for a visit to that and I think

you can get along all right caring for the children for that

period — it wouldn't be more than two weeks — and you can get

along.

"

And I said, "Yes, you're right. Ve can. Go ahead, take my

wife, I think she'll enjoy it. It will be a good thing for her;

it will relieve her of some of her ordinary duties." So I agreed.

And word was passed around when Mr. "ilkinson and my wife

left that I was taking care of those three children in my home

and I was doing it all alone. The telephone rarig. "Is this Mr.

Richardson?" «» »

"Yes."

"This is Phoebe Hearst* I want to know if you are taking
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UR: care of those children all alone. I*ve heard that you are."

"I am." -t, T .%1-i vikt» ^11

t^" "Ah," she said, "now I have it. I want you to bring your .«

three children down to my country home and there I have plenty of

servants and they'll take care of the children and you. Then you

can be free to go hack and forth in a kind of commuting way, if g

you want to, but I'll have a maid to take care of the children.

So you will be entirely free to do what you want to do." .-a , .;-

"Well, yes." That was too good a thing to miss. Whereupon

I took the three children, with all the clothing and so forth

necessary, and went down to her country home, and she received

us most cordially, charmingly. Throughout all thnt time my wife

was away, Phoebe Hearst was taking care of me and the children in

her country home. So it worked out beautifully. v"»fc»"

ARF: Do you know any other stories about her to include? b« vti«r# tb*

UR: There were other stories,, of course. Z'n trying to think if I n

can recall any of them. I want to tell you a little story in

connection with this one event. When my three children and I

were at her country home, Mrs. Hearst, as a woman ref^ent, was

entertaining travelers connected to the University in some way

or other. There might be a committee of five or six coming out

from the Bast to do something and Mrs. Hearst would entertain

them. And on one occasion, while the children and I were there,

she gave quite a large dinnet to a group of delegates that had

come west.
d been '. free -t»t«'
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LJR: At this dinner there was a little girl the same age as my

Florence, ten years old. There was a large dining- hall with all

these people talking, and the jabber of conversation all over the

room was filling the place with sound. And all of a sudden people

seemed to have talked out and fo^tivo, ox: three minutes th^r® was

not a voice heard. And right in that silence my daughter Florence

turned to the little girl next to her and said, "Have you lost all

your teeth yet?" [Laughter] Whereupon the audience roared. You

see, they were just at the age where their child's teeth were

coming out and the other teeth coming in. But when you apply that

to the dinner — it was a whirlwind of fun. ^ j,x i

ARF: This was at her home near Berkeley, wasn't it?

LJR: Yes, right near. I'm trying to think just where it was. It was

not more than twenty miles. She had temporarily a home there.

It had to do with her work as regent; she wanted to be where she

could come quickly and frequently to the campus to watch certain

things that were going on. I think her building was being put up

then. She wanted to be where she could come up every day If she

wanted to to see the progress on it and answer questions that •—
>.

were put to her. ou rira*^

The Berkeley Club i ^na uts^v«r«J-%y

LJR: On the 23rd of November 1899 I was elected a member of the Berke-

ley Club, and I later became the secretary of that organization.

That club had been formed from an advisory committee that
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UR: President Oilman had to assist him when he wanted to know things

about California. He was a stranger here, the president of the

University who was here at the beginning of things, about 1875.

He appointed a board of citizens, professors and laymen, to give

him advice when matters came up having to do with the state of -

California. **€»T*r «**«•

''*' ^ He was in Berkeley only two years and then he went to be

president at Johns Hopkins University. And tne board that he

appointed to be his advisors, consisting of six University pro-

fessors and six businessmen, formed itself into the Berkeley

Club after he left. And I was later made a member of that club

and I am a member of it today. That has gone right on through

to the present time. iort».*ly. «>

LRP: Well, can you give us some idea, then, of the evolution of the

club since you first entered it? •

FR: Yes. After Gilman left and went to Johns Hopkins, that commit-

tee decided to keep up its existence, but they changed their *?

name; they called it the Berkeley Club. It was made up then of

50 % University professors and 50 % business and professional men.

ARF: Who were some of the other members when you first joined it?

UR: Oh, Professor Howison, Bernard Moses, John Galen Howard —
ARP: Do yo\i «tlli divide equally between businessmen and University i

men? r en t* i» «

LJR: Yes. We are not careful to have the number perfectly exact; we

try to make half University professors and half business and
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LJR: professional men, lawyers — for instance, we always like to have

one lawyer and one doctor in. t

ARF: Why is that? ' th«rr ,, vnT .

UR: Why, that's in order to have a more thorough examination of th«t

problems. A doctor or a lawyer may have some expert opinion; it

ft is very important to have that considered. ^,:-^- - -_

:

ARF: I wondered if you selected your members with aji eye to just their

particular specialty. Icclt.*

LJR: No, we select a member on the basis of what we call good general

ability. « *he ry aiffi

ARF: How do you select your members?-^*'* "^^ —o -^a*^"

UR: By just electing. As men die or move away we replace. We don't

increase the number, but men died occasionally, and there might

be vacancies that'wdy, or they move somewhere and there'll be a-'''

vacancy. So we elect to fill that.

BJtii It has been enlarged. It was twelve to begin with} now we

have twenty members. For years and years we met every two weeks,

but during this last year we're trying the plan of meeting once a

month. And what we do is to study the problems of the day that

face the people and our government. wi h**"'

ARF: Domestic and international? fcto,

WR: Yes, the problems of the day. And we get a highly qualified member

to write a paper on each problem as it comes up and when we meet

he reads his paper and we discuss that problem, that problem of

the day.
, *Uy C . wor*i *> , RlA
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UR: The Berkeley club was a very important institution. I was

secretary and treasurer of it for 35 years, you know, and I just

ran it; that is to say, at each meeting there had to be one man

chosen who would be the main speaker and he would have a subject

that would be uppermost for conversation and discussion, and I

talk aftsf dlwLft,- ?. t d to«n CCqa ao»u( . I <td tn^t
had to see, every two weeks, that there was a nan selected who

would have the subject and who would enable the whole club to

have a fine discussion and go home at ten q'c1oc1(.*

ARF: Do you still attend this club?

URi No, Just within the last year I found it very difficult to go

from here to Berkeley to the meeting. The meeting concludes at

ten o'clock at night and that meajit that I'd walk down Shattuck

Avenue, take about 30 cainutes to catch a bus, and get home at

midnight. I found that now that I'm 91 years of age that kind of

late evening engagement was wearing on me and just about a year

ago I sent a letter. I said, "I'm not resigning, but I'd like a
'» y*** ^ ,

«ati9« «»y.vr tirf ^ aertftia toploT
leave of absence."

ARF: Were there other clubs of this type in the area?

WRt Yes. I came to California in 1891 and joined the 630 Club, which

met in San Francisco for the discussion of public questions. Some

of the members were Warren Cheney, Ernest Peixotto, Professor

Bdmund O'Neill. * ^*

ARF: Was the 630 Club the same as the Berkeley Club?

UR: Yes. It was not identical, but similar.

% w*.» nmm$* fla/uc'a Cirole
»
Some of the Berkeley Club members in 1941 were: Bennet, Blasedale,

Blake, Buckam, Freeman, French, Goldschmidt, Gorrel, Hatfield,
Lawson, Leasing, Loper, MacKay, McGiffert. Mintes of the Berkeley
Club are in the General Library, UCB. [ARF]
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W'' Flag^-'s Circle - taov?

UR: Arthur Ryder, professor of Sanskrit, John H. McDonald, professor

of mathematics, and I dined in San Franoisoo. Ve did that regu-

larly. We'd go to the city and have dinner together and have a

good long talk after dinner and then come home. I did that

repeatedly with those same men. It made a good combination for

talk.

There was also a group of men headed by Isaac Flagg, profes-

sor of Greek, and we formed this conversation group and we'd meet

in various places — not always in a restaurant, sometimes in

one of the rooms of the members •>- and we would have long talks

tbgetiiier. They were very fine, very beneficial. -Hi.''-"

ARF: Who else was in this? •'^ i*l»«T ««i i

LJR: It was a group of about six or seven men. I can't remember just

this minute the other names.

ARFj Was this conversation ever directed along a certain topic?

I

LJR: Oh, yes, it was. It was systematic in that respect. It was

likely to be about a theme that somebody thought of, and the con-

versation would be about that theme for an hour or two.

ARF: In your diary there is a meeting dated 1913; that must have been

about the time when it began.

LTR: Yes. *^*® ^^^^ ^*^ ^^^ ^^-*

ARF: How often aid V^ii m^ett " '"•"^ '•^ ^"^

LJR: I think it was once a month. It was neuaed Flagg *s Circle after

the oldest man in the group, Isaac Flagg.
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ARF: When did this peter out, do you know? %e Ss

UR: No, I don't reicember about that. Of course, those things don't

go on forever. But that lasted quite a number of years.

ARP: It must have been good for communication between the different t

disciplines in the University. > an

froa t' iA iOnkt I

Berkeley Music Association i «a4 liidivld\»a.l *•

LJR: Now, in your last letter you brought up some things which I remem-

ber as occupying me. Take the Berkeley Mualc Association. Warren
<i A in:.' lit a v^rt dl

Cheney was the secretary and I want to pay him a great compliment.

He was an ideal secretary. He not only knew how to keep the

records of the committee or the group, but he knew how to suggest

things that are often very important. He was a skillful secretary.

He lived on College Avenue just north of Bancroft Way, on the

right-hand side as you went north, right opposite the University

property. He had a wife and children that lived there. He was

a real estate man.

ARF: I didn't realize he was in real estate, he was so closely connected

with University activities.

LJR: Yes. Oh, he had a business. That's how he got his bread and
; she *•

butter.

ARF; I noticed also that when you were vice-president of the Berkeley

Music Association the president was Mayor Hodgehead.

LJR: Yes, Mr. Hodgehead. I was trying recently to recall his name, and

you 'ye brought it to my mind. I knew him very well and he was a
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LJR: very good member of that committee. And we brought to Berkeley

some beautiful musical occasions. Sometimes in the shape of one

artist, sometimes a group like three or four instruments.

Now, we thought while we were doing it that it was the finest

possible thing of its kind for us to do for the city. The reaction

from the public supported us in that thought and we gave hard work

to it in finding these organizations and individual artists. We

read the New York papers, you know, and we tried to find in every

way the artists that were, at that time, serving the public

somewhere, and when we learned about a very distinguished one

we'd communicate with that artists and say, "Are you coming to

California?" They liked to come to California. You take a

singer singing in New York and you put that question to him and

generally the reply was, "I want to come,"

ARP: So you had climate on your side.

LJB* XeSj. aQ4 in that way, by reading the eastern papers and the maga-

zines, we kept track of the good artists either singly or in,,

groups, and got them to Berkeley. And Mr. Hodgehead was a beau-

tiful person in making an introduction when we had, say, a dis-

tinguished singer. He would likely rise and say, "Friends, I

should like to say, regarding this artist, that she has sung in

London, Paris, Berlin, New York," and then he would give a little

of her history. And it was appropriate, you know. She had sung

in all those cities and he made a nice little introductory talk

very often at those concerts that we gave. And the singer ^^
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LJR: himself, or herself, was generally quite pleased at the kind of

thing that was said, so that it was worthwhile. It put the ^***

singer in the mood to do her best, or his best. ^ *-

jARF: I noticed, for instance, in 1925 you had Elizabeth Rethburg from

the Metropolitan, and Louis Graveure, baritone. I just copied a

few names from the old University calendars.

LJR: Why in the world hasn't that been kept up? * ''* • Jit-*».l

ARF: Well, it seems that It wAs changed about the time when Harmon

Gymnasium was torn down. I thought maybe you would know what ^'

happened to it.^-^»^^«l« • Ai^auoi.tlon

LJR: Well, now I wOndei' If the tearing-down of that gymnasium, which

gave us a splendid large audience space, maybe we didn't think

there was any place for a concert after that. I think we tried

it once or twice down in the Berkeley High School auditorium, but

we didn't like it, it didn't serve the purpose .*''-** *'•^

ARF: After that the records show that maybe only once a year the

Berkeley Music Club would sponsor a performance either in the

Hearst Greek Theatre or Wheeler. Were you on this committee

through its whole existence until it stopped? -

LJR: Yes. Do you remember the date of the tearing-down of the gymnasium?

ARF: Miss Dornin in University archives said she thought it was about

1932, and she Is ueualiy c6rrebt.'* •«* *»* >»«*» ]^l^ hXti ^.vm^^^

LJR: Yes, I think that had a great deal to do with it. It was an

ideal auditorium for our purposes, and after they tore it down I

remember we felt we simply had no place to give the concerts the
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LJR: way we had been doing. Por some curious reason the public didn't

seem to think it was worthwhile going to the high school auditor-

iiun. They didn't come to the concerts there, so v« had to give

that up.

ARFi When did you start your interest in the music association?

LJR: Well, I think about 1910. I married Maud Wilkinson in 1900 and

she had had very good musical training, so that it was a great
r,

help to me to have as a wife one who could give me such sound

advice. I must give her credit for helping me very largely with

regard to that Berkeley Music Association. She was a beautiful

pianist herself, but she didn't want to give public concerts,

she was just of that mind; she didn't care for that kind of thing.

She played for her friends, and it was beautiful work, and, as I

say, she helped me. Her judgment was very valuable and she was

very helpful In carrying on the work of the association.

ARP: Was she a member too? ^

UR: Now, let me see. She was not a meaibef of the eomfflitiee, she was

merely my advisor, that's all. That's the only official connec-

tion she had. But she gave me very great help in that.

It would take, sometimes, a $1000 to get one man out from the

Metropolitan. We picked him out from the Metropolitan music

aggregation in New York and got him out and back, paid his travel

expenses and paid his fee. And we did that for years and it was

one of the very finest things that could have been imagined for

a city. Inasmuch as I no longer live in Berkeley I don't know
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UR: whether that Berkeley Music Association is still functioning,

because I'm too old, you see, to keep up that kind of thing now.

J*
But I'd say for twenty years we kept it up, and it was a very

fine influence, musically, in Berkeley.

Financing the Association

LJR: Miss Marian Anderson we got one year. She's a beautiful singer.

Ve met as a oommittae managing this. Ve aet fre<^uently and we
y i» th*l %« ilvdi't r.v tn« «tii v«r*lt> «^.y /sA^rti, »•

studied our plans and raised our money and carried out the idea

very well. There was a good deal of appreciation in Berkeley for

this work we were doing, so that we had no difficulty in getting

a certain amount of money, no difficulty at all.

ARF: How did you go about getting this money?

liJR: Purely personal. Never by any systematic way, but merely members

of the committee — there were about five of us — would speak

with any rich person we happened to get into conversation with

and say, "Would you like to give a little money toward this work?"

And in that way we always had plenty of money throughout my whole

history there. We never lacked money, never.

ARPi People like Mr. Moffitt and your golfing companions?

URi Now, Moffitt was a very well-to-do man, you understand. He was

really a rich man, so he could give $300 and never miss it at all.

And 80 I went to jie^ople like him euid said, "Should you like to

give a little, or what you deem proper, toward this Berkeley

Music Association?" And you understand we asked an admission
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LJR: price — say a dollar — so we got some income that way. Generally

it wasn't enough to pay Metropolitan musicians for coming outr, ilv

affd g^irig back and the fee, so we had to pay a little more than

the admission price would bring in. However, we did it; we

carried it out for years smd years. r* te«lcv

ARF: What was the connection between the association and the Univer- -it!

sity? Did you get use of Harmon gym free in return for present-

ing the programs on campus? tMa^r 1 co^ld ^liHl \$m» Pt^t^ta.-

UR: My memory is that we didn't pay the University any rental. We

paid only the janitor services. They had, you see, the arrange-

ment of chairs which was different from what they would be ordin-

arily. And then afterwards they had to sweep up the tissue paper

and things that had been dropped. And we paid those janitors for

their service. That was all. *r'in -^rt, tint*

ARF: Did you partly finance this from subscriptions?

LJR: No, merely by admission at the door and large individual donations.

ARF: And you came out in the black all right?

LJR: Ve usually did. We sometimes made a profit. That would help

wnere we lost a little. You see, it balanced up.

i. ^
•* I

Concerts * '•%r» ..

ARF: How did you promote theaa functions?

UR: Through the Berkeley Gazette , largely. They would take every bit

of material we gave them and give it wide circulation. It was

almost all through the Berkeley Gazette .
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*.^F: Do you r«m««b©r any other nuMS of p«opl« on your coraaittee?

LJRi It's a funny thing that I don't. I worked with tho«« five people

•« I think it was five -<- and Varren Cheney and Mr. Hodg«head I

remember vividly, but I can't seem to recall the other members.

I shoul^; think they could be got In the records soaewhere back.

ARFt The dbncerti lecture and music comaaittee has been shuffled around

quite a bit in the University and I think every time they move

they burn their records. The only thing I could find was Profes-

sor Popper's little history.

UR: How, if I should take the time and energy to do it I might go

through my diaries and I might find some information on that.

Let's look up those years t Let's see, the Floazaley Quartet was

the 13 th of February 1917. And the Gabrilo%4tsch eagmgMMnt in

1916, February 1. Eugene Ysaye, violin concert, that was on &y

th« 7th of December 1917. The Flonzaley Quartet gave a concert

th« 11th of April 1923. The 16th of October 1923f Queena Hario,

Metropolitan soprano. Then the Josmph Schwartz concert, the

26th of February 1924. 0. Gabrilowitsch on the 25th of April

1924, a pianist. Then Louis Gravevire came the 7th of October

1924) G. Enilsde; violinist, 17th of March 1925$ Efraa Zimbalist,

14th of November 1925. All those were Berkeley Music Association

concerts.

ARFi Tou brought quite a number of really outstanding artists. And

this was all through individual contacts with each on^, is that

right? You didn't take anybody as a package group organized for

you.
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UR» Oh, no, nothing of that kind. I road the New York papers

assiduously in order to find out the names of artist who were

singing there and also those that were making tours of the a

country from there.

ARF: Does your diary show what happened to the association after the

thirties? " ' " ^ <^,

UR: Now, let's see. In 1929, 1930, and 1931 I was in Europe. Now,

In 1932 Sigrid Onegin, contralto, gave a Berkeley Music Associa-

tion concert. ^ ^^^^ ^^^^, sK»rlf in the 3er<eley «u»i

.

ARFr Do you remember whether that was given on the campus, rr not?

UR: No, I don't recall. Why, I don't see any concerts iiiimediately

following that. I don't see any in 1933. There's Gregory

Piatagorsky, 15th of February 1934. Oh, here are some more —
Ruth Page and Krensburg, 4th of April 1934. I'm not finding amy

ARF: Professor Popper said that he thought this cooperative agreement

between the Berkeley Music Association and the University had

been made with the help of a regent that you knew. Would that

have been Mr. Moffitt?,, ,.

liJR: Yes. J.K. Moffitt had great fondness for music, so he was likely

to help any matter that involved concerts where the regents could

have any part* , ^. .. > ,.,^s

ARF: Who preceded Popper on the concert, lecture and music committee

on campus before 1924?

IJR: There was Ssun Hume, but I don't remember working closely with
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>IiJR: him. We were friendly, but I can't remember being in the same

orgfiuiizRtion, same coamiittee with him. i l»-4 *'<

ARP: V/ell, there seems to be a lapse of about three years there when

there was no comirittee for music and drama on the campus. And l-

the only thing I oould find was San Hume and the Greek Theatre*

LJR: He was very closely connected with the Greek Theatre.

t.A*'/ ?sl;j-.^t be 'f t\99%€.

University Extension and Concert Artists

ARP: I noticed that along with your work in the Berkeley Music Associa-

tion, you had great interest in placing concert artists all

through the state when you took over Extension.

UR: Yes, when I was made director that put me in a position right

away to do soue of that work of helping artists to get concert

assignments in the state. They would be coming to Berkeley for

one place, and then I helped to get other places for a deserving

artist, a meritorious artist.

KKFi Did your wife advise you in this also?

URt She did, yes, to some extent. It varied a little. She was good
•o lv>

w/ien it came to estimating the value of the artist as a musician.

She wasn't good on the business side, and the placing of them in

other places besides Berkeley was largely a business operation.

ARPt You acted as a sort of agent for these artists?

UK: Oh, not in any official way. It was a friendly service that I

I

volunteered. X vaen't an agent, no.

ARF: Do you remember what the financial arrangements were?
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UR: Ho, I don't. Mow, suppose, for example, we had a fine artist aiid

I knew about an organization in San Jose that liked to get artists.

I'd write a letter to that organization and say, "We are greatly

pleased with this artist. Do you want this one? If so, communi-

cate with the artist, whose agent is so-and-so." They had their

agents alwa^B) ^nd all I did was reconmend them where I thought

they might be happily placed. / wo{>

Trusteeship of Berkeley Public Library

r Carnegie's Money

IkJR: On the 5th of September 1900 I became a trustee of the Berkeley

Public Library and continued to occupy that position for many

years. First I was a member and then later I was chairman of

»the trustees*

ARF: What was the library Hks when you first went on the board? ^

LJR: It was on Shattuck Avenue and they rented a store and gave the

people the right to come there and see the books, or borrow.

It was a very amateurish thing, and it so happened that Andrew

Carnegie visited Berkeley and I was on the committee entertaining

him. I was chairman of the public days committee for a long time

at the University of California, and as chairman I was called

upon to take care of him, to escort him around the University and

show him the things he wanted to see. And in the course of the

conversation he said, "Have you a city library here?" „^
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I said, "Yes, I'm a member of the library committee."

"Where is it?" ' J»

"It's iri a 8tdr« 6n Shattuck Avenue." -^
t «M

"You haven't a building?"

"Ho," I said, "we have no building. It's in a store." That

was all. But a few weeks later there came a communication from

his office in New York City saying that the money would come

from Mr. Carnegie for putting up a library building in Berkeley.

So that's a little bit of history. *

That explains the minutes of this special meeting of the library

board that was called on February 24, 1903, to consider the pro-

position of Mr. Carnegie to give $40,000 to erect a library

building in Berkeley. Was Rosa Shattuck prompted to give the

corner lot by the Carnegie offer, or had she already done it?

I think she'd already done it. I think so. I'm not certain*

This wasn't long after the library got started in 1893t ^^^ it?

I became a trustee of the Berkeley Public Library on the 5th

of September 1900 and I became president of that board of r?

trustees on the 17th of July 1905. That I found in my diary t

here. We were in the store when I became a trustee. I think

maybe by the time I got to be president we had the building.

Were you on the building committee too? J« c?'/?^. »^, u*-.- ^

Yes. i.' ti» <««iti>w

Along with Mr. Naylor and Mr. Watermam? •.

Kaylor and Waterman, yes. And there was a very fine woman with
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LJR: the library. I can't recall her name. Very fine woman. She

was a rather young woman, younger than I* - * **' «»

ARF: Later on there was a Miss Morse in 1920. Who were Naylor and

Waterman? jtt«t %hk\ <i»ser

UR: Mr. Naylor was connected with the bank in Berkeley and Mr.

Waterman was from West Berkeley. " rt** 4»»v afto*

ARF: The library almost from the first began with branches, didn't it?

UR: Yes. We learned, right at the beginning, that in all typical

cities you'd have your central library and some branches. We

had that in mind right at the beginning. That's why we estab- .

lished right away two branches* .
i. » v. •,^ ' :1» to l«rkeley

ARF: When you began planning for this new building, once you had the

windfall from Carnegie, John Galen Howard was chosen as the

architect, wasn't he? ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^
UR: Oh, yes. He was a professor of architecture in the University,

a colleague of mine there, so I knew him very well. . _^ mrkirut

ART: I was wondering why he was chosen over Maybeck or any others.

Was there any particular type of architecture favored over another?

UR: We left that %o. Mr. Howard. We thought that he would know more

about what would be fitting than we did, and I think he did. So

we left the style to him. Now, they build cubicle buildings,

you know, without a bit of ornamentation, xa. ordfijr to use the

maximum amount of space. We didn't know anything about that .

then, and Howard didn't like that at all. That wasn't his style.

He wanted it to be a pleasant building to look at. iiu,^--, k«

;• the lierk» ubilc i-lbr»^.
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Ki.ARF: Could you describe the library? ^ • r»Ull»e

UR: No, I can't, except to say that it was not a cubicle type of a.'^'

building, but a building roade with certain architectural grace.

It is difficult to give more than ;just that description — that

it was not just square angles, but that it had some little orna-

mental features, not excessive, but ornamental features that made

it a pleasant building to look at. **' ***"'

Early Librarians " ^-" ^^' -«•* •i* ^'» ^*« ^

LJR: And the first librarian was Mr. D.R. Moore, a lifelong friend of

the Shattuck family. They brought him to Berkeley to be librarian

and he served as librarian when we were in that store on Shattuck

Avenue before we had a building, before Carnegie had given us

anything. The Shattuck family knew him well and they wanted to

provide occupation for him. And he was a good librarian; he

never disappointed us at all there; he was capable, hard-working,

conscientious, a very satisfactory librarian, yes.

ARFt After his death, Mr. Joekel became librarian, and I noticed that

the library took a sudden change in organization under him.

Vhat were the differences between Mr. Joekel and Mr. Moors?

LJR: Mr. Moore was a man who was not professionally trained as a librar-

ian and therefore there were many details about library management

that he'd never heard of. Joekel knew the bid.ness in a profession-

al way. He was a professional librarian.

ARF» Wasn't Joekel circulation manager at the University Library before

he took over the Berkeley Public Library?
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ImJR: He was, yes. And then, you know, about a relatively short time

after Joekel resigned we had a vomsui as librarian, Celia Hayward.

A.RF! That was during the war, wasn't it? ih*s5 *' ... .«vi/

LJRt Tea. Joekel became librarian at the Presidio. Then we hired

Celia Hayward. She was good. She had been professionally

trained and did the work as you would expect a good librarian

in a city to do. By the way, I see her occasionally now. She

is very old, like me, old, and I occasionally meet her and we

have a few words to say about the good old days when we had the

library. She, of course, is no longer connected with it. She's

a very old lady.

ARP: Joekel returned, didn't he? ol Ibe^ ai*

UR: Yes, but he wasn't long with the city library, because he liked

the work at the University better* And he found there full

scope for his activities so that he was fully willing to give

up the city library, yes.

ART: When Mr. Joekel took over, why did he set up the department of.*

branches?

LJRt You see, Berkeley was spread out: there was West Berkeley a

long way off, and North Berkeley a long way off, and South

Berkeley. All of those were distant so that the people in those

places couldn't come to the main library easily, it was too far.

So we put branches in those places — West Berkeley, North

Berkeley, and South Berkeley, sioe ^*9^ Utf\% Burjeo«,

ARFi How was your library board able to cooperate with the public

school system, such as Emerson and Hawthorne schools?
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LJR: We felt that the library board and the public schools were very

closely related and that we could cooperate. We felt that they

would be glad to work with us when we wanted them to, and they

did. They had the view that the library was important and, of
.^

course, we did too. We felt that both were connected with the

city government and in that way we were closely related and

therefore we could put a branch library into a schoolhouse for

a tine before we could get a building, and that worked out rather

satisfactorily. %* w •.* * -r- --. ,

ARP: Wasn't there some sort of arrangement in which the library gave

duplicate booics to the schools?

LJR: Yes, I'll tell you. At a school they might have a particular

subject that would come up. Now, let me see if I can think —
Americanization was a subject that the community in general

hteard a great deal about and the library wanted to be strong in

that and the schools wanted to also. So, we'd loan to a parti-

cular school a set of books on Americanization and they would use

them very freely and satisfactorily. And that would be better

than having their people try to come to the main library for

books when we knew they were interested in that subject. We

could give twenty or thirty books to the teacher there to manage

and they could circulate them more freely among the students t^ifin
M^ V' 'M .»^*^*« ^<*i^** T-

would be possible if the students were trying to come to the main

library and get one book at a time on that subject. m
", , . ^ , . , .

.

... . , .
. ce m

ty thoa.
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Books froie n*«

ARF: Who helped select the library books, and with what criteria?

LJR: I can give you one idea definitely there. I, myself, said to

the board, "We should, as far as possible, put into our library /

books that have good standing as literature." I said, "A book

by Emerson ranks as literature. A book by some man who bobs ^

up with a queer novel and has never had any reputation as a

literary man wouldn t bi6 so dft^i1rabi4 for us as books that have

rank in literature — English literature, French literature,

German literature — the most importsuit books, the best books,

books that have stood the test."

I preached that and my board accepted that and we ordered

our books Just as far as possible with that thought in mind

that a book is important for us if it stands high in literature.

If we'd had all the money in the world, you know, why we could *^

have bought all the current novels and everything else, but I

felt that the wise thing for us to do was first to put standard

good literature into the library — and that would help women's

clubs, it would help schools, it would help University students.

The books would have value for them. But if we put cheap novels

of somewhat inferior quality in the library some people might

read them for amusement, yes, but they wouldn't do as inuch good

as works with good standing in literature.

kBJt And your library wouldn't be as good an intellectual force in

the community then.

LJR: That's it.
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Did you ever take lists and suggestions from schools and women's

clubs and teachers?
. . ^^rr^r «> •

** *nmi > u

I can't remember that we did. Of course, I suppose that now and

then an individual book was asked for and the librarian would say

to me when I was chairmanj of th«, bo^rd, "What ab.put that book?.

Do you want to buy it?" And I*d see if it came up to our stan-

dards. If it was a book having some standing in literature I d

ay, "Yes, we'll orderj^it. __.fut it in." y,,,,^ »««b«ir «rt^ ^v-*

When Mr. Joekel came in as librarian did he make more of these

decisions himr.elf since he was a professional person?

Yes. He had that notion about literature that I've just been I

describing to you. He fell right in with that. In fact, I

might say he had it himself. I had it, preached it to the .--

board; I think you might say he had it already, yes.

Did you ever go before the city council in getting appropriations?

Yes, I went down to.t^Q Qlty 90un9il aiAd a<idressed them about the

needs of the library. I went down there to their city hall and

more than once I made a spaech on the importance of a library in

a city, and also something as to our ideals concerning the books

that should be in the library. And that appealed to those men.

Oh, yes, I went down and talked to them.

Who were some of the main backers of the library on the city

council?

I cannot recall, now. . ^^- i^^t'
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New Library Sought ^ «»•!!, t.

ARF: Do you remember talking vith Mr. Bertram about a gift when you

visited Carnegie Corporation in New York in 1914? »•«

LJR: Yes, the name oomes right back, yes. I went to New York and I

was entertained at the Century Club. Does that mean anything to

you? That is the finest gentleman's club in New York City. I

think it still is today, the Century Club. And I was put up ais

a guest. They said, "You are made a temporary member and just'

as long as you're here you regard this as your home." I had

been staying at a hotel. And they said, "Well, come over and
r

have your seals here and meet our men." And I had a delightful

time. At that time £.£. Brown was a member. H« had onoe been

a professor of .education here aad then went to Hew York City

to be a professor at Columbia University, I think it was. And

I saw much of him there, then.

ARF: What was your main business in the East at this time?

LJR: I was attending an importaiit meeting of the national university

extension association and I simply combined it with a visit to

Carnegie Corporation to seek funds for a new Berkeley library.

ARP: I noticed with great interest that President Wheeler took over

your place on the library board in about 1921.

LJR: Oh yes, in 1921 when I was away. I traveled in Europe that

p, year.

ARF: Did you put yourself back on the library board when you returned?

LJR: I ajD under the impression I did not.
mrorob^. tion
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I
ARF: After you returned there was a program that the library was start-

ing up to furni* a particular bibliography to a person when it

was requested. I wondered if you helped in any way with this.

LJR: I had the good fortune to have touch with all the departments of

th« University, and I used %g go, say, to the department of eco-

nomics and say, "What are the best new books on economics?" and

they'd say, "Why, goodness, we can give you a half a dozen that

we consider quite recent and very good." I'd take those and go

to the library with that list.

World War I and the Military Bureau

IJR» How, on another subject. World War I lasted from 1914 to 1918.

On the first of January 1918 the University of California regents

created the military bureau and they made me director of it.

I:-. *.; '. in •
The duties of the bureau were to keep in touch with the United

States government and to have the University of California per-

form anything that they could properly do to aid the government
•rv ^

in the war situation. It was soon at work and calls were coming

almost daily from Washington, D.C. , asking us if we could do

this or assist in that war work. That went on until the armistice

on the 11th of November 1918.

ARP: Did you just have this for nine months then?

LJR: That's all.

ARF: What else did your bureau do?

UR: Why, we wanted to give special, highly technical information
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UR: concerning certain chemical matters that were involved in the

making of munitions, for instance. We did that very carefully.

ARF: Did you do that by assigning chemists?

LJR: Veil, we did that by consulting the professors of chemistry at

the University and putting the problems directly to them, sjid

then having them write out whatever information the government

needed on that subject. And that was sent on. ^'^ *^

The duties of the bureau went on until the armistice and

then the bureau was given up.

ARF: You had a few staff members on the military bureau, didn't you?

UR: Oh, yes. -^a« ^» "'' '''^' ^°"

ARF: Can you give me a picture of your office, the procedures you

used, and the people in it? ^

LJRi Yes, I can'. I had clerks in tlie dfflce arid I askecl them to

communicate with every department in the University and put the

question, "Do you in your department have any skill or any

methods of work that you think might be valuable for the govern-

ment in this war time?" So, I had a report from every department

in the University on what they thought might possibly be of use

in the war, including research and the historical side, and

also the technique of conducting the subject in instruction.'^

* or «xi 'tD«rt%fa«r.

tru* fe^c
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v.. «« c •«»

DIRECTING UNIVERSITY EXTENSION, 1918-1937 *
.

Beginning Extension

Setting Up the Office _.^.^^^ ^ ^^. „.. ^j^^ v.~.,.?

IkJR: Deans Gayley, Jones, and Stephens gave attention to establishing

at the University a department of the University Extension. On

the 22nd of August 1918 they appointed ne director of University

Extension, a position that I held until 1937.

When I was appointed they said, "Mow, you are just one per-

son; you're appointed to a big job, so you ask for any assistance

you need, of any kind. You'll get an office and you will need to

have clerks in that office; you'll need to train them for the

particular work that you want them to do," So, I developed that

University Extension office which, as you know, became quite a

large one. '-'""-
vtsv^n iAt-ijv j •• ^^'v? " -"•

ARF: How did this differ from Mr. Howerth's Extension?

UR: Well, he had tried to run it practically as a one-man affair,

and it went on for a little while and then just petered out. It

ceased. When I was appointed the previous Extension Division

had gone out of existence altogether. . but I fa

ARF: Why was that? v* »«»#» *¥tt.4* **i.'

LJR: I think that this was true because he was naturally not an execu-

tive, and he didn't h>ive the ability to organize an office that
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LJR: would create this activity of the University. He didn't have 7

that, and I was blessed with the ability to be an executive and

to get around me the kind of people I wanted to help me, to train

them to carry on the work. And that's exactly what I did. t^ry

I will tell you that when I became director of the iixtension

Division one of the members of the faculty knew me at Michigan

and of my experience as a drummer and he said, "The head of the

Extensioa I^ivision ought to have some business ability in organi-

zi'h^"«Jlas8es. That man Richardson had a whale of a lot of execu-

tive experience, business experience, and I think he'd make a -

good head of the Extension Division for a number of reasons, one

of which is that he has had that large experience as a drummer.

It was a busineRS experience and he'll have business problems

to handle when he is director of the Extension Di-vision. That's

why I recommend hin." That was Professor Alex Longef who made

that statement to the faculty and recommended me« fcadw"

KRFi I understand that when first you took over tnere were problems

of dispirited employees and that you applied your talents to

this and smoothed everything out. How did you do this?

URj Well, I can only say that a good executive tries to cultivate a

friendly relation with the employees rather than a cold business

relation alone. Some executives do l^t XJ^t way, but I try to

think that my relation with every employee has something of the

nature of friendship in it. And I tried to build that up where

I could. It varied, you know, with individuals; you have to

take these people according to their qualities and work on them.
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This gave them more a feeling of "being a part of the organization?

Yes. "»>« «*» *» Wk* w«r I

Did you hire Mr. Rakestraw? - i' '-'

Yes, I brought him in. He was a very good man in fin^^nce, very

good. He had hid training in it, and he knew more about finance

than I did. He was excellent in that and he served a very use-

ful purpose in the organization. I've always felt indebted to

him for a lot of things he did that really furthered the success

of the organization, '^'l trf to «|» tlMt*"

What was his point of view in finance? Did he look upon Exten-

sion as a business organization? ^ fj-* ?

Business. He didn't seem to be interested in the educational

aspect of it. His mind was always on the business aspect of

everything that he noted and worked on. He was a financier, he

was a businessman; he wasn't a teacher, he wasn't a scholar.

When you were deciding financial policies did he take into •

account the educational policy too? . vn.. »
- ,,:w^ i ,v >.t» "•*«

Well, I used to tell him that side of it. I presented to him

that side of it. He couldn't make that out alone.

To England and Mansbridge &.' sttlfi th«

ARFi How did you arrive at criteria for setting up the academic pro-

"

gram for Extension? *-^ *ii».a>*il^.

UHi When I was appointed to be director of the University Extension

1 said to myself, "Where is adult education being carried on

most successfully in the world?" And the answer to that question
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LJR: was, without doubt, England, at that time. So I went to England

and I found the man who was at the head of that work, Dr. Albert

Mguisbridge. And he was kind enough to give me much in the way of

valuable information, and ha also arranged to have me attend

especially good adult education classes so that I might see how

they were being conducted there. And I said to him, "I hope you

will have the leisure some time to come to Berkeley and lecture

to us on adult education." dna« in t

"Veil," he said, "I'll try to do that."

Not very long after that — it was the 17th of January 1926

•— he came to Berkeley for a large part of a semester. And I

arranged for the University to pay his transportation over and

back and living expenses while he was in Berkeley. g

ARF: That was quite a coup. How did you get that financed? ^^ .

LJRi Oh, I came back and I told the regents that this man was the

greatest man In the world in that field, and that it would be

to the advantage of the University of California to get all the

wisdom they could from that man. And it would cost only just a

round trip ticket and a board bill &ad a hotel for a month; it

wouldn't cost much, just traveling expenses and hotel while ht

was here. "Oh, that's all right, that's good," said the regents.

So he spent one month at the University of California lectur-

ing on the methods of adult education. >.. w^

ARF: What particular part of the Cambridge plan did you use in Exten-

sion here? ..'-./«--'•
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LJR: Well, it was this: having the University stamp of approval put on

to every bit of teaching that was done. I didn't just go out

and get somebody to give a course in philosophy. I found a man

that I thought was fitted to give a course in philosophy said

then I went to the department of philosophy and I said, "Do you

approve thttt choice?" If they said "No" I didn't take him, but

if they said "Yes" I did. I got the approval of the department

concerned on every bit of teaching that was done in the Extension

Division. That was very, very important. . »tud*i»«!*

ARF: Did Cambridge have the correspondence school also?

URt Yes, but in a very limited way. We have in the United States

developed three great centers? Columbia, Chicago, and the Univer-

sity of California. With these three places we are the leaders

in the world in instruction by correspondence. If you go to

Germany today you won't find a single university giving any

correspondence courses. I do not know at the present time of

any institution in Europe that gives correspondence courses

except in England. I'm speaking now of proper Europe, on the

Continenti outside of England. I don't know one institution,

and you may be interested to Imbw that I have a student taking

one of my correspondence courses just now who is a professor ^

at Heidelberg, and I suspect that he is taking my course in

order to learn as much as he can about how we conduct them. I

shouldn't be surprised if Heidelberg presently began to give

some correspondence courses. ta "ju ..
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ARFt As I understand It, Caaabridge U8«d the done theoselvea for their

•xteneion oourses. Is that rlghtT ^ tw. ..^^^^ tm -

UKi Yes.

kRFi Did they have credit courses? to ***• vit/^

LJRi Ko, they did not.— *^ ^^ - -i- - .we<L

ARFt Theirs is all adult education — that is, non-credit.

UfRi Yes. ** n*«i««.^

ARFt Did the University of California model its Extension also on '<"

the English plan of more emphasis on humanities studies?

URi Ve took all we wanted to out of the English aethod. Then we

*lil^ "our own ne'thod. And our own nethod is soMMluit different.

Ours consists of class instruction and correspondence course

Instruction and that combination has worked very successfully

for us, here. - — .

Finances of Extension ^- ^ *^'^* '

r-. — -^

Getting the Powell Street Building in San Francisco

LJRt Did you ever hear about the Extension Division building on Powell

Street in San Francisco? I went over to the city just at the

time that the Slks Club was giving that building up. I said to

the ment *'Do you know who owns that building?"

"The club owns it." ^j ^^^^ ^
"What will you sell it for?" And they gave a sum.

.,«i thittk I'U gtf Ihat money and I'd like .t9,^iiy 11»,",I said.

I

r

I
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LJR: I ionediately coiomunlcated with th« regtnts and I said, "I want

so auny thousands of dollars to buy that building on Powell

Street for ths Hxf<lnsidii Division." Th« rsgttiils ga¥« ^s that

whols sum, whaa bang! knA I wsnt over to the oity, I went to

the place, and I said to the x^llcs Club officers, "I 'a prepared

to lay the cash right down on the table now; I want to buy this

building*" And the whole le^al process was passed throitgh whereby

the building ownership was transferred to the University of Cali-

fornia, not to me, but the University.

And the re»:ents said, "Of course, we are glad to have you

have thit building and use it. Just say it's been given to the

University regents." tIvsi

"Qentleaen, " I said, "1 want to aay one thing about that sum

that yott ^ijiirfi over to me. I want to pay it back to you. I will

conduct the Extension Division in such a manner that every year

I'll httve n, prQfit and out oX t^t profit I'll pay something .^

toward that building." Eventually I paid back every dollar they

gave me, every dollar I paid baok* ^^ .^ ;. He v •«

ARPx That was before you retired? ,^^ ^^^

LJH: Yes, oh yes. I paid back every dollar that that building cost

the regents originally. It wa.<^ a good tidy sum, as you can ima-

I
fine, for a building on Powell Street, a nice structure three

stories high. But I bought it and, as I say, I paid back every

dollar. ,, V

Mow, I did that by organizing the Bxtension Division with a

certain sum of money thnt was to be paid by each student for
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LJR: participating in the class, and there was always to be more income

than the instructor got and that difference went into the fund

for paying for that building. And I eventually paid for it. --* ~

And when 1 sent my last payment to them I said, "That's the whole

story, that's the end of it." 't rou v i <?'

They said, "We wish we could have business #ith more profes-

sors like you, for ordinarily when they ask for money for a cer-

tain purpose they don't return it later." [Laughter]

State Appropriations for Extension '4»«4 th« 1

ARF: Did you have emy income from the University budget?
'^

IJR: I want to tell you that the money for the University coming from

Sacramento was always selected and arrariged by departments. So

much for the department of economics, so much for the department

of French, and so on, and there was so much for the division

of adult education or the Extension Division. And I had found

that after a while my predecessor had lost money, but he took

money out of that bonus each year to make up. He wasn't abl«

tS'BakSthS operation'^paf^f01*^1 tsilf. He losllkfliiiey all the

time. **

""*

Well, the first thing I knew they offered me the position

and I said, "I shall be glad to take that under these circum-

stances: I want to continue teaching some Latin, because I like

t.^. J. jTt-i-. ii.r>i J n-j. M that fCi) Lo»t yoi..*
that, and I'll run the Extension Division." '

And they said, "There's a bonus comes every year from
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UR: Sacrainento to help you pay your expenses." f

"Now, you needn't bother about a bonus for me," I said to the

president. "I've had business experience enough so that I can make

that Extension Division pay its own way."

"Well," the president said, "don't you want that bonus at all?"

"No, I donU want it."

"Well, now," he said, "don't tell the people at Sacramento

you don't want it, but when it comes I want to use it in any way

that I see fit." That's how he came to use that money for engineer-

ing professors on the campus. He just used the Extension Division

money that was to save me from my losses, and I made the thing pay.

So, that explains it. As it vent on the books at Sacramento,

that Extension Division bonus came every year to the president's

office and they thought they were turning it over to me, but he

didn't turn one dollar over to me. The president's office used

it for particular needs that arose, and the needs were numerous.

Some of the needs were paying money to engineers on the faculty*

This was not for Extension's engineering department?

No. University Engineering Extension was separate from mine. I

had a department In my Extension Division called the technical

department that included physics, chemistry, and engineering sub-

jects of that kind. But this money from Sacramento went to the

professors in the school of engineering as their regular salary.

It was under President Campbell, I believe, that you lost your

University appropriation. I gathered from this that maybe he

wasn't very eager for Extension to expand. What was Campbell s

attitude?
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LJR: Why, I don't know about any such siim as $50,000,

ARFt Viell, perhaps this was Just a system of bookkeeping that Is mis-

leading when I look at it^ow, " '

LJR: I don't know anything about such a suni#m teaa^ io-^, wk«M

ARF: In other words, actually, you ran on your fees? tvi>

LJRt Yes. I had Rakes traw to help me about that, for he was really

a man quite talented in the field of finance. And when I wanted

to do something that involved money I always talked it over with

him very carefully. Take the matter of buying that Powell Street

building and paying for it: he suggested getting the regents to

buy it and then our giving the money back piecemeal. That was i

Rakestraw's idea; he was a good financier, yes.

ARF: Others tell me he was a hard worker, too. He must have been.

LJR: Oh, yes, yes. icsjoi ai .a.

ARF: How was he at organization in the offices? myj

LJR: Well, he superintended them all, you know. We had offices in

Berkeley, we had an office in San Francisco, we had an office

in Los Angeles, we had an office in San Diego. And he moved

around and superintended all of these offices and he kept thea

going on a business basis, firm sound business principles every-

where. We didn't have an office in Fresno, and Fresno had its

nose out of joint because we didn't have one there, I don't

know just why. Rakestraw said we had better not. He said,

"We'll have classes there, yes, but we'll manage them from

Berkeley. We don't have to have a department at Fresno."

i
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ART: Did this work our well financially?

LJR: Oh, yes, yes. As I remember it, we had an offic« in Santa

Barbara after a while, a little later,

ARF: You were also half of the summer session team, too, when the

first summer session started in Los Angeles. How did these two

things, summer session and Extension, help build up the Los

Angeles caunpus?

UR: Well, I should say just exactly in that way. Because the

Extension Division was a well-organized body with Rakes traw and

so forth and that work was going so successfully there it was

an influence toward the University having a bremch there, which

later became the University of California at Los Angeles. Yes,

it was the lectures and the classes given down there that had

a strong influence on spreading the idea of having a branch of

the University there. It worked just that way.

ARFi Did you work with Director Moore in setting up Extension there?

LJR: Yes, we conferred with him, yes. Ve found him an easy man to

get along with. He was reasonable and helpful and we passed

favors both ways to him and he to us. Informally.

ARP: But there was no direct administrative structure, was there?

UR: No, that was just purely friendship, that was all.
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Richardson in 1929
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Ruth Loring Richardson and Leon Richardson

in San Francisco in the 1950 's
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Publicity for Extension

Speeches

LJR: I*d 11 ice to present a couple of things that are very important

from my point of view. When I was made director of the fixtension

Division, adult education as connected with the university was

practically unknown, and I wanted to make it know all over the

state. I looked into the telephone book, yellow pages, and I

found that San Fremclsco had something like 40 clubs — Elks

Club and those. Then I learned that every city in the state

of California has clubs. And it Just occurred to me that I

might go to these clubs, if the arrangement was properly made,

and deliver a lecture on some live topic of the day, and inci-

dentally mention the Extension Division and adult education —
but only just a little.

A very favorite topic at that time was the tariff. I went

to the department of economics and I said, "I want to have you

give me the most important matter about tariffs that I can use

in speeches that will be of benefit to the people of this state."

They loaded me up with the tariff. I had a secretary, and I

said, "Now, I'll make two speeches a week, and you arrange the

dates. You communicate with clubs in cities and say, 'There

is a University man who is able to come and deliver a speech on

the tariff. Do you want it?'" Well, they always wanted it,

because they didn't have to pay anything for it.
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URi The result was that this secretary arranged fcr me to deliver

febout two speeches, a^Mseisia cities up and down California, from

the very northern rim clear down to San Diego. The Extension

Division had money to send me out to deliver these speeches and,

as I say, incidentally I brought out a little about adult educa-

tion and the Extension Division. That went on until I had really

covered the state. I had made speeches in nearly every city of

Importance in the state, ^eer after year my speech~making ,

schedule continued with as many appearances as I could possibly

handle. I'd like to have you look at a certain page of the

index to my diary. There is a list of the speeches that I made

in that year.

AKF: This is about 1933 and there are about 24 ,speeches here. What

topics did you use besides tariff?

UR: Oh, very, very diverse. Sometimes I spoke on Americanism.

ARF: Was this the post-wy,r poyement, or project, encouraged by the

government at that time?

lUR: Yes, and I have here a little explanation I wrote down for you.

Let me read it: ^^ ^

To do away with particularism and to produce something
like unity in political ideas, the federal and state
governments at the time of World War I appointed about
forty committees on Americanization. The subject
involved ideal aims and activities of an Americaua
citizen, for example, teaching non-English-speaking
immigrants English to elevate their minds to political
freedom, to liberty, not licentiousness, with respect
for the rights of others; to teach American history;
to make cle;:.r Americaji ideals; to bring employer and
employee closer together; to imbue our people with
hygienic and sanitary principles.
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LJR: On the 6th of December 1919 I spoke on Americanization to

the San francisco Commercial Club; on the 5th of February 1920

to the Berkeley chapter of the Civic League of California; on

the 6th of March 1920 to the Michigan Women's Club with head-

quarters in San Francisco. These are merely examples of the

addresses I made in this cause.

ARF: How did you decide which topic to use for each audience?

UR: I chose my speech to fit the needs of the community. Now, here

was one to the Americaui Association of University Women in San

Francisco in Februajry of 1935. I made my subject matter suited

to their needs. I never had one set speech; I modified the

speech. ,

Mow, here's a speech to the Italian students at the Univer-

sity. I had lived in Italy a year in 1929 and I spoke Italian

at one time quite well, because when I lived in Italy I spoke

Italian all the time, got around everywhere without any trouble

at all.

And here, a speech to the committee on state teachers

colleges at Sacramento. Well, I imagine a speech to them would

not be like a speech to the Italian students. Then here was a

speech to the Commercial Club in San Francisco, businessmen.

I had to make my subject matter suited to their needs. And here

is a speech delivered at the Congregational Church. They asked

me to make an address at a meeting there. You see what I mean?

My speeches varied; you might say I never spoke twice alike.
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URt When I was called upon to make a speech I immediately said to

myself, "Vhat's the need of those people? What can I say that

would help them?" I tried to find it. You know, I'm surprised

that I was called upon to make speeches before so many, many

organizations. Just look at that page.
JRi

AKF: Here in 1935 you made a speech about every three or four days.

LJR: Thaf^s just a sample. In San Francisco to the university women;

here to the literature students in Berkeley High School; here

visiting editors from all over the United States came to have a

convention in San Francisco and they came over to see the Uni-

versity and they appointed me to make a speech to them when they

came over there.

ARF: What did you talk about to the editors?

LJRi Well, of course I can't tell now, but I spoke on something

appropriate to them. I had been, myself, editor of a paper in

Ann Arbor once, a university paper.

I aju surprised now, as I look back, to tnink how many

hundred requests I had for speeches. Now, that's 22 speeches

in that year, and that's the way the thing ran. I'm greatly

surprised now in my old age to think that there would be a

demand ror iso many speeches from me for organizations.

Editorials in the Press **^ '**'* ^

[LJR: As soon as the speeches were underway I thought, "Now, I've got

something else to do." That was producing good results. The
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UR: Extension Division was known and I had explained how they could

have a man come and conduct a course in adult education in that

city. *• ••

ARF: Were you interested in promoting your correspondence work too?

LJRi Well, anything that the Extension does. I worked that until I

thought that I had just about covered the ground. Then I said,

"Now, I'm going to begin to prepare editorials and send them

out to the newspapers of the state. I will send out one edi-

torial every week in a weekly sneet sent out by the University."

This sheet contained new releases from the department of agri-

culture that would be of value to farmers. It contained Exten-

sion courses that we were about to give, and it also contained

messages of one sort or another from other departments like

economics that would have some relation to the public. And this

sheet that went out every week, as I said, carried anything that

the Extension Division wished to hand out to the public, and

that meant that I had to write an editorial that the newspapers

might like to print.

I was 20 years connected with the Extension Division as

director. If I gave one editorial a week, in 20 years that

would be 1,000. editorials. But once in a while I took a vaca-

tion, so I suppose I didn't really send out more than 900.

Out of the 900 I selected a few and put them into a little )

book called Arrows and Driftwood . "Arrows" is a neune for

people who go knowingly toward their goal; "driftwood" is
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UR: people that don't pay any attention to a goal whatever. And one

of the objects of the Extension Division was to awaken people to

*lijr: the desirability of having a goal toward which they are moving.

I'd like to read you one brief message that I sent out on many

occasions:
To live in the temper and spirit of a learner, open-
minded, unwarped in judgment, free as far as light
permits from delusions, eager to explore and inquire,
quick to give up a confuted idea and so gain a higher
outlook, striving steadily to improve and to grow —
these are watchwords of a person who is striving to x ,

advance his intellectual life.

That's one sample. I'd like to give you another sample. Some-

times they were short like these; sometimes they were much

longer. This one is "Meet Your Opportunities Half-way."

There are innumerable situations in life where a man
gets his entertainment by sitting passively and re-
ceiving impressions: he goes to the opera, without
informing himself beforehand about the music, the
composer, or the book; he goes to a motion picture
show, sits, and receives what comes; he listens to
a lecture, without reading anything beforehand about
the subject or following it up afterwards with dis-
cussions; he goes on a journey, without first laying
hold on the history needed to understand the countries
he is to visit. A man should, whenever possible,
prepare himself duly for significant experiences. He
should do his part as hearer, as beholder, in order
to comprehend and appreciate. By so doing he will not
pass through life as a blank.

;X*i

Now, I suppose my editorials, those 900, are in existence

somewhere in those sheets, filed somewhere in the University.

But I selected about 20 of them and put them into this little

book called Arrows and Driftwood . It may still be had; copies

are available now at the Extension Division office. We had a

large edition got out and this was first printed in 1935, but
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LJR; there were other printings later and so you can get a copy of

this Arrows and Driftwood there. •

ARF: Did you pass this out to Extension students also?

LJR: I sent this mainly to newspapers, because I wanted to get the

kind of publicity that they would give, and I didn't ordinarily

give it to students. I did in some cases — very bri^^ht students

— but as a rule it went largely to newspapers.

ARP: Did you have any kind of editorial centered about a particular

field of knowledge? --» »*

LJR: Yes. Sometimes my secretary would inform me that there was a

club that had some athletic interest, and if I had an athletic

interest to speak on they'd like it. I had worked up an article

earlier in ay life on "The Art of Walking." In walking, when

the ihoulilers gt) this way, the hips must go just in the opposite

direction. When my shoulders go that way my hips must go the

other way, and that's the way to walk. And the feet must be

pointed straight ahead, not out.

ARF: And this was the topic, then, that you used to interest the

athletically-inclined organizations?

LJR: Yes. I want to emphasize that, to say that in starting the

Extension Division and making adult education known in the state

I used the speeches before clubs and I used the editorials in

Ifffl the newspapers, and in that way covered the whole state. And

Extension really became widely-known and widely-practiced. We

began to have demands for classes in cities. When I began, if

I had stopped a man on the street and said to him, "Are you
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LJR; interested in adult education?" he would have said, "Are you ;.

crazy? Vhat are you talking about?" He wouldn't have known

what in the world I was driving at. He might have thought I

was a pickpocket or someone who was trying to stop him and

engage him in conversation. [Laughter] The lectures and the

editorials had a great deal to do with the building-up of the

work of the University,

ARFt Did you start the sale of classes wholesale to banks and other

types of organizations, as training programs?

IhTR: Oh, yes, indeed we did. And that was one thing that was an

outcome of these lectures and editorials that I speak of, yes*

One other thing, I didn't want to have any course given by

ray Extension Division that had not been approved by the corres-

ponding department on the campus. I weinted that. That aided

the publicity greatly. I could say, "Here's a course in polit-

ical science which I want to offer to the public, and that

course has been approved by the department of political science

on the campus." That was publicity. I used it all the time.

I did get the approval of the corresponding department on

campus every time for anything. If I^ive a course in mathe-

matics I got the approval of the department of mathematics

before I set going the arrangement for its being given.

ARF: I'd like to sound you out on one thing. Do you think that it's

really more difficult to direct one's life now them it was in

the thirties when you wrote those essays on "arrows" and

"driftwood?"
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UR: Yes, I do decidedly, because the world is far more complex. It-

is, on the other hand, richer in opportunities. But it is far

more complex, and I have found with these students that the

average person doesn't know just how to select his goals. H«

needs help and guidance. You see, a woman from my correspon-

dence course writes: "I'm sorry to be so near through with the

course and I*m grateful to you for guiding the course along so

many interesting paths. I am a far more alert person for it."

[ARF: Perhaps finding one's own "interesting paths" is no longer a

task for the layman. Vt

Extension Advisory Board and Course Credit *»

[ARF: I was under the impression that later on when Professor Armin

0. Leuschner was head of the advisory board for Extension Divi-

sion that he wanted more of a University criterion for curricula

without much regard for public demand.

UR: I see what you are driving at, and we did have an advisory com-

mit,t,ff appointed at my request. And whenever I organized any

class I sent the outline of it to them to see If they approved

^it. And if they didn't approve it, I didn't offer it. But as

(^2 §, rule they did approve it and sometimes would give me some

further suggestions as to where I'dget expert opinion on that

particular theme.

ARF: Director Howerth didn't have an advisory committee, did he?

i*
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rR: No, he worked alone, and he worked for several years thinking he

could do it all alone without a University committee. He didn't

ask anylbbdy'S consent when he tried to organize a class; he just

went ahead and did it himself. But in that way he got into

trouble because he would now and then organize a class and try

t'6 iglve it when the University didn't approve of it. He hadn't

asked anybody any questions. So his work did not find favor,

and finally he had to quit altogether. So that there was a

period between the time when he stopped and the time when I

begain that was vacant there. So that when I was appointed by

those three deans, you know, there had been quite a little

period in which there had been nothing done. And so I started,

you might say, from the beginning.

I see. And then this committee was your first group to either

approve or disapprove of courses?

^es.

Who approved or disapproved the courses that Howerth instituted?

Was it the president?
"*

Nobody, no, nobody. He did it alone, entirely done.

You mentioned the University didn't approve of some of his courses.

You just mean that this was a sort of consensus of opinion?

That's it; the men on the faculty would hear about his giving a

particular course which they thought was not well-advised and

there would be talk against it. Informal talk, it wasn't organ-

iz4d, just talk against Itl

IRF: Were any of his courses given for credit?

Improve. T^. •
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LJR: I don't recall. ar« juat <>rjrin§ iKi to

ARF: But some of yours were from the beginning, weren't they?

LJR: Yes, divided always in two classes, some for credit, some not.

The University Extension advisory board always settled that.

When I went to them to approve the course they always told a«

whether it was to be for credit or not for credit.

ARF: What committee was it that started the big change, the complete

overhauling of all Extension courses and the numberlngs XB and

XL begun, with new criteria for awarding credit toward degrees

and teacher certification? What started that?

LJR: Why, it came very soon after I began my service as director,

because that's one of my ideas. I advocated that right away.

ARF: To get a definite system of accreditation, is that it?

LJR: Yes. ^•»'' '^'^-

ARF: Did Professor Leuschner have a favorable attitude about Extension?

LJR: Yes. •*• ««

ARF: And he worked for getting credit assigned for Extension courses

around 1930, I believe.

LJR: Yes. : t1f» r-

ARF: Did Loewenberg and Washburn of the academic senate's committee

on courses have the same enthusiasm for assigning credit to

Extension courses? *.-ft-?>i?i»r "ij-lt* a^ v*""!*.

LJR: Well, now, the word "enthusiasm" is not quite right. They were

..."reasonable"; I would always feel they had an argument that

was good for anything they approved or didn't approve. They

had an argument. And I felt they were reasonable; I always felt
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LJR: there was no prejudice there, but they were just trying to do

their job well, and that's why they said "yes" to soae things

and "no" to others, and I always felt that we could go by that.

ARF: Did you feel fortunate, then, that they were the ones on the

2 ^ . I

I

committee at that time? .^^^.^^ k.

LJR: Yes, I did. .^, .^ „^*m4* •«,* »ii7 <7r«ut tpr

ARF: What about Professor Fay?

UR: Fay? Yes, Percival Bradshaw Fay, that's his full name. May I

tell you a story in that connection?^^^ , -^ ,

ARFj Please do. ,„ a«.,^« • w— * . »*f *.-. —

LJR: Percival Bradshaw Fay was born in a family that lived in Washing-

ton, D.C. , and when he was about 18 years old I was east with my

wife and we went to call on Percival 's father and mother, whom

I had known. And when we were there, Mr. and Mrs. Fay, his

mother and father, invited my wife and me to come and have dln->

ner. We went, and as the dinner was announced I walked over and

pulled out a chair to seat my wife. Percival looked at that,

and he told me years afterwards that he never would forget that

moment. He said, "It's the first time in my life I ever saw a

man pull a chair out and seat a lady at a dining table, and it

impressed me forever." And here in Berkeley, when he was quite

a mature man and had been teaching quite a while |^ he would now

and then allude to that call at the home of his father and mother

where I seated my wife at dinner by pulling out a ohair and

seating her. ^^ ^^^ witt-ut W' i-y a,-,

ARF: When Mr. Fay came to the West Coast was It equally unceremonious

in its etiquette?
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IhTR: I think it was about the saiue as it is now. >- .
r.

- ---,-

kSSx I was trying to pin this difference on your New England upbringing,

[Laughter]

Veil, back to Berkeley... What sort of backing did you get

from vice-president Deutsch auad before him from vice-president

Hart for giving University credit for Extension courses?

LJR: Hart was a little less ^nthusias tip ^han Deutsch. Deutsch was

thoroughly communicative and accommodating. Hart would often ^
argue and wait for a thorough rebuttal on a subject before he

would say "yes" or •too." Hart, by the way, is still living.

ARF: Yes. I wonder if you could clear up something for me. Now, Hart

and Deutsch were both on the faculty at a time just before you

arranged credit for Extension courses. Was there a short period

there in which the University Bulletin allowed no announcement of

credit for Extension courses? This was 1929, I think.

LJRi Oh yes, that is true. At first we were feeling our way — we had

never had an iixtension Division; I meaji, as far as I was concerned

it was a new thing, and I, for one, was feeling ay way. I got

some suggestions from the East and some suggestions from that

wonderful man in England, Dr. Mansb ridge. Those things didn't

come suddenly. They came as the result of little experiences

that led up to them. That's the way that was done.

ARF: Then, historically, you wouldn't say that this period of no

accreditation was a crisis?

LJR: No. We were trying to work without making any mistakes. That
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UR: was our feeling. And therefore we didn't want to overdo anything

right at the beginning. We wanted to work gradually toward

certain goals, and in thav period we were working toward that.

We were experimenting and working toward it.

AHF: Why, then, was credit withdrawn for a short time?

UR: Withdrawn from Extension courses? I can't reuember that. I
bl sarftlLle er .ir^iMir, tiitf I ^*-

don't know why. I believe I was In Europe at the time — 1929*

ARF: It wa:5 a very short period. I was just wondering if this was an

ulcer-producing situation or whether it was 4^^^ ^^ adjustment,

~ UR: Well, I've got a stack of these papers that are urgent and that

I ought to get to. Now, for the next session, what is yoirbest

day, September 8th? [Reading from his calendar] Quinti^^lian

was born on that day, I was elected on that day to the Common-

wealth Club in San Francisco, and I arrived in Berkeley in 1891

on that day. Coffee was introduced into Vienna in 1683 on that

day. You can see September 8th right straight through the years

. - ion ••r 9*m vi«.tv«-i 'sf'i
on my calendar*

LRF: How do you compile these dates. Professor Richardson?

URj From my diary. I've kept that diary since I was 14 years old

and I take these events out of my diary and waen I get them on

the calendar, why, each year I copy these all out on the hew"

calendar, you se«. I don't throw away the page each month. I

file it so I can copy it on the proper page of next year's

calendar. ^'
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Technical Department in Extension

" ARF: I believe that almost from the beginning you had a department

I called Extensions technical department.

UR: Oh, yes, tnat was a department that included physics, chemistry,

and engineering subjects of that kind in a group. I had a man

in charge of that who was a capable engineer, and I wanted to

make him feel that therfw^s^aQ organization that he headed, and

that was it. It was that group of Extension Division courses

that had to do with physics, chemistry, and engineering. We

didn't have an agriculture department, but we did have physics,

chemistry, and engineering subjects, yes.

„ 1 o ....
*» ^iA **»» ^ :t*«ftt laciude In i

Early Radio

I^RP: I notice that they did quite a lot of work in the early twenties

in radio technology and even were building a radio-telephone sta*>

tion. Did Extension ever use that station after they built it?

LJRt Yes. I can't remember details about it. It was used solely for

publicity purposes, but it served. In addition to the newspapers

it was very effective.

ARF: "Solely for publicity" ~ do you mean just one big commercial,

or did you have prograjss?

LJRt Oh, we described courses by that means, so the public could be

informed concerning them. For example, we offered a course in

physics. Then, through this medium of radio, we set forth a
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LJR: statement as to just how far that course would go in physics, ,1

what kind of physics it would be — that is to say, whether it's

high school physics or university physics — and just the area

in which that work was carried on.

ARF: I notice that it did have really a pretty wide area in which it

could be picked up and could cover quite a few people in that way.

LJR: Yes, we did, that is true.

AKF: The engineer in charge of building it wrote that he supposed he'd

have to be the annoimcer. [Laughter] Was he? Ik t9

UR: I think he was, yes. , ^_

Curriculum vith thit %«c»4:4.i s^i.

ARF: Exactly what did the technical department include in its curricu-

luin?

LJR: It was generally described as pure science. That differs from

practical science. For example, surveying is not pure scien ce,

that is practical science, so we didn't give a course in survey-

ing. Ve gave courses on the higher planes of science not having

practical bearing ~ physics, chemistry.

ARF: I noticed the one applied course you had was in auto mechanics.

Was it due to a lot of pressure for that kind of course?

LJR: Yes, it was. The corresponding engineering department on the

campus approved that; they thought the publicity that would come

about through the Extension Division giving it would react favor-

ably on their departments. They were thinking about getting an
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LJR: appropriation at Sacramento for their department, and they thought

it would help there. That was the subtle meaning right under that

statement.

Oil ria&ll} i *«&»wirftt

Labor Education '""' ' -"• •«" -'- --
^

'-- --^ - - -
U8.

starting Extension s Department of Labor Education

ARF: How did labor education get Its start in Extension?

LJR: Always, if we could do anything of that kind, we brought it to

the attention of the faculty, ajid if it were approved, why, the

Extension Division woulc work for that particular thing. We

never had any trouble with that because what we tried to get

the labor union people to do as a result of this was be loyal -•-

to the government and have a good Americeoi spirit in everything

Hhey did. ^^^^

ARFt Was the young man who headed labor education Mr. J. L. Kerchin? ^

LJRl Yes, it was. He had worked with the labor movement before I

had appointed him, so he had preparation for it in that way.

ARF: What sort of academic background did he have?

LJR» Fair. He was a graduate of the University, as I remember it now.

He had an A.B. degree. Sot ,v.v

ARF: How did you go about finding a man like Mr. '^erchin?

LJR: I did that sort of thing by extensive inquiry. I went to people

^that had public spirit and wide acquaintance and I d present my

-idea and say, "Can you help me find just the right individual?"
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UR: That's th« way I found Mr. Kerchin. I went around asking signifi-

cant people, capable people.| |-^i«jtJI4 »l^u( .^.,....

ARF: Such as Mr. i'aul Scharrenberg? lar^n . «d«-

UR: Ye8« I went around asking them and finally found what I thought

was the right man, and I went to him and invited him to join us.

ARPj Had Mr. Kerchin 's work before this been in organizing labor?

ImJR: No, no. He was merely interested. He had not been actively

engaged in any work of that kind. Merely sympathetic and interested

is all.

ARf: Apparently he started out with the idea of bringing to this Univer-

sity Extension something like the plan in England of the Worker's

V Education Association.

LJR: Yes, but as a matter of fact it was impossible for us to duplicate

that English system here. It didn't fit in our government. You

see, in England they have a different type of government, it's a

monarchy, and the monarchy doesn't rule in a very specific way but
( .. • • \ 1 1

.

only by general Influence. It is Parliaiment that rules there;

they make the laws. The labor organization there attempts to keep

in touch with Farliajaent and they don't go to the King in order to

get him to help them. They acquaint Parliament with anything they

wish to have done; they work systematically. But you couldn't

expect us to get up an orgemlzation that would go to Congress and

request personally that they help us out. We do things through

the public press, the whole people coming to have certain ideas.

Then Congress acts, but Congress doesn't ordinarily act as a result
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LJR: of specific requests from individuals. It acts on the basis of

the public spirit, the public feeling about matters.

ARPt Does this imply that your system here was more interested in edu-

cating not only^ the laboring man. but j^h^.j^oji-laboring Bian about

labor? '

i I t9\% f

LJRi Yes.

ARF: Whereas in England it was more interested in educating the labor-

ing man in the field of arts and literature, and applying pressure

directly on Parliament, *•«*! '^ ...

LJR: Yes. That's true, that's it, you have it there.

ARF: Is that why he changed the name from worker's education to labor

education?

LJRs Yes. ; i pj" .«#*•*•-

Education for. Workers in a Democracy

ARF] I noticed in the annual reports that labor education here seemed

to change gradually with the years, from more academic subjects

such as the theory of labor economics to subjects more practical

*ry 'in if wmM u
to a working man.

%•% A€*\ --H-'
'•-

UR: Yes. I used to emphasize this idea that any group, like the

labor group, would benefit by having men of sound education, and

that it is desirable that labor leaders should have good thorough

educations. They would then understand the fundamental principles

of democracy and not be led astray to do things that were, you

might say, crazy. I emphasized very much the importance of sound
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XJRi education among them.

ARPj By sound education, what did you have in mind? qj.

LJR: I meant just what you get when you go through our school system;

fthat is to say, up to graduation from the high school. Many of

those laborers didn't have that, euid I felt that if they could

go to the point even of graduation from high school they would

be likely to have better ideas about our country and the nature

of its government, for they teach that in the high schools. And

then they would be in a better position to build their own organi-

sation in a sound, wholesome way. - i^a e^jcau

ARF: How did this fit in with the general aims and objectives of the

"faculty advisory committee for the Extension Division?

URi Well, they were eyapathetic with the idea that I presented, namely,

encouraging the laboring men to get a good education. They were

sympathetic with that. And they never objected at all to any-

thing that I was doing. Of course, I presented to them always

at the monthly meetings what I was trying to do and my plans, and

they were able to criticize or to give me help as they saw fit.

They were very cooperative; they very seldom found it was neces-

sary to restrain me from something that I wanted to do — very

seldom. I was, myself, a member of the faculty, so I understood

their point of view, and the things that I tried to do, as a

rule, were things they would like to have done, you see.

ARP: In other words, they apprO"Vtfd ©f your educating the worker, even

though this meant going below college level; they had no objec-

> tions to this, you mean?
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LJR: No.

ARF: I noticed tKat Paul S'charrenberg was on this joint committee for

labor education, with Paul Taylor, Ira B. Cross, W. Mullen, and

Jessica Peixotto.

LJR: He was, yes.

ARFj He was a very colorful man, wasn't he?

LJR: Oh, he was a very intelligent man. And I found him a kind of

man I could get along with beautifully. His ideas were not

different from mine fundamentally, but he was sympathetic with

what I was trying to do. He was a man of good education and lots

of common sense — lots of it, yes. And that goes a long way*

You know some men, in their devotion to a cause, will develop

eccentricities* Paul Scharrenberg didn't have that; he had his

strong desire to do a good work, and he worked, I always felt,

rationally, not through emotion. He wasn't the emotional kind

of a man at all; he didn't work through emotion. He had loyalty

to a cause, but that's different from emotion, which will often

lead people to do eccentric things. He wasn't that type of man.

He had common sense and good general training and high ideals.

So that I found I could work with him and very happily and sympa-

thetically. ^^ ^ ,

ARP: He was able to see the academic side of this, too?

LJR: Yes.

ARF: When Extension^ department of labor education went under the

American Federation of Labor out here was that through the efforts
« " -

of Mr. Scharrenberg?
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LJR: No, I think that came in another way. I don't think I know just

_ what the origin of that was.

AfiF: It sesned to be quite advantageous to Extension's labor education

because the APofL more or less took over the financing of it.

UR: Yes.
'

ARF: I was wondering if it made any difference in the way it was run,

or in the yoipe that you had. * f*^

LJR: I 'should sdy not, *no;""*- ^<<'
ARF: This labor education went on right through the depression, didn't

It? P^opL * • r . -«» r':.>?s« »; t

UR: Oh yes, right along, yes. fx^-vt.

tf a re

Labor Education and Coamiuiism

ARF: In your labor education how did you attack the unemployment prob-

lem and the unrest of the workers with the corresponding increase

in the activity of the Communist Party?

URt We were sympathetic with the WPA« Do you know what that is?

ARF: Oh, yes.

LJR: Well, that seemed to l)e the way to give help that did real good

and that didn't result in anything that was eccentric. It was

found; we liked the WPA method of attacking that. I always felt

that one of the good results of the WPA was that this nation, as

a result of that activity, became betterequipped to cope with

difficult crises that might arise in the future.

^ARF: I was wondering how you handled criticism and accusations of
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ARP: radicalism which the press — or any critics — hurled at you. .

You must have had to face this. . .

UR: We did. We didn't favor socialism; we favored a mode of education

f
that would bring the men to a rational view of society, and that

.ox* included among other things loyalty to our government. Loyalty,

not enemies. The workers might disagree about certain things
i

that the government was doing, or standing for, but they were not

of a mind to try to revolutionize in a bad way. That was frowned

upon. They must get their things done by convincing the majority

of the people that a. certain thing was right and bringing about

change in harmony with the principles of democracy.

ARF: When you were questioned about this by a reporter, or by an

euixl 0148 alumnus, hQw d^d ^ou agswer theji?? .,^^^,1 >., g, ,

URt Well, I tried to put to them that there were certain ideals that

we were working for, and those ideals had been approved by the

faculty committee ~- I presented all that to them and I had their

support in the way I handled those cases. «y. ^

ARF: This approval was by your advisory committee?

UR: Yes.
^^ ^^

ARP: In Extension's files I read a mimeographed letter which a communist

had written as a follow-up after a summer labor workshop of yours

where they apparently had been rather frustrated in their attempt

to gain any converts. He openly identified his group as cofnmunist.

UR: Yes. We tooK the view, always, that if anybody had an idea to ^^_

present we were perfectly willing to have it presented. We didn't

want them to feel there was any kind of idea we weren't willing to
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LJHt consider. So that's why those communists were allowed to speak

in our meetings, and we didn't frown on them at all; we thought

we could present the purely democratic ideal at that same time

and save the situation — not let the communists run away with us.

ARF: In choosing your teachers for this It seems that you would be

interested in getting someone who not only had a thorough ground-

ing in the subject matter and its implications, but also someone

with ability to approach these more volatile issues with some

jl
degree of grace and ingenuity. -

LJR: Well, it was true that whenever I picked out a teacher for a

particular subject I acquainted myself thoroughly with that

person's training and education beforehand, and if he had any

fads I wanted to know what they were beforehand. Ve didn't .

* approve teachers with dangerous fads; we were fully willing that

people should present i4eas and iet 1ka«a staad.Qi' fa^^^on their

merits. That was our Ideal. Let them present. And those ideas

must be so handled by us that they stood or fell on their merits*

ARJ: Were the radical ideas that you speak of presented by your teachers

and group leaders, or were these usually brought in from outside?^

LJR: J:3oth. We took people from both sources for our teaching, yes.

Oh yes, both sources. I always considered that that was one of

the marks of our liberality.

ARF: Did you have any trouble with legislative investigation?

^ LJRi No, I can't remember that we did at all. I don't remember any case.

ARF: How did Mr. Kerchin go about handling the classes of laboring
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AR?i people in which there were always interspersed some very highly 9

educated people too? ,..

URt Well, he used discussion very extensively in his teaching, I

remember that. He liked that mode of developing a subject and

conveying it to people. He called it the discussion method; now

we call it the "forum method," but we didn't have that term then.

Labor Education Gains National Attention

you &'?i
ARP: Did you teach any labor classes?

LJR: No. You see, I didn't teach any classes because I lectured to

clubs all the time. I lectured -» mercy, two or three times a
f

week I delivered lectures! ~ and I traveled. Well, now, look

at these Amerlcaiiization lectures. That's only one sample, and

then I lectured a great deal on the importance of adult education.

ARF: This led you, then, into your position of leadership in the whol9

adult education movement.

URx Yes. I was president one term of a United States c^rganization,

the Adult Education Association.

ARFi You brought these ideas from California into the national picture?

LJR: Yes. I attended the national meetings every year. The discussions

were very good when the directors from, oh, 20 extension divisions

of all the universities would come together. Our discussions were

extremely interesting euid very valuable. We guided one another.

ARFt I believe you were, one year, head of their labor education com-

mittee. Was labor education a new thing to them?

LJRt Yes, it was, decidedly. Oh, yes, at that time it was considered

I
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LJRj to be the first time it had ever been taken up in that way in this

country. Oh, yes, it was brand new then, and some people were

leery of it Just because of the name, labor.

AHF: They were afraid it was pink?

LJR: Yes, they were afraid. They thought there must be something bad
,^^

down deep underneath there, so that it took very careful argument

aund presentation to get the real principles of sound labor educa-

tion understood.

ARP: In the national association were you able to trace your ideas on

labor education to see if they were carried to fruition in any

other university? 'I'.ntix z^ n \hi.\

LJR: Yes, well in our national meetings we had general discussion of

everything that was of interest to us. Any man could bring up

any subject for discussion in those national meetings, and in

that way labor education received a good deal of attention. Be-

ginning right at that time « it va« § Qetif subject in thf country.

When we began, people thought in general of labor as a polit-

ical party, a group of laborers that were trying to do with ^

political methods what they wanted done, rather than with educa-

tional methods. We found a great deal of prejudice on that point

that had to be cleared away; we didn't stand for politics in this

matter, but education.

National University Extension Association

URt I went on the 12th of January 1919 to aji important meeting of the

., x>
National University Extension' Association. All the directors of
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LJR: all the extension divisions in the United States and Canada were

assembled there. It was in the Hotel LaSalle in Chicago. I

remember it very well. It was a very important meeting. That's

4.the one in which they said, jocosely, "You appropriated the motto

we ought to have had, 'Lifelong Learning,
J^^^yi-

That was the occasion

gOn which they had said I had beaten them. They said, the minute

they had heard I had taken it, "Why didn't we think of that?"

[Laughter] ,^ ^ ^^.^ ^^. ^^ ,

ARf: Were did you get it? . «<^ „ .^^ *.

LJRs Oh, I invented it. I never saw it anywhere else. .. "Lifelong

Learning." There's an ideal in it that is very good.

ARP: What did they think of the new ideas in extension at that time?

UR: Well, now, these men, I thought, were liberal in their views. I

didn't think they were old fogey at all. I thought they were open

to any good suggestion that anyone could make. The men made

speeches, of course, and one man would suggest one thing for an

extension division to do, and another man would suggest something

^ else. Their minds were open, and suggestions were passed round,

accepted, ftn4"(l?a^ried home by these men. It was a very important

time for the development of adult education.

ARF: Was there a division there, then, between those who felt that

the University could do more in correspondence work, as opposed

IH» w^o those who wanted more done in classroom work?

LJR: Well, I can't remember there was any final decision made on that;

there were differences of opinion. One man held one view and

another man held another view, the opposite view. But it never
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ijJR: took the form of a command that we must all do it one way. They

felt it would be well to let each individual extension division

S do something and try that system out. And then the rest of them

would watch it and see if it was good.

'ARFt How did California fit into this? Did it more or less try both

f classroom and correspondence equally?

LJRi We never felt that one was more importsmt than the other. We

felt we muat do all we could in each of those departments. And

when it came to the matter of classes, we felt we must organize

all the classes that were called for. And with regard to

correspondence courses, we'd write all the courses that seemed

to be needed. That was our attitude, ^e never felt that one

!»• Acre important than' th« ©ther. They ar«^ two different
"^'*'

fields. •• ^^ •*** *^ •"•

Prisoner Education

ARF: About this same time 1 notice you had prison courses. Were all

I

these by correspondence? ^i^ like i- vsi«'sr ,*

JRi Oh, classe". and correspondence. j[^ »«A /

ARF: How did this begin? I noticed in 1917 Mr. Howerth had a few

classes. ^^^ ^iSvoX ^wcr ^'' $ut

LJR: When I became director I recognized the importance of having

that large group of prisoners over there take some kind of

adult education work in order to make them less criminal and

more good citizens. So I went over to San Quentin.
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/Hi I said I wanted to talk with the chief officer, and I

explained to him that I thought there were great possibilities:

if educationeil work in the form of classes and correspondence 4

courses could be given there the effect would be to make the

m^nless criminal in their ideas and character and better ,^^,

elOTzefts 841 |)|at when they got out they wouldn't resume a bad

care-ii^ but would be good citizens.

/
• r.< aA •* r*

Prisoner Pygm[alion

ImJR: And I well remember one man. I wish I could give you his name.

lie was a prisoner. He took quite a number of the correspondence

courses and the class courses, and he did the work beautifully,

beautifully. And when he served his term and on a certain day

became a free man he said he'd like to call on me. He had known

me, you know, before, but he wanted to call on me as a free man.

/ , !

A" ' He csune. And I said, "You have come over on a day when

thia Faculty Club is giving one of its dinners for the whole

faculty! all the members of the faculty, and I'm going to it.

A'/member Is alldwed to t>rlhg a gtiest. I'd like to take you as
'

at! guest to this Faculty Club dinner." I said, "And now, when

you are there, don't you say you've ever been a prisoner.

i>on't give any hint as to what your past life has been. But

you can talk about subjects like physics and chemistry and

things of that kind. That's all right. Talk about anything,

but don't you give the slightest indication that you've been

in prison." *»*• Frl«#j .
wv»*»ift'» ^

\
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LJR: I took him. It was a somewhat dangerous experiment, but I

took him. I suppose two hundred members of the faculty were at

that dinner, and they called on me for a speech. I made it, and

I said, "Gentlemen, I have a guest here tonight. I think maybe

he would say a few words to you." Dangerous, you know, again.

"Very well, what's your guest's name?" I gave it.

The toastmaster said, "Mr. Frothingham, may we have a few

words froa you?" Whereupon this ex-prisoner got up and he was

Just perfect. H« talked about things on a high plane and he

talked about education; he said he had taken educational work

under my direction and he was very happy about it. He said, "I

am not going to be in this community long; I'm leaving for the

eastern part of the United States." Then he sat down.

The Faculty Club afterwards said to me, "Your friend made

a remarkably fine speech. It was thoroughly interesting, and

it was fine. Who is your friend?" Well, I didn't say anything

at all, of course, to them, not a word. This man, this ex-pri-

soner, at that time, said to me, "I ceuinot possibly live the

life of a free good citizen right here where I shall be

encounter^ing prison officials. They'd know me. I'm going

to Ithaca, New York, and start as an individual that has had

no connection with anything in California. I shall never"

describe it all ever. I'm going to start a business life there."

And I never heard from him afterwards. He went on to Ithaca.

I'm merely telling you this as a sample of the interesting ways

in which this worked and how the prisoners would sometimes work
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UR: out. It was very beneficial to them. If I could get a prisoner

to take five or ten courses (and this man that I've just spoken

of did that), why they were changed people, changed! They began

to see certain ideals and they thought about what they'd do when

they got into the outside world. And it wasn't to resume a ,^.

criminal career, but to do something worthy of a good citizen.

"ARF: And it gave them more tools to work with.

LJR: Yes, it did decidedly.

ARF: Did you know about the prisoner/student who wrote a novel, Out

of the Night?

URj I don't remember it, no.

Administration and Curriculum

ARF: Wasn't Bert Crumm on your staff for prisoner education?

LJR: Yes, he was.

ARF: What did he do?

LJR: Well, now, I'm not able to tell you in detail, except that he

and I conferred and planned together and I found him a very

resourceful person. He could often suggest things that I hadn't

thought of and which fitted into the general progreun that we

were trying to arrange. I liked him thoroiighly and got a great

deal of benefit by having conferences often with him on the

problems of the Extension Division. He went to New York after-

wards. I send him a Christmas card now every Christmaa, ajid I

have his New York address. Bartley C, Crusu^n, 33 Jlroadway, New

York 6, New York.
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ARPj Was he a teacher or more of an administrator?

ImTRi He was an administrator; I can't seem to remember that he did suiy

teaching; it was all administrative work with me.

ARF: Was his background social work, or academic? :

LJR: It was more social. He wasn't what I call the university profes-

sor type. He was rather the type of man who is interested in

politics in the good sense, and in society. And he thought a

great deal about the problems arising in those fields. *!vv*

ARF: So, he was interested in this from the sociological viewpoint.

You had a chaplain there, also, whom you had. Do you remember

Oliver Lejour, the chaplain at San Quentin?

UR: I can't remember anything in detail about him.

ARP: Did you sell the prison a bloc of courses, or did each prisoner

pick his individually?

LJR: I did my business with the warden. I talked with him. I

started the thing as the result of a very careful talk with

the warden, and then subsequently I dealt with him in connection

with everything that I planned to do, not only the general work,

but the particular courses auid what could be expected to come of

I
them. I talked those things over with the warden every time.

I never gave anything that I didn't discuss carefully with hia

beforehand. ,i s.»,.-«)r

ARF: Were there courses that might be considered bad for the prison-

ers to take? 'i^i*. 'f^.rt r'»:-»f»'fli-

UR: Bad? Oh, I can't think just now. That wasn't the way we faced
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LJR: the problem. We said, "We want to give courses that will enable

these men to earn their living after they get out of prison, and

also be good citizens."

ARF: So you selected courses with these two criteria in mind.

LJR: Yes. Now, take for example the course in calculus. That's pure

mathematics. But a prisoner taking a course in calculus would

get something that he might actually use afterwards in englneer-

ing work of some kind, if he knew calculus. So we gave courses

of that sort. "
"-----* ^

ARF: Do you remember how this was finsinced in the twenties?
.... ^^. — * . .._ i., . ^

LJR: Now, let me think how that was. I had certain money available
'

that I got, not as a gift from Sacramento, but profits from

courses. I had a sum that I could draw on. And I paid out of

that fund the salary of any professor that I sent over to give

a course. And in the case of correspondence courses I paid

the reader in the course; he got $.50 for reading each paper

that came in. Now we've raised it to $.75. The regents arranged

that, and now they informed me that they would give me $.75 for

every single paper I read in my correitpondence work.

ARF: Didn't you have some assistant readers among the better-educated

prisoners who took over this job — except for the first paper

and the final exaim?

LJR: Yes, that is true. We canvassed the prisoners very thoroughly

in order to find out what educated men there were there.

ARF: ^mat levels did you find?
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LJR: Why, strange to say — I don't mean to say there was anything

like a third —- but there was a sprinkling of highly-educated

men in the prison; they were men that were college graduates or

they were men that had carried on some kind of vocation, like an

engineering vocation. And I worked with the warden there and I

got him to find out what the background of the men had been. I

didn't have to interview the prisoners; I got from the warden a

statement as to what the intellectual background had been of

certain men. And he was very helpful in that respect, for he

picked out here and there (I'm now guessing) about six out of

the whole group of prisoners, six men that had been highly intel-

lectual in their lives up to the time of their being brought into

the prison.

You know thi$ p&t1»9]: of. erli^ is a strange thing, very

strange. Sometimes a man who appears to be very intellectual

will sometimes commit a crime under stress. And there he is

thrown into prison. And that kind of man, with proper guidance,

could help us very much as reader and that kind of thing.

ARF: In the thirties there is a record of your carrying on classes

in the federal prison at Alcatraz, too. Did you start that?

LJR: Yes. That was a side issue and didn't bulk at all large in com-

parison with San Quentin. No, that was a small thing.

ARF: I wonder why. irat'

LJR: Well, I don't know why; it just didn't seem to work. It didn t

grow the way it did in San Quentin. It may be that an explana-

tion is in part due to the fact that the warden at San Quentin
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LJR: was thoroughly cooperative, and perhaps the director of that other

branch didn't have the enthusiasm, I had to rely on tne influence

of the warden a great deal in building up the organization over

at San Quentin. My picture is there in the reading room of San

Quentin; they've got a big picture of me. They asked for it and

I supplied it and they said, "We want to put it up in the Seui

Quentin reading room."

ARF; Did they have any other source of education for the prisoners

beside Extension? a^ ..

LJR: So far as I remember they didn't have a thing. I can't remember

anything. wyifi i* « m^^m^^j^ *i-* *.•• .••* ..»,« b.^

ARF: So you were Mr. Education for them.

LJR: Yes, I was, yes.

ARF: How did you get along with the people who thought that prisoners

were there to be punished, and therefore should not be educated

free by the states* t •*

LJR: Veil, I made an argument there that for the safety of society it

is our business to see that the men terminatin*g their sentences

there shall not do things that are injurious to society. They

should oome out and live lives that don't harm society, but help

society. I made that kind of argument.

Prisoner Education and the University Faculty

: Before we stop today, I want to ask you one more question about

prisoner education. Was the faculty behind this, or did you

have some who dragged their feet about it? Xma
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LJR; I don't seem to recall anything there to report. I never

encountered any opposition. And I should say that the faculty f*

at Berkeley said — this is quoted quite accurately — "Let "*«

Richardson go ahead with Extension. We don't have to bother

with it now." Xhat^the way th«y generally talked*

ARF: So you had pretty ftuCh a free r*in ther*; '

' "
'

' ' v

LJR: Now, there were men like George Stratton that might have taken

a wholesome, valuable interest in that, but he didn't do it. He

thought he had too many other things to do and therefore he

wQuldn't undertake one thing more when he was very busy anyway.

He wanted to write books and he wanted to teach, and he lived a

very fine life. He was a religious man, a member of the Congre-

gational Church in Berkeley, and he did his duty there. He

always attended church service and he was thorougly occupied. ^"*

j
His life, you might say, was just full of activity of the good

rF
sort. And he didn't seem to think he had any extra energy that

he could use by helping m4 over there in prisoner work, so he

never attempted to do that at all*

ARF: Did you have many regular university professors that actually

went over and gave courses? •*» A --

UR: Now, let me think. Yes, I think we did have a few; they were not

numerous.

ARF: All I could find were records of correspondence classes.

rRt
Oh, that was the main thing. And have I told you that I invented

one little feature of the correspondence course to be used in the

prison ajid not anywhere else? Usually it*s all a matter of written
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LJR: work between the student and the institution. For examjiB, a

woman taking that course now in Boston with me, I never see her.

But in the prisoner work I tried to get, in connection with the

correspondence course, one interview between the prisoner and a

teacher that was connected with the course. An interview. That

was very stimulating to the prisoner, it gave life and touch*

Now I often had to do that mys^f. If a course was in economics,

for exeunple, and X couldn't get any professor in economics to

go over, I could havs a conference with the professors there on

the campus telling them about my work with the prisoner and

saying, "Now, if you will give me a few thoughts I'll go over

personally and present them to the men." So I'd go over repre-

senting the professors that were behind the particular course.

I used to go over and I liked the interview with them. I thought

I made some friendships among the men.

ARF: This must have been very valuable to them as a connection with

higher education of the outside world.

LJR: Yes. I never shall forget that faculty meeting to which I

daringly took that man Just out of prison. But he had had a

lot of courses and I knew his development and I had confidence

that he was on the right track. And I never shall forget how

he sat there beside me, talked with the members of the faculty

about intellectual matters, and how he made ah admirable little

speech.

t| ih«t froM

Jitix Oh jsf^.
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k

Teacher Training in Extension

ARF: I'm a little confused on Extension's relationship to the field

of education and to teachers colleges in the state in the late

19208. Now, there was a department of technical education in

the University, wasn't there?

XJRi Yes.
Jink I

ARF: This was teacher education, wasn't it?

LJR: Yes.
v.< hfn. %o laJri* i%. «« 4 approve t'e i-ww

ARF: Now, for a while Extension courses could be taken by teachers

for credit toward a credential, but not credit toward a degree.

LJR: Why, we gave credit toward a degree very soon after I began.
*et. i war<» *c ttjLK* inuv j." wirt? ',i,% i,

ARF: That's what I wanted to know.

LJR: Oh yes, toward a degree, but you understand we didn't give many

such courses, but we had some that could be used.

ARF: The courses numbered in the 600s were not for degrees?

LJR: That's right, they were not.

ARF: And these were technical teacher training courses, good only

for their certification?
' f --2 » •",

*
i

LJR: Yes.

ARF: What was the junior certificate?

LJR: Well, now, you know, I have forgotten the details of that. We

Jia.^ such a thing but I cannot give you any important information

on that now. I can't.

ARP: Perhaps we can get that from University records.

LJR: Oh yes.
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AKF: It was interesting that you used some San Jose State and some

San francisco State instructors in Extension. V/hat sort of deal

was this? wiih t« -•

LJR: Well, I'd go to our education department and say, "I'd like to

give a course in such and such a subject," and they'd say, "Well,

now, we have no man available for that. The man that's able to

do it is too busy to add anything more. But there is a man in

San Jose that gives that as a specialty and you niay have him if

you can persuade him to take it. We'd approve that." That's hov

that came about.

ARF: It grew out of these specific needs, then.

LJRt Yes. I want to make that point very definite, that the men in

our University department of education oould have given the course

but they were too busy and therefore were willing to have somebody

else drawn in.

AHP: There was no competition, then, between the department here and

that in San Jose?

LJRt No, none at all.

ARF: Did this draw qui.e a few students from San Jose State and San

Francisco State?

IkJR: Yes, it did. The reputation of that man among those students

would have that effect, yes.

ARF: What was the attitude of State Superintendent Wood and his suc-

cessors toward Extension teaching the teacher courses? This

was usually the role of the state colleges, wasn't it?
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URi Oh, tnose men in the state department of education, as I remember

it in all cases, were friendly and interested. X used to have

conferences with them because I wanted to learn, as far as I

could, about state policies. They would know that, and I conferred

with those superintendents of public instruction in the state in

order that my work might not collide with anything in an embar-

rassing way. And those men were always very cooperative when

they saw why I was conferring with them on that subject. Always

cooperative. -:

ART: In other words, you didn't wajit them to think that you were

trying to take over part of the teachers college function.

LJR: No, I certainly didn't. That was true. I certainly didn't want

that impression to be in anybody's mind, no.

ARF: So you kept in close communication with them, then.

UR: Yes, I did.

Extension-Faculty Relations
'» t to *Wi4»» ir. '

t. . .•» &.j« • art

' ARF: In speaking of professors who were drawn from the University

faculty, did you feel that Extension work was considered an

asset when time came for a consideration for their promotion?

LJR: Oh, that was a very delicate and sensitive matter. Quite a

number of the members of the faculty felt that if a person did

much Extension work it would interfere with his promotion, that

he ought to be giving his attention to graduate work and

research. Research was the great word. Some of them thought
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UR: that to teach for th« Extension Division might interfere with

research; that I often ran up against. So some of the men in

the faculty felt strongly that to teach Extension Division

courses militated somewhat against a man's advancement academi-

cally, but if he would just devote himself to study and research

— purely scientific aspects of his occupation — that the chance

of promotion would be better. 'MiiKm

Europe vs. United States • *^'»

ARF: You didn't find that true in Cambridge, did you?

LJR: No, I did not. (You mean, in England.) No, no, indeed, the

Cambridge faculty was entirely free from that; they did not

send out very many men from their faculty to do adult education

work, not many, but they seemed to feel that the men they did

send were doing an important job in England in helping English

life, and the faculty was very favorably impressed with the

idea. They merely said they didn't want to overdo it so as to

deplete their faculty, so they didn't send many. But they

approved most thoroughly the cases where the arrangement was

properly made and somebody did go out to do teaching in the

field of adult education.

ARF; Did you find this state of anxiety about extension standards

and professors was true on other campuses in the United States

too? -

LJRt Veil, now, there are three centers in the United States where
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UR: adult education teaching was of great moment. One was at Columbia,

the second was Chicago, and the third was California. Now, in

Columbia and Chicago the faculty seemed, in both cases, to approve

the idea of having some of their men doing adult education work.

I can't say that ^he di^eotors ever overdid it — they didn't

seem to take too inany members of the faculty and put them into

extension ~ and so I don't remember any opposition being voiced.

I visited both thofre institutions quite often. I wanted to follow

exactly what they were doing to see if they had any good ideas

that I could use.

AR7: In the United States is there more of a schism between the adult

education part of a university and the university proper?

LJH: Yes. In Cambridge it's not tio much separated. Their professors

will go out and teach in a city and they will encourage people

to come to Cambridge during the summer aind have a little close

touch with the university. Ve never do that. That's very conunon

in England, 1^^^

ARF: The universities in America seem to feel more that extension is

competing with the departments for the professor's time.

LJR: Yes, that's true. I encountered that.

Faculty Standards for Extension

LJRi My own attitude about that was this. If a department didn't want

its professors tx) teach in the adult education field, I wasn't

going to try to force it. I didn't try to get those men from
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that department to, so to speak, sneak off and do some work for ^.

US that the department didn't know about. I dldnH do that \

because there were enough departments like the department of V

economics that were always favorable to us in this way; it ^

wouldn't be every individual in the department, but there 'd

always be one or two individuals in the department of economics

that saw the importance of adult education and encouraged us

by sympathetic action of one sort of another, sometimes by

offering to teach, sometimes offering to help in the case of

syllabus for an economics course that we might be giving with

somebody else as instructor — that professor might have a

conference with the one we had chosen. In that way the depart-
c t "

aent of economics was sympathetic and helpful always.

How, there were departments like Semitlcs whose courses we

very seldom had an opportunity to give in adult education. Take

a class of Hebrew. Now, that's a good subject in the University,

^but we almost never had a demand for Hebrew. This is the point:

we might have three or four people that would do it, but we

•couldn't afford to give a course for three or four people, we

had to have at least fifteen in order to have an income to be

enough to pay for the instructor.

ARF: What about the department that put its foot down and said to an

instructor, "You shall not teach in Extension. You shall devote

all your extra time to research"?

UR: Oh, yes. Well, we've always said that that's the privilege of
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UR: the department. We didn't fight it at all because you cah see

that throughout the years I had no difficulty In getting instruc-
l

tors. I could get many, all I needed. And I could just leave '

those departments alone that said, "No member of this department

shall teach at the Extension Division." No, ve never fought with
\-

them at all about that, "but look at the courses we gave! We
^

gave hundreds of different courses in the course of ray twenty

invt

years, hundreds, yes.

And, by the way, l;he faculty down In Los Angeles, UCLA,

used to feel that It would be helpful for that institution to

develop adult education work to rival our work up here. They \

seemed to think it was a model up here that they wanted to dupli-

cate. So that I found a larger percentage of the professors down

there would teach adult education courses than was true up here. \\

-J, .
\'

** They seemed to feel down there that this adult education work \

iCV .

at the University at Berkeley was important and creditable and

that they wanted to do something like it.

JF: In recruiting Extension professors, did you lose many because

they did not measure up to departmental standards in formal
^

education?

LJRj If we found a person who was not a college graduate, but who

knew something thoroughly, and his ideas were sound, why, in

spite of any lack of formal education he might have had we were

ready to employ him for teaching.

ARFi Did you still have to have this person approved by the department?
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LJR: Oh yes, in every case, yes. Yes indeed. Take economics ~ that

was a touchy subject. The subject of economics as handled by

some people is a dangerous one. We always presented the name of

the individual and the outline of the course that he undertook to

give, all that information, to the department of economics. That

was done through the Extension advisory board. You understand t

that if we gave a course on philosophy by somebody we got the

approval of the department of philosophy on that course, ultimately.

It went first to that advisory board. Perhaps there were no mem-

bers of the philosophy department on that board, but they would

then refer it to the department for their approval or disapproval.

ITt I*d like to ask you one more question. At this same time Stajiford

was running their extension division too. How did you divide the

spoils in the bay region with Stanford?

LJR: We had no trouble at all* I kept in close touch with the officers

of the Stanford organization and now and thent when I found that

they were able to teach a particular subjeqt excellently,^ X. didn't

attempt to teach that subject. We had no difficulty at all In

our relations that way. «_ ,

ARF: Do you think they cancelled courses which you were already offer-

ing?

LJR: I think they did.

Extension's Constituency

#

ARF: When you hired instructors, did you go through the same channels
^

as the departments did, on up through the president and regents?
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UR: We stopped with the department. If we got the approval of the

department we didn't think it was necessary to go to the presi-

dent or the repents.

ARF: The appointments were then noted on your budget and that was the

end of the process,

UR: Yes, that was final. The department was the top. We didn't go

to the president. And we never had any trouble. Of course, if

the president had objected we should have said, "Tell us why you

object. Let us see." But the president never objected.

Barrows, for example, had taught courses for us earlier.

And then he became president. All our presidents at Berkeley,

Wheeler and all the rest, never seemed to feel that the adult "*

education work was unimportant. They always felt that it must

be properly shaped and properly handled. Then it was important.

There is somethin,^ I've not mentioned to you before that

comes to my mind in this connection. A president of the Univer-

sity often wishes to get support throughout the state for the

Unlver.sity appropriation- And they found out that adult educa-

'tion students of ours were helpful, say down in Fresno. The

students from our adult education classes there took the attitude

that the University appropriation must be carried through. So

the presidents were strongly for it; they found that the general

University appropriation at Sacramento wp.s helped by adult educa-

tion students, individuals, you know, scattered through the state.

And they felt it wa,s a canny thin^ for a president to be favorable

and sympathetic. ^ ;.t4. .^, .;$ '-i. ,
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ARF: Extension can really take the message of the University to the

people without getting into the danger of propagandizing.

LJR: Yes, yOu ciri k^ep from from that danger and still do honest, *

genuine, sincere work.

Faculty Supporters
^^v. .>

' - -;-i::.ii« to «c v.Jth

ARF; Can you name a few people in the regular faculty who were important

supporters of Extension? ^-. *-^ a4 r^—-.«.

LJR: Yes. Elmer Brown was. Elmer Brown was a very strong supporter.

He believed in adult education and he was in the department of

education so he was very helpful and cooperative, he gave sup^ges-

tions. Now, let me see if I can remember others. If I only had

a list of the faculty I could pick them out.

ARFx What about Professor Ivan M. Linforth?

LJR: Oh, he was cooperative. He was in Greek and his own subject was

not in wide demand.

ARF: But he was on the committee on courses in the faculty senate.

UR: Yes. He was cooperative and friendly. Another very g^ood man for

cooperativeness was Willis Linn Jepson of the department of

botany, one of the very finest men in botany we've ever had.

ARF: Did he teach some too for Extension? «

LJR: Well, as I remember it now, he did teach for us some, but I be-

lieve he was chiefly important in giving suggestions. He would

now and then know somebody that was a good botanist and might

serve our purposes. Jepson was a very busy man, and he didn't

want to do much teaching for ua, he didn't have time for it.
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LJR: And William A. Setchell, the head of the department, wasn't at

all friendly. He was without interest, just simply blank, without

interest, but Jepson had the interest and was willing to help as

far as his time would permit.

ARF: Was Setchell more cooperative with Agricultural Extension, or did

the botany department have anything to do with Agricultural Exten-

sion? ^ two ar

UR: Very little, very little, they were in different worlds. Setchell

considered himself to be in a department of pure science, smd the

agriculture men considered that they were in work that had a

practical touch with the people of California. Setchell didn't

have that at all as his idea, not at all, no.

ARF: Was that the sam« reason he wasn't interested in University Exten-

sion? - *-tnp #<3«H „,. ^»i.* ,.-,*.» . .-».

^^' Yes.
, ^, »tt4 ^'U

ARF: He was afraid it might be too applied and technical?

ARF: What about other department heads whom you found cooperative?

LJR: Well, now, let me see. The head of the department of mathematics

at that time was Mellen W. Haskell. We had demand for mathematics

and Haskell then was helpful; he assisted us in finding just the

right instructor for certain, courses in mathematics,

ARP: You mean from the faculty, or off the faculty?

: From our own faculty.

lRF: Carl G. Plehn seemed to have a lot to do with our college of com-

merce being organized in 1898. Was he made the head of it? ,r.
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UR: He was. That's it. He was one of the experts in the field of

taxation and state tax structure.

ARF: Later on when you were head of Extension did Professor Flehn

help you with your courses in business administration?

LJRi Yes, he did in this way: I used to go over to the department of

economics — that's where Plehn was, you see ~ and sometimes

there would he two or three professors in one office. I'd say,

"Vill you make suggestions for courses that you think Extension

Division ought to give the public in your field."

iAlii And they accepted my request conscientiously and tried to

think of Just what courses could properly be given by my organiza-

tion. Their idea was to facilitate and help people in business.

Economics is closely related to business, ajid so they said,

^''There are some courses that you could give that would be bene-

ficial for people in business, and we'll outline some of those

courses for you." And they did. And that's how we gave quite a

^ good many courses in economics in San Francisco and Los Angeles.

ARF: Did this begin early, from the first?

LJR: Early, yes. -f-r,^?^ *:* •

ARF: Did any of those professors in the department teach for you?

LJR: Yes. *e paid well for the professors that would teach for us,

and sometimes some of the younger men in the department would

like to earn a little additional money. They needed it. We

never got the top older men, but we got some of the younger men

that were on relatively small salaries to teach one or two even-

ings a week. You see, we could give them approximately i^lO an
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UR: evening — that was good pay and that would help a poor man in

it. his salary very much in the 1920s. siiac*

ft

*.' Teaching Methods and Philosophy of Adult Education i

Fulfillment for Each, Individually " "

w mum

ARFj Xou wrote editorials in Extension's monthly, the Spokesman .

LJR: Oh, yes«dul« e^ueatltm c9Vlr*^^n UUDic Jiisi
*""- -^

ARF: You mentioned in one that the interest of an adult must be sus-

tained and centered about one certain area of learning, not «

scattered over the horizon. What did you have Extension do to

guide an adult toward a certain area of learning that was impor-

tant for him.-'* v - -^.-^ ,

LJRt I held office hours and advertised that any citizen might come

to my office and discuss with me his individual problem. I

remember very vividly an employee of a grocery store in San

Francisco. A man about 24 years of age came to my office and

discussed his own outlook, his own problems as far as he could

set ti^ieSi and he then proceeded to take courses in San Francisco

that we were offering there throughout quite a number of years.

I mean more than four; it was perhaps six or seven years he took

those courses. And every little while he would come over to

Berkeley and have a further conference with me, so that I

I

became quite well acquainted with him from our discussions on

the utility of this course or that, for him, with reference to

his particular purposes. I remember the maxi very vividly and
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LJR: our talks*

ARF: Waa there eoaeone down in Southern California to give some guidance

to the adalt education students there? »ien?

LJR: Well, I spent part of every month in my office in Los Angeles. I

did the same thing in the matter of conferences down there that I

was doing up here, just the same, -v >^

ARF: At that time was the University Extension aimed primarily at non-

credit adult education courses taken just for fun or for upgrading

one's job?

LJR: Yes. The purpose was as you've stated it. In general it was to

increase one's intellectual powers and to have the satisfaction

of feeling that one was a better-educated person. It was just

that. It wasn't for a degree. That was very seldom the purpose.

A person felt he'd like to improve himself intellectually, that

he'd have better standing in the community if he had a better

intellectual outlook. That was the aain idea.

ARF: At that time was there any main criterion for a curriculum that

you could point to and say that this type will make people better

educated?

LJR: I can answer that. My thought was that every human being is an

individual and that no general program of that kind could be laid

down. I used to say to these people that came to me, "What are

you interested in? What have you been doing? Do you read much?

What ambitions have you?" I used to say every individual has a

problem apart by itself, every individual. And there was no one
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LJR: outline of activity or courses leading to the intellectual life,

no such thing. It was always an individual problem.
.J

ARIT: How did you know what courses to offer in Extension?

LJR: Why, we were in conference with our students, who were educated

people, intelligent people, and we used to discuss with th9B

that very subject. We could tell by conference with them what

they needed. ^ „^

(-,(..

-v., Yo^ taice the women of the women's clubs. They were very

intelligent about this matter and I often had long conferences

with women that were high up. I can remember one woman right

now, Marian DeLaney, a San Francisco club woman, and she and I

had long talks and she could give me the point of view of the

women of her woman's club in San Francisco.

ARF: In getting someone to teach these courses it seems that you

would need teachers who would also be attune to student needs and

interests. Would he have to be any different from a teacher of

college-age boys and girls?

LJR: Yes. Surely the problem is a diffeent one. The problem of

teaohing students of the ages you get there 1q a university is

quite different from the problem of teaching men and women who

are mature and have had experience. And the instructor under

those circumstances in presenting his ideas often says to the

class, "Is there anybody here who knows about this particular

subject that I'm talking about now and can make any contribution

to it?" That was often done. I used to encourage the teachers

to do that. And the class would take a deeper interest in the
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UR: subject when they felt they were taking part in it in that way.
"

They were taking part not merely as learners, but taking part in *

the actual teaching. -'"^^ -*•»

[ARF: It seems that Dewey's ideas on the democratic classroom might more

easily apply here thsui they would down in the elementary and

secondary schools.

Oh, yes. Oh, very much so. Yes, very much so.

ARP: while we are on the sQt>jdoi of teachers, did correspondence teach-

ers also have to alter and change their method of teaching?

LJRs Well, I used to have a questionnaire that I sent out to the

people who were taking my correspondence courses. I have it

still and use it. I used to show this questionaire to those

instructors who had not taught by correspondence before in order

to try ajid get them into the right attitude toward the work and

therefore get them to follow the right methods. They are not

going to see their pupils, or students, but they are going to

try to get acquainted with them just through the interchange

of papers.

IPt What Information did this questionnaire embody?

LJR: Well, this: how much schooling have you had? Are you a graduate

of a high school? Have you ever been to college? Are you

interested in politics? Did you ever run for office? Have you

ever taken part in a political campaign in any way?

ARP: Did you ask this of all your students?

UR: Oh, yes. And, Are you a member of a church? Are you interested

in church work? Do you go to church regularly, or only
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URj sporadically? And, in your own family, do you have ajriy responsi-

bilities in the way of guiding youngs people? If so, tell me about

that. How old are these people that you are trying to guide? Oh,

my list of questions is very long, very long, and when I get a

single student to answer every one of those questions, I feel

I*ve gotten pretty well acquainted with him, although I ve never

seen him.

ARFj If a student stated "no interest" in a field — say, for instance,

he had never run for political office and he was not interested in

politics — would you try to steer him into an interest in polit-

ical matters? ,... .^.«..w. ., . ;, . ir - <

LJRi No. I try to work on the interests that the individual has.

That's the way to make progress. Then, of his own accord, if

he makes progress intellectually, he may come to see that there

are some things in politics that he ought to take sui interest in.

But I always work on the interests that are already In the indi-

vidual's life, jkij t

. tti ft »^r»--- ^ !/• ..

Orientation for Teachers

ARF: Did you have any sort of in-service training at any time for

your teachers?

LJR: No. Of course, you undisrstand I had extensive conferences with

my teachers as director. When I started any member of the faculty

in the work of teaching for the Extension Division I had a long

talk with that individual, in order to initiate him as perfectly

as I could into the special conditions under which he must work.
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UR: Oh, yes, I did that with every one. That was very important,

• because the first thing they had to find out was that the meOfiods

^4S''» Hdrloyed tin teaching in the University arh hot* appropriate in
"*

adult education courses. You've got to work out auiother system

altogether.

ARF: Can you describe precisely what these differences were that they

had to adjust to when they first starting teaching adults in a

classroom? ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^

LJR: Well, now, a student in a university' who is taking up the subject

of economics would be given right at the beginning of the course

a bibliography of economics. But in adult education teaching

that is not the first step by any means. The first step la to

acquaint the individual with some actual operation of economics,

a specific case, something taken out of the business world. And

when he gets hold of that he can see then the lines along which

he must study and work in order to develop himself. Why, if

y^iif'tireV^ to' give" an adult student a list of 50 books on economics

at the beginning of a correspondence course that would be just

simply confusion raised to the Nth power. It would be no good

at all.

ARTj Are you saying that with adults you start with the concrete and

work back toward the theoretical?
tn ttt

LJR: Yes, you do. ^ , .

ARP: I am thinking about an ancient Creek who said that theoretical

learning is better for a mature mind between 25 and 45, and the

younger people are better for the more practical and applied
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ARP: 3ort8 of things.

UR: That's perfectly true, by the way.

ARF: Then how would you account for this idea that the adult can take

the theoretical better than the young person in college?

UR: Because once the adults reach the theoretical level in their .-

studies you find they've had a wider experience. It all comes

right out of that. The adult has lived more richly than the

young person. _He has lived with contacts that are varied and

significant and in that way the adult can work into the theoreti-

cal side much more rapidly than the young person who hasn't had

the experience of living.

ARF: Would I be extrapolating too much, then, to say that it sounds

like you think that the young person could do better, too, in

his classes if the professor began with a concrete exGuaple and

worked back toward the theoretical?

LJR: Well, I should think it might work there too, but I'm sure it

works in adult teaching. Oh, yes, you work back toward the

theory.

Subject Matter vs. MetitodolDgy for Teachers

ARF: What do you think of the National Education Association's survey

in 1953 of all the directors of extensions in the United States?

They felt that the most important thing in training adult educa-

tion teachers was in the use of methods and aids — this was

number one. Nuaiber two was understanding the needs of students.
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ARF: And number three was understanding the needs of the community.

Last in importance was knowing the subject matter.

LJR: Well, I should say that one must not be tied down by that too

much because I've said to you before that each human being is in

some sense a problem by himself. He's an individual problem and

If*** you can't have a general method that will fit all humajti beings.

That's subject to trouble. You must always takes your individual

and try to find out what he has done, what he is interested in,

what he aspires to do and to be, and then on the basis of those

things that I've Just mentioned you caji determine how to proceed

lA t*acMtng hill.
•' "*' •-- "-^ - --"

AHF: What about the placement of subject matter as of least importamce

in training teachers for adult education?

UR: Well, I confess that I don't quite see the point of that because

I think a loiowledge of the subject matter even at an early stag*

is important for the teacher. I always thought so, yes. I

don't agree with putting subject matter last in importance. If

he has the subject matter well in control right at the b ginning

that's so much to the good. He hasn't got to use it all immedi-

ately, but he'll draw on it as needed.

ARFj In other words, when you hired a teacher for Extension classes

^^ii*law lo it that h#' knew his subject matter at that time?

UR: Yes, enough for the purposes at hamd.

ARF: Ihen he also had to be someone amenable to the methods that

would work on adults. Is that a good summary?

UR: Yes.
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University Extension and the State Commission on Imiaigration

and Housing

ARF: I noticed that this state commission on immigration and housing

had you as a aember of. j.ts coomlttes on education.

LJR: Yes. t^ l>4iov^6c} :

ARFj And this committee on education joined with the University In

hiring a man named Dr. John Collier. He also taught at the

University at Berkeley?

LJRi Oh, yes, he had to do with labor education. He was interested

in the labor side of immigration questions. He was interested

from the labor man's point of view.

ARF; Was he put on this commission to pacify Scharrenberg?

LJRi Oh, Scharrenberg I liked very much. I worked a great deal with

him until he went down to Los Angeles. I used to have him in

conference frequently, and he helped me. He was very good, very

good indeed.

ARF: I believe he once said he was very skeptical about this commis-

sion. He did not want the immigrants competing with the labor

market.

UR: Veil, that commission wanted to have all sides of everything pre-

sented; they didn't have to adopt what was presented, necessarily,

but they wanted all sides of every question presented, and this

man Scharrenberg helped them in that way. They got the total

view of many special problems. Then they proceeded in what way

they thought was best,

to do.
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APFi You don*t know then whether Mr. Collier was brought to help

Scharrenberg work with labor or not?

LJR: No, I don't know. I merely know that he was interested in labor

problems. I don't think that he belonged to labor in the sense

of being a member of any labor party, but he was interested in

labor. And he therefore could help me because he could give me

the labor point of view about lots of things.

ARF: You mean in organizing Extension classes in labor and so forth?

UR: Yes.

ARF: Did Extension do much work in the labor camps?

LJRt No, we merely gave courses that were of interest to laboring

migrants or that bore on labor. Most of those courses were given

in San Francisco.

[ARF: Was this Mr. Kerchin*3 labor department in Extension?

UR: Yas.

ARF: Mr. Kerchin wrote in the Extension Spokesm£.n that he didn't see

why 80 much emphasis was put on English language when actually

what the workers needed were the traditional ideals of the Ameri-

can democracy. They needed teachers who could talk to the workmen

in their own language. Did he carry this point of view out?

LJK: Yes.

ARFi In other words, he taught them the ideals before they were taught

the language.

LJR: Yes. He thought the language would come eventually, that we

didn't h:.ve to bother about it. But the other — the principles

and ideals — had to be set forth. And that's what he undertook

to do.
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ARF: Did he think that this aided assimilation more?

UR: Yes. M i, ff"j ^Li l.w

ARF: And then, apparently, Dr. Aronovlcl felt that language should come

first? .^^ ^. _
. f ,

LJR: I don,' t know that I'd say "come first," tut it was part of what

he thought should receive attention and be recommended. Yes, it

was a part of his program, but I wouldn't say first; it was a

part of his program.

p' LJRt

I Sociologist Aronovici

I
UR: Didn't I tell you about Carol Aronovici?

ARF: No. ^^-" '

UR: Oh, well, just a minute. [Reading for a volume of Who's Who ]

(I have been in Vho's Who for so long that I have many volumes;

I buy every one that comes out.) Now, there's the life and the

"^^' whole history of Carol Aronovici. Volume XIX of 1936. That

tells about his coming to Berkeley and coning Into my department

of adult education and lecturing. You see, T captured him wh«n

he cajae to the state commission on immigration and housing. Some-

body introduced him to me and then I asked him to lecture and con-

duct classes for teachers of immigrants in the Extension Division

and he said he would, and he did, for a period of time.

ARF: And that was when he was on the commission?

UR: Yes.

ARF: I noticed that his courses on the sociology of Immigration, the
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WRt

ARF:

URt

ARf:

UR:

ARF:

URi

ARF:

physics of the American city, and city planning; and city survey

%ere under economic*. Why was that? i^ it th-ul
•

I think there was no sociology department at that time. I think

economics handled that subject then. Yes, I put his program

before the department of economics and let them discuss it and

they said to me, "We think it*s all right for you to go ahead

with that man doing that work which he proposes to handle.**

They had no courses like this on the campus at that time?

No. His courses did not carry University credit. That's why

the department of economics felt perfectly easy to let us go
i

ahead with non-credit courses for him.

Sociology is a big field now in the University. This is an

example of Extension introducing a field into the University

from the outside, isn't it?

Yes, it is.
^r« were loU* of labor !n.; «eA m taoae pi

Did Aronovici ever teach a course on the campus?

No.

The largest immigrant groups that the teachers and social workers
Arty v! -J' ^« v

seemed to be concerned with were the Japanese, Chinese, Mexicans,

LJR{

and the Italians. But in his courses Aronovici put emphasis on

the Ro\imanians, Italians, Greek, Poles, and Finns. Why wan this?

He knew them and he knew that phase of immigration throiigh

actual personal contact. He had worked with all of those. You

see, he'd lived in Europe and he'd had personal touch with those

peoples you ;)ust mentioned.

.ii-

,«.»»*.',».- I ' * T
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AluL': Did the teachers feel these courses were useful, although they were

not about the speolfio issmlgrant groups they had in their classes?

LJR: Yes. We found his courses were in demand as soon as we described

them 8Uid put out the publicity material. There were lots of

people that wanted just what he gave.
A 0^ iT'xtit on

Course Offerings Modeled after the Workers' Educational Association

ARF: Were there other attempts at education for immigrants besides that

of the immigration board committee on education?

UR: Yes, but I don't seem to have definite information there that I

can give you --- '- \«i)rio4. Wt I**'-" ' -'-" \% c*,v,

ARF: What about your workers' education association classes modeled

after the British plan that you tried in Fresno and San Fraiicisco

^^ and Los Angeles? .

LJR: Oh, yes. Well, there were lots of laboring men in those places

and we tried to give WEA courses that would be of real assistance

to them, and I want to say, also, that would keep them within

bounds, 80 that they wouldn't do anything foolish in the way of

starting rioting or things of that kind at any time.

ARF: You mean the courses would present a philosophy to them that would

prevent this?

LJR: Yes. We thought it was very important to safeguard what I would

call the smooth working of society, and not have revolutions of

a troublesome kind, so we avoided that. We tried to teach so

that they would be useful and respectable aitizens. ». ..^..i^^.
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ARF: So that you didn't simply lift the curriculum in toto from England

over here; you altered it some.

UR: Oh, yes. .. ,» , .

ARF: Would that be courses about the foundation of American /government,

or something like that? ^

LJR: Well, that's part oX it. And then we also gave courses on what

we considered the principles of business administration insofar

as that subject had affected them. They wanted work; they wanted

to earn a living. And we gave them, as far as we could, principles

of business administration in America. Some of the laboring men,

you know, had European points of view and didn't understand

^ exactly what business was in America. We tried to make it clear

to them.

ARF: Were these college-level students?

IkTR: No, they were not.

ARF: You had the equivalent of college level humanities sprinkled in,

didn't you?

UR: Oh, yes. We gave a lot of WEA courses.' VOien they were given for

credit toward a degree they had to square with the demands of the

department concerned, although there were very few that were for

credit. They were mostly general information for workers ~
mostly of that kind. ^^, —^^*.....

ARF: This was experimental, wasn't it?

LJR: Yes. I have the kind of feeling we didn't classify it in Kerchin's

labor department, no. We gave courses in English that had a lot

of bearing on economics and sociology and that kind of thing.

I
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LJR: They were in the English department for recommendation. We had

to present it to them.

ARP: Sociology was really without a home in those days, wasn't it?

UR: Yes. 9M$»»

ARF: What was the worker's response to these aore long-hair courses?

LJR: Oh, well, our students, as I remember It, were grateful for what

they got and spoke very pleasantly about what they were getting

out of the courses. We never seemed to get any complaint from

any individual who said he didn't get what he wanted. They got

something that served their purposes and they were grateful for

that. ^,*.* .,«- . a in ».»» 'li- .'.^i.

ARF: And they were getting the language alon,^ with this?

LJR: Yes. /«t .

Immigrant Groups % «• l'oan4 K*

ARF: Were there mostly Japeuiese in Fresno?

LJR: No. Let me see. We had a very large number of Armenians in

Fresno said they worked with us very pleasantly* They felt they

could work with us and we felt we could work with them. We got

along with those Armenians very, very well* I picked out some

of the Armenians who had had fine educations to teach some

courses so not all who went down there to teach were from the

University. Some were Armenian men. But we knew before we

hired them they had had university training abroad and they were

capable of doing the work. That was a very important group. Ve
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UR: worked a great deal with them and found them a very amenable

people. 1 *f- v*y cf

ARF: How did you get these people together?

UR: Well, we did that by going into the cities nearby, like Fresno,

and making speeches. I went to make speeches in communities of

that kind and got people informed as to what the possibilities

were. I did a great deal of that — going to cities and making

speeches that would be reported by my hearers to others — and in

that way I got those Armenians pretty well informed as to what

the possibilities were.

ARF: Mr. Aronovici had done so much in surveying cities and so forth

— did he help any in going into cities and ferreting out these

various groups for organizing classes?

UR: He did, yes. I consulted him a great deal to get his information

on the basis of what he found here and there in the state. He

was very helpful in that respect.

ARF: What did he find in Los Angeles?

UR: Well, Los Angeles had a large Mexican element. I can't seem to

»]h. remember any important foreign element except the Mexlcajis down

there. Los Angeles was made up largely of our own people that

had come especially from the Middle West, but they were United

States people, they were Americans. But the Mexicans were

definitely a foreign group coming in there to work, and we could

do things for them.

IFi In San Francisco was it mainly the Italians you helped?
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IhJR: The Italians were very prominent here, yes. And there was a German

element of considerable size. I failed to find much in the way of

the French element here. There were French people, but they did ^

not seem to be the kind that wanted to be guided by us. They were

remote, they stayed by themselves. I couldn't do anything with

the French here. The Germans were fine; they were cooperative.

And the Jews were very, very cooperative here. But the French

flocked by themselves. What they did by themselves we never knew

exactly* [Laughter] w^v *»ai. »« •

ARF: Were they better off financially than these other groups?

UK: Yes. The French were very able business people here. Two or

three of the large stores were French, for example.

ARF; But the other groups were mainly laboring class?

LJRj Yes, the others were different.

ARP: Were the Japanese primarily in the delta and down hear Los Angeles?

LJR: Yes.

ARF: Feeling seemed to fun quite high about the Japanese at that time;

this was the time of their exclusion.

LJR: We had a relatively small number of Japanese taking our courses;

we didn't feel that they bulked large. They seemed to be a little

like the French in that respect. They felt they'd consult their

own people, their own leaders, and that that was the way they

should do. Not many came into our classes.

ARF: Did the American Legion or the Grsinge or Paul Scharrenberg's

group, who wanted nothing to do with the Japanese, try to steer

you around Japanese groups?
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LJR: No, I should say not.

ARF: You didn't feel any pressure?

LJR: No, I didn't feel that, no. It was just that the Japgmese didn't

fit into our total education picture in great numbers. What

happened was this: we*d have 50 people as students in a particular

course, and there might be three or four Japanese. You see what I

mean? They csune in in small numbers; they didn't bulk large. A

m few carae in.

ARF: Do you remember Sidney Gulick, who was in charge of the national

committee on American-Japanese relations and who kept trying to

organize groups in California?

LJR: I had nothing to do with him officially. I knew him, but I didn't

have what you would call business relations with him.
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Leon J. Richardson



Conrad Loring and Leon Richardson
outside their apartment building
in San Francisco in the 1950's
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Golf and Golfing Companions <Mi j^>

iii f.

LJR: Now, let me give you the whole history of my experience with golf.

In the year 1908 I felt that I needed physical exercise and that

tennis was getting to be too active. It involved quick running,

and I felt that wasn't suited to my age then. ^^^ ^

This man, Thomas Acdison, representative of General Electric

on the coast, asked me to come to the Claremont Country Club as

his guest one day while he played a round of golf, I had seen

golf played in the East and I thought it was one of the stupidest

games: you hit a bal^ fucid. theji walk out to see if you oould find

it! [Laughter] And so, when he asked me to be his guest, I said,

"You are my friend, aren't you?"

"Van ••

"Then, I want to say, frankly, that I have a low opinion of

golf. I've seen a little of it in the East and I don't care to

accept your invitation. "
«»it, h*~ - *•—--•**— • - •

He said then, "You are my friend, aren't you?"

AR?i And I said, "I certainly am."

"Well now, I, as your friend, ask you if you will come and

be my guest at the Claremont Country Club while I play a game."

"Veil, if you put it that way, I'll do so." Whereupon I

. went. And that was in 1908,.^4 in;*.
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UR: I watched my friend as he swung his club and hit his ball,

and after we had played nine holes he handed his driver to me}

he teed up a ball on a par three hole, and he said, "Now, I want

you to swing this club as nearly as you can the way you've seen

me swing it, and I want you to swing it about twelve times. That's

practice. Then I want you to stand up and hit that ball."

I swung twelve times as nearly as I could the way he did.

Then I stepped up and hit the ball. By George, it went onto

t^e green! It was a par three hole. I turned to him and I said,

"Dr. Addison, will you put me up as a member in the Claremont

Country Club?" [Laughter] That one shot was enough to show

that I wanted it," * ••^'^ ***

He said, "I'll put you up with pleasure." Whereupon he

nominated me and saw that I was elected and then word was sent

to me that I had been elected a member. I then began to play,

and I have played steadily ever since. Now, I've played 51

years. I happen to know that figure right now. So if you count

back 51 you'll see the year in which I began. »^*w

wntllj^ mn^n in San Francisco ju.'^t asked me to make out a list of

all 6? my victories, so I sent him a typewritten list of every

victory to 1953. It was about 25.

JARFt I was wondering what you might be able to tell us about the

earlier days of the Claremont golf club. i^-^. -

UR: The pro at that time was George Smith. He was, in my ;)udgment,

an excelent teacher. And the club was not too large, so that

the members were friendly and intimate all round and it was a
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LJR: very pleasant aggregation of men to be with. I enjoyed my member-

ship there and my association with the members.

Now, following 1908 only a little, I was sent abroad by the

University on University business. And I had in mind that if I

had a little leisure time over there I would go to St. Andrews, »

which was the place where golf first began to be played. Do you

know the history of the gsuaie? Some Scot^chmen went over to Holland

about 300 years ago and they saw the Dutchmen playing a game on

the ice with a bat aind a ball and holes dug in the ice. And they

would try to hit those balls into those holes. They said, "Why

can't we do ao^iething like that on the ground over in Scotland?"

Along the edge of the North Sea there was a lot of vacant

ground not good for agriculture, and it was just lying unused.

They clipped off the sage and made the first golf course in Scot-

land. They dug holes and had balls made of gutta-percha, solid.

Just carved out — they were not wotmd out of thread as they are

now — so]Jd gutta-percha. And the game became very popular among

the Scotch, very popular. It was not brought into this country

until 1880; that's when we had our first golf course in the

United States.

So, I went to St. Andrews. I had played, you understand,

for a year or so, but I knew some great teachers were there.

Andrew Klrcalda was the head pro, and he had 17 assistants to

teach. All during the summer months people came to visit Scot-

land from English-speaking countries — South Africa^^ C^^da^

Australia, New Zealand, the United States — and a great many
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fJR: of them coming over wanted to have lessons in golf. So Andrew

Kiroalda and his 17 assistants were busy during the summer. ^t

I went to Andrew Kiroalda 's office and I said to him, "I

want some instruction." e'a r

TYAr "All right," he said, "I'll give you one of my best teachers."

And he did. And I received what I now think was excellent instruc-

tion early. Golf is a difficult game and you need to have expert

advice in order to get the awing just right. f--M

WR '. r When I came back to California my game then began to develop.

I took it up in 1908; in 1912 there was a state-wide tournament

of amateurs in California, not professionals, down at the course

at the Hotel Del Monte. (They had a golf course right across the

road from the Hotel Del Monte, in Monterey.) And I took part in

that tournament and do you know, I was oaii number two? I was

runner-up in the state tournament! I've got the trqhy right here

to show you.

IRF: Is this the state amateur champion match that is now held at

t

Pebble Beach? «fc.y ^9 :

Rx Yes, it's the same thing*' - ^
' > • '-»uid tupr.v^ * iiy»i3»f

F: Is that the one where you competed against C.E. Maud?

^R: Yes, that's it. He was the winner, he was number one, and I was

number two. -ftcii .,, ;-. •. i, »ttt, aftfir fi»\1oc

fKFt Mr. Kagel, the pro at Tilden, told me that he had caddied for

Maud in the 1912 tournament and he said, "Richardson was a very

good player and if I had caddied for Richardson he would have won."

JR: Yes. [Laughter]
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Kow, I want to show you this medal. Some good players never

have a hole-in-one and yet, on the other hand, some that are not

quite so good have a hole-in-one. There's the Pacific Golf

Association "liole-in-one Club" medal. There's my name.

This was September 21, 1945.

Yes, that one was one of four. I've had four. I've had, of

course, groat luck, and that's a little gold medal that I might

wear to show that I was a hole-in-one man. But I don't want to

wear it; that would be too conceited. [Laughter]

And I've played, as I say, 51 years. I said to my doctor

recently, "Do you think golf is too strenuous for me now that I

am 91 years of age?" '

And he said, "How many years have you played?"

At that time, when this conversation took place, I said,

"I've played 50 years."

"Well, now," he said, "I want to say that I prescribe as a

doctor that you continue with your ^olf, but under these condi-

tions! I think you should limit your play any day to nine holes

and not try to play eighteen. That would involve a strain, but

nine will not. It will be just the amount of exercise good for

you. So I say if you want to live longer play nine holes of

golf rather often and you will. But, after having played50 years

if you gave up exercise and ;Just sat in a chair all day you'd

die pretty soon. So, as a doctor, I prescribe that you play

nine holes a day, quite often."
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ARF: And you do this?

UR: Yes, I do. I play nearly every day. Now tomorrow I'm on duty at

the University running my correspondence courses; I go over every

Thursday and pick up the papers. But other days, if business

doesn't interfere, I try to go out in the morning right after ^

breakfaet and play nine holes. You know, I can do that in an

hour and a half; it doesn't use up the whole day and I'm all

through by eleven. This morning I was all through at half past

ten. You see, I can do it rather quickly. In that way I can get

home ajid have the afternoon and evening for work. But that amount

of exercise — nine holes — seems to be j^st what I need. My

doctor calls attention to the fact that I'm over 90 and I

haven't a trace of arthritis. I am just as limber as a cat. I

never got rheumatism and he said, "You've done it through that

exercise. And so that's why, c.s a doctor, I'm prescribing it.

You keep it up,"

ARF: When did you win your last match or tournament?

LJR: I think 1955 was my last. I had had one piece of unfortunate

experience: I went to get my automobile license renewed and

when I spoke to the man he said, "How old are you?"

"I'm 90 years old."

He said, "You're too old to drive an automobile. I will

not renew your license." And he said it with so much emphasis

that I didn't argue the case with him. I didn't tell him that

I played golf and that I was active. So I ctme back and sold

my automobile and I now don't have one.
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UR: Now, when I took part in the senior golf association tourna-

ment I had to use my automobile going to the place. And while I

was staying in the hotel (we played for four days), I would go

from my hotel in my automobile to the course, and sometimes

there were two courses during the four days' play. And the result

is that for the last two years I couldn't play in the senior golf

course simply because I have no automobile. It's simply because

I have no automobile. '

ARF: Mr. Nagel told me there was one outstanding characteristic about

your playing golf now. He said, "He does everything the way it

should be done. He ^o#^ ¥l'ght down ^e ffilddte of the fairway."

[Laughter]

UR: Well, now, I want to give you a little more. The players who **i

are careless move their arms the way you see mine swinging,

ARF: With elbows bent?

LJR: Yes. But the players who are highly trained keep the left arm

straight. You see now what a difference that makes? Here, I

make the swing this way. Now see [swinging] — straight —
straight — straight — straight — there's more power in it.

ARF: You really get a swing.

LJR: Yes. So that the secret of my best play is seeing that I keep

the left arm straight. I get greater power that way.

,,,^ And then there is one other little psychological matter.

When you stand up in front of the ball and you're just about to

make the dwing, not only do you keep this arm straight, but have

a kind of feeling that you're pushing the club down and out.
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ARF: As you draw back to msike the swing.

LJR: Yes, as I draw back — push it out. '•'

ARF: And that brings that right knee down, dt tt^^ .. Xh*9^, r ^^?

LJR: Yes, it does.

ARF: You were telling me some of the people that you played with. You

**- 'often played with Professor Plehn. r<m»lat# lU;^ . . --^^

UR: And Charles Mills Gayley.

ARF: And Professor Crawford. '*••«. ^ fc^-*

LJR: And Professor Crawford, that's true. Crawford is dead now. Well,

.'let's see. Plehn is dead. And Charles Mills Gayley — they're

all dead! I played a great deal with those three men, a great

deal. J mtr^i-i. \i\i.a 'm vas i^iiid « !ic?f: t iu

ARF: This friendship of yours with Professor Gayley was a very long one,

wasn't it? ^^«^t M -fori^.vai >^

LJR: It was. There were a good many reasons why. To begin with, his

birthday was the 22nd of February and so is mine. He was born

in 1858. I was born in 1860. And he taught English at the

University of Michigan and I took his courses, including a

seminar with him, and this friendship lasted through all the

iyears. --.(.>oni .^i^*..

vny bJB to Drini; th« tv*' '.nTia'

Russell Tracy Crawfordfcr* on**. H^ ci P?!.y

,

ARF: Didn't you have something to do with Professor Crawford's finish-

ing Florian Cajori's translation of I^ewton's Principia?

LJR: Yes. Before you turned on the tape-recorder I showed you the

volume and I showed my name there in two places. I translated
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LJR; some things for that volume. d.

ARF: In addition to the poem you have in front of it?

LJR: Let me get that and let you see just what that was. There, you

see, on this page it says, "Principia, Ode by Edmund Halleck," and

it's translated by me. i* trt >•« of hiM«iHf»

ARF: This ia an ode to Newton. Did you translate any of the Principia

itself at all? « ^x >• oi«^

LJR: No, just in this spot here enumerated. By the way, Crawford's

wife is still living and she has lots of information. She's an

intelligent woman. I've had many pleasant talks with her.

ARP: Could you give us a picture of the sort of man Mr. Crawford was?

LJR: Well, to begin with, he had one of the world's most fascinating

subjects, astronomy, and he talked about it in a manner that

brought out vividly the things that he thought worthwhile empha-

sizing. He would lecture on phases of astronomy, as, you know,

in the University, and when he took up particular subjects — like,

for example, our sun's satellites, Mars, Jupiter, and so forth ~
he talked about them in a fascinating way, and then he always

brought in some very interesting speculation: do other stars have

planets and what is the evidence there? And he would talk about

that In such a way as to bring the sweep and the infinitude of

the universe vividly before one. He would say, "Here Is a planet,

the Earth. People inhabit it. We must suppose that there are

other planets attached to other suns where there are creatures

like ourselves." And he could do that, and that would make his

subject very Interesting, presenting It that way. He could talk
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LJR: about it in a fascinating way, along just the lines I've indicated.

He didn't take astronomy as a science in which distances are

measured and interrelations given as to how many days each one

of the planets takes to go around the earth, and so forth; ht

brought in these aspects that might be said to be of human interest.

iARF: Almost philosophical in nature?

UR: Well, they were philosophical, but they were also human interests.

There was a phase of his subject that involved human interest and

he presented that along with the scientific matters of measure-

ment and so forth. He didn't neglect those. He did justice to

them. But he also had the larger human phase of the subject that

he would present. >. w ^

' ART: He must have been a very effective teacher.

LJR: He was very effective, oh, very. People who worked under him

and people who studied with him were enthusiastic about him, yes*

C.C. Plehn

/

ARF: This reminds me of the stories of Professor Plehn and his theo-

retical $50,000 peanut stand by the Cajupanile. Did he ever help

you in your Extension work with economics classes?

IrJR: Yes, he did. He helped me pick out teachers who would present

his subject as a part of adult education, men and women who

would go out to certain cities in California auid teach some phase

of economics. Oh, yes, he was helpful to me and he was sympathe-

tic with the business that I was trying to carry out.
<'

''
• w » UT

I r».ii A»_| - - ^ - -"
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ARF: You told me you made quite a number of speeches on the tariff

when you first took over Extension l»ecause of public interest
(if iA.» h9 v>

I
in it. Did he help you aiy there?

UR: No. Americanization was one of my big subjects. Tariff is a

special subject and it*s closely connected with politics, and I

didn't give the time and attention to it that I did to American-

ization; that's a big, broad, fine subject, but the tariff is a

political interest.

ARF: Almost for the political scientist or economist to tackle. That

is why I thought Professor Plehn might have boned you up a little

bit on it. [Laughter]

UR: Now, my relation with him was just that. 1 d go to him and say,

"Carl, now I want a good man to go out and teach economics as
1.S or

part of adult education. Will you find such a man? Help me find

such a man." And he'd say "I'll do my best." And perhaps in a

week or two he'd say, "I think I've found just the person for

you.

"

.A . < . -
-'-

~

. '^ •

ARF: Wasn't Plehn a member of the Berkeley Club, around 1910?

LJR: Yes, he was*
ine, f^m of Ih that Hf

James Kennedy Moffitt
hat .

ARF: There hasn't been much written about Mr. Moffitt.

LJR: No. He was four years older than myself. He got his bachelor's

degree at the University of California in 1886. The regents in

1941 gave him an LL.D. degree. He married Pauline Fore; he was

president of Blake, Moffitt, and Towne, an important business;
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UR: he was chairman of the executive committee of the Crocker First

National Bank of San Francisco; he was director of the California

Insurance Company; likewise a director of the Remedial Loan

Association; and he was director of the Schmidt Lithograph

Company; he was also regent of the University of California.

I have told you that he was best man at my wedding on the

26th of April 1900. I cite that to show that he was a very

intimate friend of mine. He gave a luncheon to about 30 men

every year shortly before Christmas and that custom of his

lasted 20 or 30 years. At those luncheons he asked the men to

make little speeches about the problems that California and

the United States were facing. So the conversation was always

worthwhile and men would rise and make comments on particular

points that were of much value for us to know about.

ARF: Whom did he invite to these luncheons?

LJR: They were about one-third University professors and two-thirds

business and professional men, like lawyers and doctors.

rARFt And were these his close friends?

LJR: No, he chose the men of the general region that he thought had

valuable ideas. Friendship wasn't the besis of it, so that the

men came there feeling that it w s an opportunity to present

ideas in an effective way and also to learn a great deal about

what thoughtful men were thinking about the problems of the day.

He and I were both interested in gardening. He had an acre

of ground around his home in Piedmont, and when I asked him if
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UR: he would like to learn to play golf and have that diversion he

said, "No, I wish to spend the whole of every Saturday, if

possible, working in my garden.** Ve had a great deal to communi-

cate. I had a garden, and 1 worked in mine, so we had a lot to

exchange there. '^ ^ ' *« *^ ^ ^*^' '^ **" ^^'

Now, he had one idea that I want to present very clearly.

Naunely, that he would never talk with anybody about the things

he was connected with unless that person were connected also

with that. He would never talk to me about the University in

general — he was a regent — except in connection with the

Extension Division ihd adult iflucatlOW, In which i was directly

involved, being chairman of the Extension Division. So when you

wrote me to tell you what he thought about certain things the

regents were doing, I could only say that according to his"

habit he would never mention to me anything the regents were

doing unless I was officially connected with that particular

activity. So I am not able, you see, to give you an answer to

your question as to what he thought about certain things the

regents were doing. He never discussed those thinja;s.

ARF: I see. Yes, I was most interested in this sub-committee he was

on to work out the new senate rules in 1920.

LJR: He never mentioned that to me although he was my intimiate friend.

If I had any need of his help he was always right there to

give it. My second wife had a long illness and I had to send

her to a hospital.
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ARF: This was Ruth Loring?

LJR: Yes. And I wanted her not to be in the general ward, but to have

her own room. This lasted long enough so that between the cost

of the room, the cost of the night and day nurses for that room,

and the cost of the physicians in attendance, I had a bill of,

as I now remember, something over $2,000. I mentioned this to

Jim. He said, "Don't worry, I'll supply that money without any

question immediately so that you can pay that all right off, and

then you can pay me when you want to,"

I took the money from him, paid all those biUs after my

wife died, and I then proceeded to figure out just how much I

could give hia from my salary each month and wipe that debt out.

And I did, I paid back every dollar of over $2,000 that he had

quickly put in my hands when I needed it* That was the kind of

man he was^ that is the kind of relation we had. And I remember

very well that he told me I could pay that, not by giving it to

him, but by giving it to a particular officer in the bank from

whom he had taken that money. And when I paid my last contri-

bution working regularly every month, the man in that department

said, "I wish we could loan money to more men like you."

[Laughter]

ARF: How was he unique?

LJR: I notice it only in this respect. He was not talkative about

his work as a regent. Some of the other regents were talkative.

Jim was never talkstive about anything that was going on in the

regents, he never mentioned these things to me.

li--

.
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I noticed in reading some old Daily Cals that he was, back in

1899 or 1909 (they gave a conflict of dates there), alumni

representative on the student executive committee. Do you ^

remember his work with that?

No, he never said anything to me about it, no. ' "^ ^ — --

So that he was very close to the University's affairs even before

he became regent apparently.

Yes. he was, y„:^itttc*W but I Mty tU% mc. ,
.^mm^i.i

According to the Daily Cal he stayed with this until the day he

became regent. »^ ^' ^* *" ^^•^

Yes. Our relation was a very remarkable one in that respect. He

was a close friend. He seemed to be fond of me and I certainly **

was very fond of him, but his talk came right to an end at a

certain line. He never would mix his business in our talk, never.

Faculty members communicating directly with regents had been a

pretty ten<J*r'iSS^« in 1922 and 1923.

Yes, I remember that, simply in this way: it was brought to my

attention at that time and I remember that it had been my habit

never to talk to the regents. "1 thSughi that the president must

talk to the regents, but not a single member of the faculty. I

had carefully avoided that, although I knew some of the regents

personally very well; I played golf with sbiae of them ah d I had

that informal, easy relation, but I never mentioned to them any

matter of the sort you just described. Never. I thought it was

the president's job to do that, and if I attempted to talk about

it it would introduce confusion, it might. I might not say the

right thing.
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I feel that I am giving you extremely little, today, of any

value. My main point is that James Kennedy Moffitt would talk

freely only to people who were involved in the business, and

that was his habit* :<i«-«

I wonder if you noticed in 1940 that when Moffitt 's term as

regent expired that Olson did not want to reappoint him. What

;» was the basis of this?

LJKx I think it was political, but I say that now. It was political

and I think that explains it. The governor couldn't use Moffitt

the way he wanted to and so he didn't want to foster a closer

relation with him on that account.

ARP: For a while the governor put Mosk in. I believe there was a fued

between Olson and acting governor Ellis Patterson at that time.

LJR: I don't recall anything. I feel that I'm not of much use to you

because I avoided many of those things, purposely.

ART: Perhaps you could just give some further idea of what kind of a

man Mr. Moffitt was. • • • " ".
*"•

URt Well, now, I think Mr. Moffitt did very conscientiously his duty.

When he was appointed to any particular function and he accepted

it he did his duty very conscientiously. I never knew a person

who was more conscientious in the performance of his duty than

Jim Moffitt. He would exert hiaself to the extreme limit to do

what he thought was right. And, as I say, one of his principles

was never to talk to anybody that isn't officially connected

'IT: with the particular activity that was up in his mind.
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ARFi I found a note that he had given $10,000 in 1930 to start a f

foundation for medical research as a ffleporial to Pauline Pore

Moffitt. i 4 ^f

UR: Yes, his wife. You know, do you not, that Jim Moffitt's brother

was a very eminent doctor, Herbert C. Moffitt? ,,.,, ^ h»Dpan«d

ARP: I didn't icnow whether they were related or not. f^g. ^^^ ^^

LJR: Oh, yes, Dr. Moffitt was his brother. And that's why he gave

that money that you've just spoken of. It was through his rela-

tion with his brother.

ARF: With the Hooper Poundation?

LJR: Yes. — '
-.

"• •'---

ARP: James Moffitt seemed to be a popular person, too. There were

over 1,600 students who signed the petition for him to be

>R« reappointed to the board of regents when the governor didn't

do it. Ml «l«() '1% ft»Mir kr.

LJR: YeSt^ that was characteristic. He was a man who had the capacity

Lfi to aake friends, but he did it always in the right way —• not

"If you'll be my friend I'll do things for you" — that wasn't

it. But he seemed to feel that a friendship was .so«ethiag.

.

sacred and it should be based on the nature of the two persons

involved. If they were sympatico that relation came about

naturally, but never through any illegitimate promises.

ARP: Exploitation, or — ^nmiLr »*»*v

LJR: Never! Never! jrv». m^^ mmna t

ARP: I believe he had quite a library of books. -
,.,;f
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Oh, my, I spent much time in his library because it was one of

the best privately-ovmed libraries that I knew. We were both

interested in books, and I often went to his home and spent

hours in his libre^ry and we had delightful times, he telling

me about his impression of this book or that or how he happened

:
,;

' to find this book or that; that was a mutual interest for us so

,.:;•; that I enjoyed his library myself very much and enjoyed greatly

our conversations in it.

ARF: I noticed he has over 550 editions of Horace; Horace is one of

your favorites too, isn't he? -irt •^'^i* f

LJR: I taught Horace in the University, yes, and I also had many

books dealing with Horace.

ARFi Where ^id h« Jplck up these books of his?

LJRi Well, now, it is very easy for any scholar to communicafe with

publishers and say that he'd be glad to receive their publica-

tions advertising the books they have for sale. ?

ARF: I thought perhaps that if he traveled a great deal he might have

run across some of these himself in a dusty corner of a bookshop.

LJR: No, it was not done that way; it was done by sending a letter to

an important house that supplied those books saying, "I shall be

glad to receive all your advertisements." That's the way he did

it, and that's the way I've done it, not by traveling to those

places and going into their shops and establishing a relation

that way. And James bought so many books from those men that

they na.turally felt it paid to send their advertisements to him

so that he was kept well informed.
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ARF: There is one other question. You may not know about this, but

the Daily Cal says that in 1951 he headed a group of alumni who

requested that the board of regents drop the litigation that had

arisen from the loyalty oath issue for the faculty. Do you know

which litigation this was? ^t^^i-i^**''

LJR: No, I have no information on that, no, no information at all.

ARF: Do you have any idea what his viewpoints would be on the loyalty

oath issue? - --^ -© .cf%*ry 4^ i« »y .••©•t^
.. , . .

LJR: He never talked to me about it, no, never mentioned it.

ARft He apparently made some public statement and I thought maybe

'^"
' from that you would knoV. • «i«^*iop -.nytteiiwi of ih^i »e>lu

I

LJR: No, I don't. * *'J "^'^ »•'• '*« «"

AHFt So many regents in the twenties sind thirties came to look upon

the University as primarily a large business machine. Perhaps

we saw this with the rise to power of the comptroller-and-busi-

ness-man type of president. Now, did Moffitt go along with this?

LJRt No, he did not, certainly, because his interest was in the Uni-

versity as an institution that was fostering learning in the

very best sense of that word, in the widest sense of that word.

Not a special training for any particular vocation, but an

institution that fostered learning, and his own library was a

perfect illustration of that. His books covered a very wid«

raxige of learning, not a specialty, not a single specialty, but

a wide range of learning. I can be perfectly sure about this

point. I knew him so intimately that that came out very clearly

ti-:-<it
,

.,-«»ti-ou?
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»

ARF: Going from the University to a larger community, what did ha

think of the chsoige |)etw§en the Republicans and the Democrats

in the national administration in 1932? Was he a Democrat?

LJR: [Laughter] You know, he never told me. He never told me whether

T*?' he was a Democrat or a Republican. "•»-^ ,.,^,.ltV «'*, y**. .

ARP: Did he ever discuss foreign affairs or national affairs?

UR: No, not that I can now recall. If so, it was nothing that bulked

large enough for me to carry it in my memory now, no,

ARF: You don't have any impressions about whether he agreed with you

or varied from your view-point or anything? •5'^ '

LJRt No, our conversation didn't develop anything of that sort.

ARF: It is intriguing to see here an obviously big business man who

made the statement in the controversy over his regency in 1941 t

that he had been called a Socialist for so long that it seemed

funny to have his old Democratic friends refer to him as reac-

tionary. [Laughter]

URj He never talked about those thin^rs to me at all that I can recall,

ARF: But he did have this deep, abiding concern for the University as

an educational institution, i /!?»*;.••: . l»itfiiMl«' with T

LJR: I want you to get that clear. He thought the University as

fostering learning and knowledge In the very best sense of those

terms could in such a way benefit the community, using communi-

ty in a large sense — the state and the country. Those ideas

he had strongly, very strongly, yes.

ARF: So that while he was a contributor to the Hooper foundation and

the professional medical school he had a deep concern for a

broad, general education?
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LJRj Oh, yes, he certainly did. His library showed that, and his *^

talk with me showed it very definitely.

ARF: To get specific, what, for instance, did he feel about the place

of the ancient langxiages in the curriculum?

,

hJKt He was favorable to Grsek and Latin and Sanskrit; oh, yes, he

saw the value of those three languages in the scholarly world,

and he wanted the University to be strong in those three. He

was very much interested in what Professor Arthur Ryder was doing

in Sanskrit. Ryder was a man who not only taught well but who

wrote books on Sanskrit literature that are still in existence.

Why, I was at the University Saturday and I picked up in the

Morrison Library one of his volumes on Sanskrit literature that

they are using now there. Sanskrit and Greek are highly important

for anyone who is making an English dictionary. We have several

words that come just from the Sanskrit. And I can state posi-

tively that Jim saw the importance of a University's handling

well these languages, Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit.

ARF: What about philosophy and history?

LJR: Yes, well, you remember that he was very intimate with Professor

Howison. He admired him and he went to see Professor Howison

often and had long talks with him. He was deeply impressed with

the value of what Professor Howison was teaching in the Univer-

sity. So that I am perfectly sure there that he had nothing

short of enthusiasm for Professor Howison 's work. He valued

it highly.
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ARF: Would you like to say anything else that would help to give us a

picture of the man?

LJR: Well, I think I've given you the fundamentals. His intacest

in the University was as an institution that fostered learning

in the widest and best sense; that's the fundamental idea that

was in his mind, and it was in his life, too, you saw it right

in his library, his library would illustrate just what I've

remarked, ^-r ,».. ^.^^^ «^fc«^«, r ymt iit v,4»v ^ww

ARF: He must have had a deep enthusiasm for your Extension work, too,

as you vent out into the state and brought the University to

the people, ^ytmrr " t |r«t out wt b#4, wi^wtf
"-

LJR: After I became director of the Extension Division I talked over

with him the plan to write an editorial on adult education once

a week and send it out through University channels, and to

lecture, if possible, twice a week myself in communities. Jim
^

thought that was just right, just admirable, and he commended

me for that, encouraged me to go ahead and do it.

Oh, he was my most intimate friend; I think of him now as,

during my life in California, as ay sog^ intimate friend. .That

was Jim Moffltt.

KHi, Swedish Massage . .^ ^ lhr«u«li th&^.

UR: You read the article, didn't you, in the Call-Bulletin , that

explains how I have been able to maintain my health? When I

was at Berlin I discovered that the Swedish people were the

healthiest people in Europe. So whenever I met Swedes in Berlin
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LJR: (and they came dovm in great numbers to trade there), I said,

"How do you do it?" _/»:;.

" "^t * "Why, entirely by massage, that's the explanation of it."

"Can you teach me?" . tjvi,

"Certainly we can." Whereupon they taught me. There are

tvo kinds of Swedish massage: one is hot and cold water, and I

didn't want that; the other is the use of the palm. There are

12 motions of the palm in their system, and if you do that you

will live to be 100 years old and you'll keep beautiful health

all your life. And I learned it and I give myself the Swedish

palm massage every morning when I get out of bed, every day when

I dress for dinner, and every night before I go to bed. And I

KKFt have done that for so many years that I oan't tell you when X

began, but I never miss it. I do that as regularly as I sleep

each day. And I know perfectly well, and so my doctor knows too,

who knows me well, that my wonderful health for this age is due

to that. I can run and jump now just like a small boy; I can

turn a hand-spring, and I'm limber. v«y. ktk6 tlt*A. em ih«

ARPt I noticed your movements have none of the jerkiness that one

usually associates with a^e. a« x»i f i'ov%. ^nw iv^i,

LJRs Yes. I don't suppose you're interested in what the massage is?

ARF: I am. I thowht maybe you could run through that.

UR: I can. [Showing a snaall, typewritten card] You do that three

times a day to live to be 100 years old, and you'll have perfect

health. Now, the pate is the top of the head. [Massaging his

LJHi scalp with fingers] That's number one. The ears are done this

weight t>f . S« en Jij# dtJtslds of n^ch *-rf'f.
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LJR: way. [Rubbing both sides of ears with fingers]

kBlt On each side, up and down. ;* ymir i,,^^ -.-. t* %i3mA you x

LJR: The nape is done that way, back to front. The cheeks, though,

must always be done up, never down. Up, up, up.

ARF: About how many times do you do that? i%#©tu»-» -. ,,«**!!"•" "'

LJR: I do the whole thing in ten minutes. r

Now, the armpits, with the hand, from front to back, pull.

*^ Upper spine, you have to learn to reach back, with some

difficulty, to the upper spine. ormr «V

Xt Lower spine, that's easy, just massage up and down.

Stomach, that's very important. In the ten minutes that I

devote to this whole series I do this part three minutes.

ARFt So that gets more than each of the others* And you are using a

Wftt circular motion on your stomach. -^iikHf

LJB.: Yes. Then the right groin tendon. There is a tendon that comes

right up on the Inside of tne leg and goes into the body, and

when you discover that tendon you get hold of it down by the

knee and you pull up on it all the way. And then, on the other

side, there's another one. '

'

Then the right foot and the left foot. The foot motion is

interesting and very important. This is the way the Swedes do

it* You work all around the foot a little, and then massage

from the big toe to the little toe with the thumb, and that

keeps the toes in good shape. They are very important.

ARF: That's important for walking, isn't it?

LJR: Yes, and by the way, in walking, you should try to feel that the

weight of the body is on the outside of each foot.

LJRt

AKF:

LJK:

Aa?i
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ARFi Where the skeletal structure is the strongest** *^^» **•* »ll tli*

UR: Now [demonstrating], you put your heel down first, then you rock

forward so the weight is on the outside of the foot. . ii

ARF: How did you get interested in health? a

UR: My mother was quite interested in maintenance of health but, of

course, she knew nothing about this massage, I got that after

my trip to Berlin as a student. She was 86 when she died. My

father died when he was 75. When my father and mother got to

the point where my father's business was over, they were living

in the East. 1 brougnt them to Berkeley and I kept them both

here until they died. My father lasted one year after, but my

mother lived several years in my home.

ARFt Did either of them follow your prescription for good health?

LJRt No, not at all, they didn't know anything about those things.'

I found they couldn't quite do it.

t»n

The Art of Walking ^uuiii piuc

'. hkWft •

UR: I wrote an article on the art of walking for the Journal of

Health and Physical Education. March 1937. fetiaws t

ARP: How did you get interested in this? ^^^ «.-iV» tfca',

UR: I think that was a purely spontaneous thing; it just occured to

me one day in looking at Charlie Chaplin. You know who he is?

ARF: Of course. ^^^.^ ^, .^ ^^j. ^^ ^.

UR: Charlie Chaplin walked this way. I said, "Toeing out really is

ridiculous, but nearly everyone does it," And I began to read

a little about the subject and I found that toeing out was
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UR: considered bad by the experts. They wrote that we get all the

toes including the little toe to function in the step if we

put the foot down straight ahead. But if you toe out, it*s only

the great toe and the toe next to it that function. So I then

proceeded to study the subject and investigate it in every way

I could; that article is one of the results of that.

And here is a very interesting thing. I had been giving

this talk on walking and all of a sudden a man appeared from

Hollywood. He said, "I have been sent to you by the Hollywood

association of actors and actresses and we understand that you

think Charlie Chaplin is ridiculous and we want to know if the

men and women who are in serious roles should avoid toeing out.

Should the women, if they want to look charming on the stage,

step forward with the foot stnight ahead?" (They toed out, at

that time, for "charm.") ti* thert* h.

I told this man to go back and tell the men and women —
especially the women — that if they would practice it they

could have a straight-ahead gait that was beautiful eind much

more wholesome and better, because all the toes would function «

in the step. They could walk farther without fatigue that way.

And so he went back to Hollywood and gave that message. You

know, in watching the movies right after that, I was very much

interested to see the women walking on the stage with their

feet straight ahead. Now, I don't know whether that has con-

tinued to this day, but it did right after my interview with

that man, and I noticed in the months following that the women
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ImJR: walked that way on the stage.

ARF: Is it also true that your system of walking was adopted by the

army?

LJR; Well, I think it is — although I cannot state that positively —
because I used to go over to San Francisco where the soldiers at

the Presidio were drilling, and I talked with the officers about

it. And I can merely say that I passed the word over to them.

And what I said to them that interested them was, "If two men
buTf

.

walk, one toeing out and one straight ahead, and you test to see

who can walk the farthest in one day, you'll find it*s the man

who walks straight ahead that can walk farthest. The man that

toes out will get tired before the other man." That interested

these officers that I talked with.

Now, to what extent they put that into practice — I know

they did immediately after I gave it to them, but whether that

lasted or not, I can't say, I haven't been in a position to

investigate it. But when I told these officers that the man

who walked straight ahead with his feet would walk more miles

In a day than the man that toed out, that Interested them because

they wanted a gait that suited the soldiers that had to make long

marches. They needed it.

!'y% o/t0n ^' 1 A»a ifttt/iri>«>4D>(^-.»fc4«>«« OS \,hti,

ii^^f in 5^f tlw» *v<iii; v^ 'ii*il

URi
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4*. S y«u Ljftdv^ »
RETIREMEWT

QPA Gas Rationing

LJRj In connection with the war that was going on in 1942, I was

made an officer of the federal government. I had a boaxi which

regulated the amount of gasoline that private individuals might

buy, so that the amount of gasoline that the army needad would

not be lacking.

ARF: What was this board called?

LJRi It was called the OPA, Office of Price Administration, gas ra-

tioning board. ^^ '^^* ^'^^'^'^' ^•^=* ^

ARF: The plague of all civilians at that time, wasn't it?

UR; Yes, and I was chairman of that board for Berkeley; that had to

do only with a deftain district 6f Calif6rriia.

ARF: How did you decide the amount of gasoline? "^^ "'^^ •**" ^"

ImJR: Veil, we found first what the available supply was and then we

reckoned the ajBount that the armed forces would need and then

we had a residuum, and that residuum might be given to private

individuals for their automobiles in order of their request.

And we called it "gasoline rationing."

ARF: Did you work with the oil companies in this? *^
***'

LJR: We had to get information on the available suuount from them.

ARF: I've often wondered if they had representatives on the board.

ImJR: No, they did not. I was chairman of the board and we had some
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LJH: other citizens on the board. Now, as you know, a long time ago

I constructed an index to my diary, and in it I've found a letter

'~ which I thought might be worth presenting to you. This was sent

to me by President Truman, and he said,
,

^•-: ^''' On "behalf of the grateful people of the tfni ted States
I thank you for your selfless service in your country's
need as a volunteer worker for the Office of Price

-. -. Administration. With your help our nation has been
* able to profit and to protect its economy against the

impact of total war and to assure its consumers fair
'' prices and fair distribution of needed goods. As a

patriotic citizen you have demonstrated your loyalty
and devotion in a period of great national danger.
Your community and your country will not forget your
contribution to victory over our enemies, and look to
you now for leadership and example in the continuing
fight against inflation.

Mow, I became an OPA officer the 26th of October 1942.

ARP: You gave the "A," "B," and "G« stickers?

UR: Yes, we did, and if a man came in and said, '*! want twenty

*^'
gallons of gasoline," I'd say, "What do you want it for?"

"Well," heM say, "I want to take a ple^6Uf^' f^lF% to

Washington State and back." '^ * ••*'*•

"Well, now," I'd say, "I can't give you a permit for that

much gasoline. I can give you five gallons for your local

consumption, but I can't give you twenty gallons." And that's

the way I worked. vv«.M\r»f UIca

ARF: How did you check on all the stories of argent trips to see

sick aunts and grandmothers?

LJRt Well, you see, I had lived at that time forty years in Berkeley

and I knew nearly everybody by reputation or otherwise, so that

if anybody told me a queer story I could check it by getting
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LJR: some acquaintance of that person that I knew; that way I could

T Check on anything.

tARF: How long were you on the board? ''-f'*'-

LJR: I served until the end of the war,

ARF: Were you there when the gasoline regulation part of OPA met its

death? - ---

LJR: Yes, I was.

I
ARF: Was there any fear in your mind about prices of gasoline going

up when Congress took the controls off?

I
LJR: Yes, there was, but then the war was over, so I had nothing to

do with that.

1943 Race for Mayor

ARF: How did you become candidate for mayor of Berkeley in 1943?

LJR: The election was held May 4, 1943. The Berkeley League of

Progress put up my name as a write-in candidate a week before

the election took place. I never knew just why they did that,

but the members of the l=?ague were friends of mine, namely,

Chester Rowell, editor of the Saji Francisco Chronicle , a college

roommate of mine at the University of Michigan. We were there

together.

There were other good friends on the league: Oscar Barbar

I knew very well; R.P. Wisecarver I knew; August Vollmer, the

police head, lived right near me in Berkeley, sjid I knew him

very well; then Louis BaitiLett was an intimate friend of mine, I
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LJR: knew him very well; and Harry Kingman was an officer of the

Berkeley YMCA and I was an officer of that so I was close to him.

Now, I was called on to make a campaign speech, and inasmuch

as I did not want to be elected, for I was 75 years old at that

time, I decided that I would make a jocose speech. This is what

I said: "I became of a^# in i88§.' Since that year to the one in

which I am now running for the office of mayor, namely 1943, it

is 46 years. I can therefore look back upon 46 years of mature

life. There are 365 days in the year, so I can now look back

upon 15,695 days. Election day is the 4th of May, that is, 42

days after my birthday, the 22nd of February, so on election day.

May 4th, I can look back upon 15 f 739 days of mature life.

"What inference is to be drawn from this statement I've just

made? Perhaps you might say I'm trying to show you that I must

be competent. Perhaps a better inference would be I'm too old

to run." [Laughter]

That's the speech. They roared over this, but you know, 'the

politicians were dumbfounded. I got 2,845 votes (plus 42 more

on the official count), and they said for a man who just simply

toyed with the subject and didn't make an appeal for votes they

thought that was remarkable. [Laughter]

I talked to Harry Kingman and he couldn't remember a thing about

it. He said that he was sure that someone had called him up

some morning and said, "Could we put your naj&e on the committee

backing Richardson?" and he said, "Of course, he's a good friend

of mine," and let it go at that. This action of getting you on
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ARF: the ballot at the last minute seemed rather precipitous, yet it

was done by people who do not ordinarily behave in a precipitous

-- fashion. Wasn't there some issue or some trend in Berkeley

politics that caused this?

LJR: I did not know what that was. They didn't tell me, and I didn't

know. I merely knew that all of a sudden there I was. I found

it out by reading the newspaper, the Berkeley Gazette . I was

dumbfounded, of course, because I had not sought it. I didn't

tven know what they were up to.

Ruth and Conrad Loring
, ^^ ^ *, fc U .> tJ . » .

ARP: Would you like to tell briefly now about your life with your

second wife and who she was?

LJR: She was the daughter of Mr. David Loring, who was an officer

in the California bank. That was his daytime work. But in the

evening he had a passion for teaching men to sing, whereupon he

organized a group of 60 men and he met them evenings and taught

them to sing. He was a genius for that sort of thing. And my

wife played the piano accompaniments at those meetings, and in

that way worked with her father. The Loring club is still in

existence. They gave concerts and Mr. Loring would be the

leader. I have attended these concerts and know how successful

they were. They were given in a good-sized hall in San Francisco

and the concert was thoroughly enjoyable. Mr. Loring had come

from Boston where in his boyhood he had been trained in
««># r -'^ '%n9 ye^. Ban' «<» ff
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LJR: singing. So he was able to use that talent and training in

training these men to sing.

ARF: As I understand it now, Ruth Loring and your wife Maud had been

good friends within musical circles. i&. %\.

LJR; Oh yes, they were very good friends. And after my wife died

there was a sort of natural action on my part to take as my

.RF» second wife a friend of my first wife; that's the way it worked,

."-; a friend of my first wife. ._. „. \-i^.

ARF: The man you are living with here is Ruth Loring* s brother?

LJR: Yes, Conrad Loring. He was a research man for the Standard Oil

Company for many, many years. He was trained at the Massachu-

ARF: setts Institute of Technology in Boston. He had to retire from

Stauidard Oil on account of age, and now he doesn't do anything

but just run the house here.

And, by the way, there's something very interesting. There

was a period there, after his mother had died, when Ruth and

Conrad Loring were living together, and in some curious way

Conrad began to study cooking, making a real study of it. Now,

when he was living with his sister, she did the cooking ordinarily,

but he would study some one dish and do it to perfection. And I

can give you a name of one of them: it was sweetbreads; he could

make a dish of sweetbreads that you'd remember for years. And

; he studied these things.

Now, after Ruth and I married, we three were living here to-

gether, right here in tiiis apartment. Then after Ruth died,

Conrad said, "I'll do the cooking and you can do something else
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UR: in the house to help." And you know, he does it now, and he*s

remarkably good at it. He doesn't have the variety that a pro-

fessional cook would, but it's quite adequate for our purposes.

He has a few bang-up dishes he knows how to make: one is sweet-

UJHi breads, another one that he makes very well indeed is brains,

and a third one is crab. Those three he does in a masterly way.

ARF: Do you follow any special diet?

LJR: I do not eat much meat. I eat plenty of fruits and vegetables.

That was just my taste. I don't think meat contributes to me

what I need. If I eat Just a little meat then eat plenty of

vegetables and fruit I feel perfectly well.

ARF: You moved to San Francisco, then, when you married Ruth Loring?

LJR: Yes, I did.

ARF: About 1952?

LJR: You see, at that time Conrad was still research man in th«

laboratories of Standard Oil, and each day he went from this

house to his business, I went to my University business, and

Ruth did the cooking. In that way we lived very pleasantly.

Then she died. And, as I say, I thought we'd hire a cook then,

but Conrad said, "No, I think I can do it." And so we have a

man come in to clean and do that kind of thing, but in the day's

work we each make our own bed and he does the cooking and in

that way we get along perfectly.

I was retired from the University 21 years ago. I am now

as busy as I ever was at ajiy time in my life before I retired

— I often think more busy. So many people say, "There's that
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LJR: man Richardson, he*s retired, he has nothing to do, let's get

him to help us on this Job." And they turn up here.

,
k ^l-« ^ ,--,v

Commonwealth Club Book Jury ^ . , ^ « i * t^
, wi« '. ^i iiiu» »

LJR: I am at present a member of the Commonwealth Club and sino«

1943, for 16 years, I've been on its book jury. I can give

you a sample of what happens there by saying that this year I

had to read 164 books and, in my judgment, pick out two that

should receive gold medal awards and five that should receive

silver medal awards. For 16 years I've been on that jury, and

i*ead those books without glasses. I don't own spectacles. I

can read the word there on that watch; that says "Hawthorne."

ARF: How do you keep your eyes in such good order?

LJR: Of course you don't want to strain your eyes. Never work in a

V kMIi light that involves a strain on your eyes ~ that's my only

reservation, and I follow that strictly.

Chinese Literature

LJR: I want to give you one further point that gives you a little

picture of the life I lead here. A Chinaman, Mr. Cha, turned

up at my door, and he asked me and said, "You're the man I'm

looking for. Now, I am translating a piece of Chinese litera-

ture into English. I know Chinese, but my English is shaky,
AKf.

and what I am here for is this: I'd like to come twice a week

to you and present what I have written as a translation. It
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UR: will be in modern English, but it won't be very good English,

and I want you to rewrite the English in the hope that I can

get this published."
^^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^

Well, looking at that in a flash, that looked like a simple

and easy and quick thing, so I said, "All right, I'll try to do

it." That was six months ago. He has been coming twice a week

for six months. I said to him at the last meeting, "How long

is this thing going to last?" and he said he hoped to finish it

in two months more. So he will continue He comes from China-

town, where they say funny things in English like "no sabbe"

and things like that from pidgin English. I havt to convert

that into standard English fit for publication.

Correspondence Course on Retirement

ARF: I notice that one of the courses you are teaching in Extension

is "

—

d. •'V

LJR: "Retirement ajid How to Take Advantage of It."

ARF: Yes. Are you living your own precepts there? [Laughter]

LJR: Well, I've had a lot of experience that I can use in that. I

am actually handling two correspondence courses. One, "How to

Keep Intellectually Alive" — if you find you've been for some

time in a humdrum occupation. The other, "Retirement and How

to Take Advantage of It."

ARF: I was wondering if you advise people to keep as busy as they

caji in retirement.
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LJR: I do, I advise people who are about to retire to plan a life in

which there is activity. And preferably something tnat they like

to do and something that is worth doing. I told you, didn't I,

about the lawyer the other day?

Well, there's a law firm consisting of seven men in San

Prauiciaco, They are highly successful. And they passed a rule

for themselves that when any member of the firm got to be 60

years of age — not 65, but 60 — he was to retire. And they

would give him a pension from the firm funds for the rest of

his life. of ^^ lifa. r»i»

vn Well, this went on for a little while until finally a man

became 60 and they told him he was retired and they'd give him

his money every month. It was like a thunderbolt to him| he

hadn't anticipated it.

Well, somebody told him about my course on "Retirement and

How to Take Advantage of It," and he met me. And I said, "What

are you doing now that you've retired."

He said, "I twiddle my thumbs, that's all I have to do."

"All right, you take my course, and after I've had a chance

to study you, I'll try to be of help to you." He handed in one

U: paper a week; that's the usual routine. / ^iv

After a few weeks I said to him one day, "Do you know a

law book called Anson on Contracts?"

ARfi ^ "Know it! Why, that's the standard work on the subject; we ^

had it in our law library." .-*^- " M— '•o >«•'
•
^^^-v

one?
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UR: I said, "Yes. When was it written?"

"Well," he said, "I'll look it up and see," • rr
' ;

Good gracious! He came back and he said, "Why, it was written

55 years ago!

"

"That's just what I suspected. Now, I suggest to you that

foix write a book on the law of contracts and bring it up to

date in every respect, right up to the minute."

"Why," he said, "I never thought of such a thing."

^ Two weeks later he wrote ne a letter and he said, "You've

made me a happy man, I'm having the time of my life. I'm

enjoying the writing of that book more than I did the practice

of law." And he said, "I shall go right on and work on that

vintil I get to the point where it will be published. I think
in i

It will Le."

And I have up my sleeve another law book for him to write

when he finishes that. That's a sample of what happens in that

course. He was tremendously miserable when he said, "Twiddle

my thumbs." He had come aroxuid to me not expecting much. And

then that developed, as I have just said. Now he's a happy man.

ARF: This is a correspondence course, isn't it?

UR: Yes, it's a correspondence course, but if they live right near-

by I occasionally can get a talk with an individual who is taking

the course.

ART: You must have quite a diversity of fields and careers represented

in your course. How do you manage to find the time to help each

one?
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LJRi Well, sometimes technical matters arise and in that case I go to

the department in the University where that subject is handled

and I put the problem that is in my mind from that student up

to them. And I get expert advice for my students in that way,^

Do you know how many papers I have a week? Well, ^-^^st week

I had 24 papers from 24 different people scattered all over the

state. y, '' ^_

A Course for Mental Stimulation
^4 Ally?-

LJR: You see, the other course I have is '•How to Keep Intelledtually

Alive.** If you find that you*ve been for a long time in a hum-
hint* b«t '**,^ 'A? rj.-tt

drum occupation that's the course, and it has far more people

in it. I suppose for every one taking the retirement course I

have five taking this course on "How to Keep Intellectually

Alive. *• • '

• ... .....
i

'^»
:

.

Nov, let me give you an exsimple. A woman has been selling

ribbon in a drygoods store for ten years. And every day she

merely reels off one yard or three yards of ribbon of a particu-

lar color for ajiother woman that comes and wants help. At the

end of ten years of doing that all day she begins to think her

mind is gone. She's utterly, utterly depressed. She realiEes

that once she was far more intellectual than she is now, that

there is a sameness to this that has had an effect on her.

I take that kind of person and I have them do certain

things — it varies with the individual; it isn't always the

same thing. I have to study the individual to see what that
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LJR: person should do. I find out what that person should do in

-ILCi

order to revive her intellectual powers. And that course is

very, very popular. Very popular. I have 25 papers a week,

really, and for each one I have to think of the problem, "What

advice shall I give that person in order to have that individual

happy and successful and wholesome and healthy?" They are never

alike. They vary. They are different.

ARF: Have you been able to draw any conclusions about what sorts of

occupations seem to deaden a person intellectually?

InJR: Well, yes. In the case of men, now and then a man will get into

an assembly line where a machine comes along and he puts in seven

bolts, and then that machine moves and the next one comes on and

he puts in seven bolts. He does that all day long. Well» he

finally thinks he's gone crazy; his mind has lost all intellec-

tual qualities. That's a good example, the man in the assembly

'I ' 11 t

line. Sometimes they are quite bright to begin with, they've

read some books and are quite bright, but as they do this ~
seven bolts on each machine all day long — why, my land, it's

very degrading. And I have to take that individual and make

out for him a method that will be suitable to him.

They vary very greatly. Sometimes a man is what I call

the "laborer" type, and I've got to have an entirely different

kind of problem from what I would for a woman who is fairly

well-educated, but who is selling ribbon all day. It is a

different thing. But I've g6t a stack of letters from people

who have had my courses, and have done the prescribed things,
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and these letters say, "You have helped me beyond words. I'm

now all right. I'm healthy and well and wholesome in my life."

ARF: What do you su^igest that they do, besides suggesting certain

books that they might read?
^ ^^ ^

UR: Just as an example, I advised one woman to go to church. I

said, "Go to church and meet people there and listen to the.

sermons and get some interests through the church. That will

fit your case. It will make you a healthy, normal woman. Go

to church." She hadn't been to church for 20 years, you know.

And I get a letter later from that woman, saying, "How in the

world did you know? Why, it's eompletely transformed my life

^.
'

, and I sin as happy as can be and I*ve made a host of beautiful

friends."

, rw. * Sometimes I find a person has lived in a little town like

Fresno all his life and he's in the same dilemma. And I say,

"I'll tell you what I think you'd better do. I want you to

travel. I want you to go to other cities in our country and,

if possible, I want you to go to Europe, if you can arrange the

money for that. The effect of that travel will be magical on

your life." ,,.^ ^^^ ,.4,*.*, J

I get a letter three or four months later, "My God, you were

entirely right. Why, I'm all right now!" [Laughter] You see

how it is. It's individuals. Every case, you see, has to be

decided on the basis of circumstances.

Here is a subscriber to the course who says, "The course

has l>eeri a revelation to me and 1 have thoroughly enjoyed ft,
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UR: have kept all the essays, for I intend to pursue many of the

subjects farther when I have more leisure time." (The essays

are the answers coming one a week to me*) "Am sorry tc bt so

nearly through with it and am grateful to you for guiding the

course along so many interesting paths. I am a far more alert

person for it. I also want to thank you for the nice comments

Aii/: you write at the bottom of my essays. I put a lot of thought

L7R- into each one of them and I appreciate your words and the

interesting quotes you include from time to time."

I wanted you to h&ve a little glimpse into one student's

reaction.

ARF; How long have you been teaching this course on "How to Keep

Alive Intellectually?" r,

\ Xx n : «.nc

UR: I think not more than 16 years, maybe a little longer than

that. Yes, a little longer.

ARF: About how many students do you have in that course?
rda can 1 v t>-« A.:.-

IkTRj [Noise of shuffling cards] That's the number!

ARF: We had better measure it in inches instead of counting the

cards! That's a stack over an inch high for just one course.

UR: And yet some people say, "You're retired. Do you have anything

\ ;> to do?" [Laughter]

imi ;
~ th« v.(*/.vc./ ^ J ' t' C«>lir<^rf)iai "7^ ^-i^^* .

Poetry '

^

»•

kY^MA- •^I^l4' ^«:i« . t^!» '*^ '.

UR: Now I want to tell you one thing about myself which is, you

might say, trifling. After I got through with my University

>'r#fi«, i'Si

• •••

>» k" ~
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UR: teaching I decided that I would like to write some poetry after

the manner of the Roman poet, Horace, only write in English.

Now, I don't consider myself to be a great poet, but I have gone

right on doing it, and there is volume six. And hore is volume

seven being written now. And I shall probably go on doing this

kind of thing the rest of my life.

ARF; Why don't you chose one and read it.

LJR: I will. I'll be glad to do that.

k AKF: Didn't you receive an award for your poetry?

LJR: The Commonwealth Club gave rae their award on it.

Here's one, "Ineffable."*

« %»". Little can words portray
The form and hue

That give the mariposa's face
Its radiance and grace,

Oa< / Nor yet convey, for all ,
.^'- in i: p.

Their euphonies, the song
sayif f Vood-thrushes sing oa§%\\

) At tranquil dawn awing.
•

. tv^ ^ r

Vords can but little aby
The tides that surge, when friend

From friend must sever,
you * To meet, it may be never.

Nor can their balm allay
^... The heart's repining — -, -. . — -

When love has flown
And left frail life alont.

ARF: Read another one. ^vm that *:

LJR: Here is one on the University of California, "Inscription for

a Campanile Bell."** -tt« *»•

That youth may sow and age may reap
The fields of truth auid right,

,-s X. I mark the bounds of toil and keep
The watches of the ni^^ht.

From Singing in the Sunshine , Feathered Serpent Press, Fairfax,
California, 1955, p. 17.
Ibid., p. 10.
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ARPt Are those really inscribed on the bell? .^. ^„ .^ ^.

LJR: I forget whether they — they asked a few of us to supply in-

scriptions and I know they put something on the bell. At any

rate, I offered this.

Well, as I say, this is an activity which I enjoy and I

keep it up. You see, here's my seventh volume and I shall go

on as long, I think, as I live. ^ ^ ^.^^^ ..

^ ^^^ ^.,

Here is another poem, "A Mourning Dove."*
J. •» »!.•-. " >

- r' r

tM* *w« - ^ mourning dove, with its wan song,
' *** '"* "'"' Sung from a somber yew,

- r rtrt
Openly took to heart my plight. ^

';

- ^ ^*'' Wonderful how it knew. *
wo^

. .^

ARF: From these that you have read to me, I gather that you like to

make each word really work in your poetry.

UR: Oh, yefll. ' And I want ^a'ch wofd 'to be lik« a note in a piece of

music. I always feel that each word must have something that

corresponds to a note in a piece of music. Therefore, language

will sometimes have harsh words that don't serve my purpose at

all. Now, you take that poem I read — "Nor can their balm

allay the heart's repining when love has flown and left frail

life alone." Do you see how I studied the sound? Each is a

musical note. I feel that I must always have that aspect in

,
la** -J lot

my work, yes.

ARF: Do you set yourself a certain time each day for writing?

LJR: Oh, I wanted to tell you about that. Absolutely not. I work

by what is called inspirations that come — you never know when

*Ibid., p. 45

. J * u_' /,a ,
» •' * ' *
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LJR: or how they come. I may be in a streetcar or in a bus and all

of a sudden — "Ah." There's a thought that occurs to me, and

Ailfi
^ loolc around and I see a little rack where it says, "Take One,"

and I reach up and take one of these pamphlets and on that I

write down the clue to my idea. Every one of those poems was

written as a result of a clue that dashed into my head, and

I

then I put it down. I never sit down at this desk and say, "Now,

I have a half an hour. I*m going to write a poem." I never get

I

it that way at all,

ART: You let the Muse lead you.

LJR: Yes, I do. Every one of those poems cajne that way. Every one.

It just casually occurred and then I rushed for paper and put

down the thing, yes. Well, as I say, don't misunderstand me.

I don't think I'm a good poet in the sense of Longfellow. I'm

not, but I get a lot of fun out of writing.

ARF: And people get a lot of fun out of reading those too,

URj Yes, I suppose they do. I put some of these on sale in the

bookstores — Sather Gate in Berkeley and a bookstore here in

San Francisco — and I went in the San Francisco store the other

day and they're all gone, all gone, yes.

ARF: So your books are really being bought.

Well, after you get this initial idea and you jot down the

clue to follow up later, then do you wait until you are at home

to write the poem? Is this, then, "recollection in tranquility?"

LJR: Yes, I get the inspiration which aomes suddenly, in a flash, and

then I put down the draft as quickly as I can, but after that
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UR; there comes a slow period of careful criticism. Then I work

slowly and carefully, ' *

ARF: Most of your poems are relatively short. How much time would you

say you spend on the average poem? Could you estimate that?

URj Well, I tell you. When I get home I write out a fairly full

draft. Then I may have that poem lying on my desk for a week

before I say it's done. Then I paste it into this book.

ARP: You mean you work on it from time to time? You don't try to

construct it all in one sitting?

URt No.

JP.t

JUt

Here's one, "the Percheron."* Do you know the Percheron

horse, which is a very big, noble horse? You see them on drays.

i« 1^%A ^^^ T^^ne shakes out the glint of nodding birches.
in i^54

jj^g -^^^^ qj. YiBfiAf grace, play of sinew
Recall sires grazing Gallic glades,

Steeds, dapple-gray, oak-hearted.
Breasting bronze spears
Of swart invaders.

Steeds bearing armored knights j,^.,^ tin- ,,-,

Neath waving oriflamme,
Devout Crusaders. .^ . ,.,,»>,.

iJ . breed of strength auid patience,
rnusw ^ A.^ star time do you dream

*rr. V. .,„ .. Of spring in Normandy? ;..u^,,7

(That's where they come from.) „ ^^ ,

ARF: Yes. I noticed then, as you read that, what you mean by each

word must be & musical note. ^^.^. „^^

Ibid . , p. 13

P- iJ
ffT. CmllfO'
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LJR: Here is another, "Inunortality."* ly.)

Soul of mine, mysterious traveler,
V/hat of thy long, dim journey hither? When,

And where, will roaming cease? On what faint star.
Amid what heights or depths of space? Here men

Speak of tiiy birth, how on a certain date
Thou didst become a being; none the less

After thy worldly span 'twill be thy fate.
They say, to be at one with nothingness.

-'*», 1 A\id yet the oracles of light still tell
Of life and destiny: how beauty fell
About thy pristine path and will so fall

Round thee hereafter, as the golden ray
Of heaven shows forth glory most of all

At the beginning and the end of day.

ARF: I think that's one of your better ones.
i>9tfA4> ''

IhJR: Oh, I consider that one of the best I ever wrote.
La- the KAaik of V.:ia tfma

.

ARF: You were still busy over at the University when you wrote this

in 1934.

LJR: Yes, that was an early one.

ARF: Was this your first one?

UR: Yes, I think that was my first one. ^.n^ k*ti.«f 4| tn >(iki^

,.a I merely say that I get lots of pleasure in writing poetry,

I enjoy it. Now, I've got a manuscript right here that's almost

ready to go to the printer.

When are you going to have these published?

I haven't set the date, but rather soon. I haven't got to the

point of making an index yet. Did I read you the one that I'm

planning to have as a Christmas card next Christmas?

ARF: I don't believe so.

fit - k#* /— -'-'^

From Cronies , Sather Gate Bookshop, Berkeley, California, 1934,
p. 13.
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UR: "Let There Be Light." (That's the motto of the University.)

Beside the ocean strand
The founders reared halls of wisdom,
Later far renowned.
Above a granite tower
Oft gleanis an evening star.
Youth thither go to train,
Aiming through zeal in learning's rich domafa
To win life's weal.

Oh, here's one that I like very much, "Balm."

The trying day.
For all its jars,

Ends neath
The tranquil stars.

ARJF; That's one of my favorites too. I like the way your sounds fit

the meaning there.

LJRi "The Way," that is the name of this one.

Just be yourself.
Then you may rest

Assured you will
Be at your best.

I have enough for another volume there, I have quite enough.

I'm going over it and over it, trying to better it in little

details here and there before it is published.

Trans : MV
Typed :SR
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To i.F.ARN to count was not easy for

])nniitivc peoples, nor learning

Iiow lo add and subtract, to multiply

and divide. Here, as an aid. they often

u.scd ilieir lingers. So numbers came to

be groujjcd by fives and tens, as in our

decimal system. Homer lias a word
meaning "to count on the five fingers"

or "to count by fives."

To reckon with large numbers re-

m.iincd hard till someone discovered

place value, as indicated for us by the

zero. This is said to have occurred in

India about kk) u.c, but the usage,

slow in s|>rtading, did not reach Eu-

r(>pe (ill the ancient Greeks and Ro-

mans were dead and gone. In mcKlern

times the dctiiiial system and the zero

have greatly helped mailiematicians.

Another aitl to reckoning is the

abacus, wliidi lias been iiscd from time

inimeniorial in CWiina and was com-

mon among ancient ])e<)ples dwelling

round the Mediicrninean .Sea.

.Siill another aid is digital reckon-

ing, which was used bv the Greeks and
Ktiiiians, though )>r()l>ably invenlcd in

l-^ypi or .Asiii. HchhIoius (fl, 63), to

cile Greek testimony, uses an expres-

sion meaning "to reckon on the fin-

gers." Aristophanes has a character

who siiys: "Do any easy sum—not with

I ! I I II <l>^a«lMlllli I i *

BY LEON J. RICHARDSON
Do you have trouble with mathematics? Do your hps move

and your fingers itch when you compute your change ? Then,

take heed of this simple mathematical device of the an-

cients, as described by the Professor of Latin Emeritus

counters, but with your fingers—the

tribute . . . due us from the cities."

{Ves{,ae 655-7.)

Similar testimony is found in Latin

literature. Quintilian, for example, in

his work on education, .says: "As to

geometry, people admit attention to it

is of advantage in tender years; for by

this study, as they allow, the thinking

powers are excited, the intellect sharp-

ened, and (juickncs.s of perception pro-

duced; but they lancy it is not, like

other sciciues. jirofitable after it has

been ac(|uiied, but only while it is

being studied. Such is the common
opinion res|)ecling it. Not without

reason, however, have the greatest

men devoted nuuh attention to this

subject; r<it while geometry comprises

numbers and forms, to know numbers

is surely necessary, not only to a speak-

er, but to any one taking even the first

steps along the path of learning. For

pleading cases in court it is very often

in request. On those (ucisions. 10 s.iy

nothing of becoming contused about

sums, if a speaker, by any uncertain or

awkward movement of the fingers, dif-

fers from the acceptetl mode of cal< il-

lation, he is thought to be poorly

trained" (1, 10, 35). Note especially

the last wortls. To use the fingers in

showing sums would manifestly be

more convenient for an orator than to

manipulate an abacus as he stood be-

fore his audience. I'liny the Younger

(2. 20. •',). speaking of a man who was

about to inherit wealih. s.iys: "He
moves his lips, keeps his fiiif;cis going,

reckons" (monel labra, n^^itat dij^itos,

coritjiulal).

14esides what is to be got from liter-

ary sources, we learn soiiicthing from

actual pratticc in the iiiodern worltl.

Traces of digital reckoning have been

found in Rinnan;'', which is ])art of

ancient Dacia, locatetl west of the

Ulack Sea, and bounded on the south
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)>y (he Id.vit D.'iniibc River. 'Inijaii,

wiio rci^iK'd lioiii ijH to 117 A. si., iikkIc

war on O^kiu ,-iikI l>i'(>u}>lit it into the

Kini»ii'c. Kvciitually many Romans si-t-

iIl-<1 tiicrc. .So the Latin ian^-iiage was
planted in liial region, as well as Ro-

man ctislOMis, laws, and nianiurs. Tlu'

modern inlialiitanls speak Rumanian,
a la nguage derived Ircimaiuieut l.alin.

While ihe^ Iiave heen re|)eale(lly mixed

iMlli invading irilies. still Roman ctis-

loiiis survive iliere, especially among
a grinip known as the Wallachinn peas-

ants. .Seated round the fire of an eve-

ning their old peojile sometimes teadi

children to nuilli|>ly on their fmger.s,

nuich a.s graiidinothers in New Kng-

laiid teach (hildren "cat's cradle."

The Roman method of multiplying

digitally,' as gathered from ancient lit-

erature and modern practice is as fol-

lows. The ones, twos, threes, fours,

aiul fives were memorized (|uite as we
learn the multijilication table. The.se

numbers constitute the first cycle (of

the fingers of a haiui).

l.et us now consider the five num-
bers coiisliluling the second cycle.

namely llic sixes, sevens, eights, nines,

and tens. To multiply any one of these

numbers by any other one in the same

cycle, the lingers were used, l-'or this

puipose the lluunb is named (i. the

index finger 7, the middle finger 8, the

ring finger i), anti the little finger 10.

Take a problem. H<iw many are 7X7?
Hold up each hand clenched. Now ex-

tend the right thumb and index finger

(=7). Then extend the left thumb and

index finger (=7). How many fingers

are extended? (Thumbs count as fin-

gers.) I'our. In this cycle the value of

each extended finger is ten. Four tens

arc- 40. To this sum must be added the

prociuct of the closed fingers on the

right hand multiplied by the closed

fingers on the left; that is 3X3, which

is g. So 7X7 is 40+9, which is 49.

l^t us solve anotlier problem in the

same cycle. How many are 7X8? Hold

up the clenched hands as before. Now
on the right hand extend the thumb

and index finger (=7). Then on the

left hand extend the thumb, index fin-

ger, and middle finger (=8). How
many fingers are extended? Kive. Five

tens are 50. Multiply the three closed

fingers on the right hand by the two

closed fingers on the left hand. 3X2=6.
So 7X8 is 50+6, which is 56.

Let ns now j)roceed to consider the

third cycle, whicii includes the elevens,

twelves, thirteens, fourteens, and fif-

teens. Tlie fingers on each hand, be-

ginning with the thumb are named

respectively eleven, twelve, thirteen,

fomtcen, and fifteen. Take a prob-

lem: How many are 12X13? Hold up

each hand clenched. Now extend ihe

right thumb and index finger (=12).

Then extend the left thumb, index

finger, and middle finger (=13). How
many fingers arc extendetl? Fi\e. Five

tens are 50. ,\gaisi, how many fingers

are extended? (In odd numberetl cy-

( !es ihe extended (not the dosed) fin-

gers .ne mulliplied.) Two on the right

h.ind and tliiee on the Icll. .Multiply

them. 3X2=0. In any problem of the

third lyde a bonus of one hundred is

added. .So 12X13 is 5i>-)-f)4-io<i, which

is \rfi.

Next let us consider the fourth cycle,

whidi in< 1 udes the sixteens, .seven teens,

cighieeiis, nineteens. and twenties.The

fingers are successively .so named. As a

problem, how many are 17X17? Hold

up each hand clenched. Now extend

the right thumb and index finger

(=17). 'I'hen extend the left thumb
and index finger (=17). How many
fingers are extended? Four. In this

cycle the value of the extended fingers

is 20 each. Take 20 four times which is

80. I low many fingers are closed?

Three on cadi hand. Mulli|)ly them.

3X3=9. In any problem in the fourth

cycle the bonus adiled is 2<ki. So 17X 17

is 8<i+9-f2(Mi, which is 289.

'lo multiply numbers belonging to

different cycles, divitle them so as to

bring the problem within a single

cycle. For examjile:

9Xi.3=(9XC)+(9X7)
In tlelail. 9X()=54 and 9X7=63. Add
the results. 54+63=117. Therefore

9X13=117.
The cycles are orderly and symmet-

rical in structure. For example, they

are numbered ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th,

and so on.

The fingers in the ist cycle are

named 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; in the 2nd cycle

6, 7, 8. 9, 10; in the 3rd cycle, 11,12, 13,

14, 15; and so on.

The value of each extended finger

in the 2nd and 3rd cycles is 10; in the

4th and 5th cycles is 20; in the 6th and

7th cycles is 30; in the 8th and gth

cycles is 40; and so on.

In even numbered cycles (e.g., and,

4th. etc.) the dosed fingers of the right

haiul are multiplied by the closed fin-

gers of the left hanti; but in odd num-
bered cycles (e.g., 3rd, 5lh, etc.) the ex-

tended fingers of the right hand are

multiplied by the extended fingers of

the left hand.

In the 3rd cycle the bonus is 100; in

the 4th cycle, 200; in the 5th 400; in

the (iih ("xKi; in the 7th 900; and so on.

The law of the bonus is to increase

loo'in the 3rd cycle, again 100 in the

4th cycle: 200 in the 5th cycle, again

200 in the fiih cycle: 300 in the 7th

lyde. again 300 in the 8th cycle; 400 in

the 9th cycle, again 400 in the 10th

cycle: and so on.

1

i-^li'lijlrila—A-

SOLVING
SeVKN TiMKN .SlVKN

SOLVIMG
Si- vi;n TiMi-.s Ek.iit

SOLVING
TwixvK Ti.MKs TmkTKi .

SOLVING
SkVKNTKK.N Tl.MKS Seventf.kn

Reprinttd/rom California MonthlyforJanuary, 1940
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Qualifications for Membership in the Berkeley Club.

Wino: (Adopted Ifey, 1880) W^
^^^

' (Entered at the beginning of the Seoond Minute Book)

Wiaacr in 4.

Vlnr "A real education in the thorough and broad sense, so that he stands
intelligently on his ovm, base, and does his own thinking,

W ,
A genial nature sind a social disposition, which can enjoy a meeting

and can both make and take a Joke.

Not so Jaded that he cannot command himself, nor so engaged that he
cannot command his time, as a rule.

That kind of benevolence which makes him a well vrLsher of humanity
and glad to contribute to the welfare (sic) of any select circle of active
and thinking men,"

V,

Vion»r la rhlr*

Winn On Membership in the Berkeley Club. o AA, jl^ v

Excerpt from Memorial to Henry Vrooman (Minutes of }ta.y 23, 1899)

_,
(Committee - Wilkinson, W. B. Gibbons, Moses)

"The Berkeley Club is not a mere literary guild where men meet to

exchange only their intellectual wares. It is neither a market nor an
arena, but rather a fireside circle where friendship and affection are

stimulated, not stifled, in the genial waraith of after-dinner debate. In
considering candidates for admission the question of fitness is not deter-
mined by cleverness alone, but by those finer qualities of character which
make companionship desirable, and so when death enters and takes one of
our members there is left a sense of personal bereavement that is not felt
when the ordinary relations of life are severed."

' * il-UV I

llwt



s>s

.rfwXO xeio'itiQB. edi ai qlriBiedneM lol 8noi*«oilllBuP

(0881 ,xM be&qobA)

zbaB&z 9i{ &Mi{& 08 ,88088 bBotd bas riguoTori* eri* ni nol^aoubs Ibst A"
.giiiatairf* nwro elri eeob bna ,s8ad nwo eirf no Yl*fleglIIe:ffii

axi2d-98(a iS yotae oiio rioixfw ,aoi;tl8oq8ib IbIooe a boa 9iuiatt lAiiies A
.esfot B e3(«;t boj esban A&od aao bna

erf ;^A({d' besB^ne os loa ,lle<iaixf ba«cBioo d'conBo eri &jitl& bsbal oa &(M
,9Lm a es ,aoili^ airi baaomoo (toooso

ViMnanmrf lo leriahr ILem a ntlri bssIboi rfoirfw eoneXovenecf to bal^ *ariT

avi&oa lo bIotIo ctoelse y^b to (oIb) etjiliew ariJ^ o* eivdti^aoo o* b«Ig baa
".aem ^al-iatdi baa

.cfi/IO xs-[si[ieS 8id;^ ni qi/iaierfmeH aO

(eeei »5S ^M to ze&ualU) flJttooiV YtneH o* iBliooaM ffloil d-qiaoxS

(eoBolf ^aaodilO .S .V .nosnisUiW - o9&:t ImioO)

oi ieew neci eierfw blii/g >ji«ie*2I eiaoi s *oa ai rfirlO ^alsafiefl srfT"

fl* -toa ^ejfiam a lericJ-ian ax *I •aeiair lBt/*oeII»*al liorf;)- xXno eanariox©

91B aol^toetta baa qiriebn*!-!! enerfw ©lotio ©bieeiil a toiittat ^ud ^aaeta
fll ,eia<iab tBaaib-ie&la lo d&nn0$r Xalnas erfi nl ^boIli^B ioa .bectaluraiia

»no;t^sb ^oa si saeii;^!! lo aoi:tBeup e/i;^ noieBiiribB not ie&ablbaao ^aiteblnaoo
Aoititr TBioanJUlo lo aol&tlaup lenil aBori* \d dud ^eaola aaemeveXo yd benlar

lo 8ao i6-iB& baa at9fae tiiaab aattw ob ban ^eldantaob qxdanoinBqaoo 9:^bo

i^Xel ^oa ai ctaild- ;tneffl»VBe'xed XAaoaisq lo sanes a ^el at vtedd etadmem luo
".beievea aia atll to anol&alei Y^JWi-cbic edi aedm
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Golf Victories

Winner in the W.W. Golf Association Tournament 1 October 1909

Winner, Runner-up, First Flight in the Del Monte Golf Tourna-

ment, July 1912

Winner in the Psi Upsilon Alumni Tournament of 1924

Winner in the Nibs Price Tournament 4 December 1928

Winner in Tilden Park Golf Club Tournament, First Flight 1941

Winner, Runner-up, in Vollmer Tourneunent of 1941

Winner in California Golf Association in 1944

Winner in California Golf Association 12 September 1945

Winner in Senior Golf Association of Northern California,

Class AA, Low Net, in 1946

Winner in Senior Golf Association Tournament in 1947

Winner in Senior Golf Association, Class AA, in 1948

Winner in Tilden Park Golf Club Tournament, Runner-up, Third

Flight, in 1948

Winner in Senior Golf Association of California, Class AA, Low

Gross, in 1949

Winner in Tilden Park Golf Club Tournament in 1950

Winner in Senior Golf Association of California Tournament,

Class AA, Low Net, in 1951

Winner in Senior Golf Association of Northern California

Tournament, Class AA, Low Net, in 1952

Winner in Senior Golf Association of California, Class AA, Low

Net, in 1952

Winner in Senior Golf Association of California, Class AA, 1953

Winner in Senior Golf Association of California, Class AA, Low

Net, 1955



,t»0 I *iieajpfni/oT n©lct A lioO .¥¥ eh^ til isaalil

Silfi Xlul» i^ilMI

^S^I "^o ;^fl»MurwoT itmulk noIi»qU Is^ sri^ 0I -xemiiV

i^^I ;>f{siX^ ieii'i fitfrnutnuot duXO ijioi) stnus? ueolir ai locdlV

lA^I >6 ;» , imlV

^^€X nX fiOXiisiooaeA li lOtlimO nl isnaiV

^i-Ci I'uJiiieJ I nol fifllW

(Bicto'liXBO mofl^icit lo iici;tfiXoo««A tXoO loinec nX iBoai

l\ .
,

8>€i nl «A. lD ,i30i;t«XsoseA tioO loiireS nl isnnlM

fciXrfT .'xu- ,Jnf ^T UlXO IXoi) iij..*! o^iiXlT nl lennlW

e^PX ai ,*rislX^

woJ , ,AiriollijiO ^u noi*j oln»a ai ismilV

f?^^X nl ,»cotO

OecX ni inePimuoT di/XO lioO iXB IT nl -lennlW

,J nx/oT simo-

.

lo noilfiloosaA IXov «a nl leoalV

X^^I nl ,*»!? woJ ,AA cawX^

jBin. ^o nc.

Cc'PX ,A,'\ ^.f.«X: . - aO^n nr ;t2 aX

woJ , isXO ,Air.ioltXjBO i:*£inopaA "^ nl le.
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Addison, Thomas, 191,192
Adult Education Association, 149
Armenians, 187,188
Aronovici, Carol, 183-85,188
Arrows and Driftwood . 128-30

Barber, Oecar, 220
Barrows, David Prescott, 42,169
Bartlett, Louis, 220
Berkeley Club, 88-91 (see also Appendices)
Berkeley Fire, 1923, 80,81
Berkeley Gazette . 98,222
Berkeley League of Progress, 220,221
Berkeley Musical Association, 60,93-102
Berkeley Politics, 220-22
Berkeley Public Library, 102-11
Bertram, 110
Bliss, Frederick Leroy, 4,30
Brown, E.E., 110
Brown, Elmer, 170
Brown, Edmund, 64

California School for the Blind, 56-58
California State Commission of Immigration and Housing, 181-90
California State Public Schools, 36-39
Campbell, William Wallace, 121,122
Carnegie, Andrew, 102,103
Cheney, Warren, 91,93,99
Collier, John, 181,182
Commonwealth Club, 225
Crawford, R.T. , 198-200
Cronies . 237
Cross, Ira, 144
Crumm, Bartley, 154,155

Davis, Horace, 40
Deutsch, Monroe, 136
Dewey, John, 7-12,30

Fay, Percival Bradshaw, 135
Felton, Katharine C. , 85
Flagg's Circle, 92,93
Flagg, Isaac, 92
French, 189

Gayley, Charles Mills, 7,13-18,30,74,113,198
Germans, 189
Oilman, Daniel Coit, 89
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Hanks, Jane, 62,63,65
Hanks, Peter Vilas, 65
Hanks, Tobias Richardson, 66
Hanks, Nicholas fox Walton, 66
Hart, Walter Morris, 136 j\ft»GCiA%i' 1

Haskell, Mellan, 78,171
Hayward, Celia, 106
Hearst, Phoebe Apperson, 59,61,62,82,86-88
Hodgehead, 93,94,99
Howard, John Galen, 84,89,104,105
Howerth, I.W., 113,114,132,133,151
Howison, George H. , 89,211
Hume, Sam, 100,101

Japanese, 189,190
Jepson, Willis Linn, 170
Joekel, 105,106,109
Jones, William Carey, 15,42,113

Keith, William, 68,69,72-77
Kellogg, Martin, 13,31,39
Kerchin, J.L., 140,141,147,148,182,183
Kingman, Harry, 221
Kircalda, Andrew, 193,194
Un«e.A!f;Ml'^ ^''

.
«^6
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Leu^chner, Armin 0., 132,134
Linforth, Ivan, 52-54,170
Loewenberg, Jacques, 134
Loring, Conrad, 222-24
Loring, Davis, 222,223
LOngev, Alex, 114 ^ .. »jat>«.rgt i^«"-f »-..i.,*44-i€

Mansbridge, Albert, 116,136
Matzke, John, 55 , ,2"^^,^^
Maud, C.L., 194
Maybeck, Bernard, 79,104
McDonald, John H., 92
Merrill, William Augustus, 54 V15
Mexicans, 138
Moffitt, Herbert C, 207
Moffitt, James Kennedy, 44,56,97,100,201-12
Moffitt, Pauline Fore, 207
Moore, E.C. , 123
Morrison, May Treat, 84,85 -c« Aw tjr«ii.ant

Morse, Miss, 104 J

Moses, Bernard, 89 " -" "" '"' '"
'
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Muir, John, 68-72
Mullen, W., 144 i

Nagel, Earl, 194 "" h-

National University Extension Association, 149-51
Naylor, 103,104
Noble, Charles, 79 \

Noyes, George R. , 68
•»1

O'NeiU, Kdmund, 91

Peixotto, Ernest, 91 - "

-^ '" ' " -"^^tla»| ^i^-'c
Peixotto, Jessica, 144
Philological Association of the Pacific Coast, 54,55
Plehn, Carl C. , 171,172,198,200,201
Popper, William, 99,100

Rakestraw, B.B. , 115,122,123
Richardson, Arthur Howard, 1,2
Richardson, Bruce Alden, 66
Richardson, Isabel Chamberlain, 1,215
Richardson, Isabel, 2
Richardson, John, 64,73
Richardson, Josiaih Crosby, 1-7,14,215
Richardson, Maud Wilkinson, 56,58-60,67,86,96,101,223
Richardson, Ruth Loring, 222-24 ) ,i^
Rowell, Chester, 12,220
Ryder, Arthur, 92,211

Sampson, Aldon, 68
Sather, Jane K. , 81-83Scharrenberg, Paul, 141,144-46
Setchell, William A., 171
Six-thirty (630) Club, 91
Singing in the Sunshine , 233,234,236
Shattuck, Rosa, 103
Smith, George, 192,193
Sparks, Joyce, 66
Stephens, Morse, 15,42,44,45,113
Stratton, George, 159

Taylor, Paul, 144
Truman, Harry, 219

United States Office of Price Administration, Gas Rationing
Board, Berkeley, 218-20

University of California, Campanile, 83,84,233,234
University of California, Committee of Arts and Lectures, 101
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University of California, Extension Services!
Advisory board, 132-37
Associations, 148-51
Background, 115-17
(and) California State Conunittee on Immigration and Housing

(see under name)
Faculty relations, 163-73
Finances, 118-123a
Labor education, 140-49
Prisoner education, 151-61
Publicity, 124-32
Spokesman . 173,182
Teaching methods and philosophy of adult education, 173-80
Teacher training, 161-63
Technical department, 121,138-40

University of California, Faculty Club, 78-80,152,153
University of California, Latin Department, 18,31-36,48-54
University of California, Military Bureau, World War I, 111,112

Vollmer, August, 220

Warren, Earl, 63
Washburn, Oliver, 134
Waterman, 103,104
Wheeler, Benjamin Ide, 33,39-45,110
Wilkinson, Warring, 56-58,86
Wyckoff, Florence Richardson, 62-65,73,88
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